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Zeolites are nanoporous materials that are of great importance in many 
technological fields and environmental applications1. Zeolites consist of 
aluminosilicates with diverse structures: channels, windows or cages of 
molecular dimensions. The presence of aluminium atoms in the framework 
induces an electrical imbalance leading to a negatively charged framework that is 
compensated by additional non-framework cations, such as sodium or calcium. 
Due to their molecular structure, zeolites can selectively adsorb the components 
of gaseous and/or liquid mixtures according to their molecular size; the 
adsorption properties often strongly depend on the presence of non-framework 
cations2.  
 
Zeolites are used in gas separation processes of industrial interest such as CO2 
removal from natural gas3. Remarkable separations effects can be achieved by 
the interplay of mixture adsorption and diffusion. Zeolites play a major role in 
petrochemical industry where they are used as catalysts in cracking and hydro-
cracking of hydrocarbons2. 
 
For the practical application of zeolites, molecular simulation techniques provide 
an efficient tool to understand their thermodynamic properties. A well-designed 
computer simulation can predict thermodynamic properties and can be a 
substitute for experiments. Molecular simulation can also provide measurements 
that are difficult or inaccessible through experimental methods or when the 
experiment has components that are too dangerous or too expensive.  
 
This research focused on the understanding, from a theoretical point of view, of 
the mechanism of adsorption and diffusion of gases in zeolites with or without 
non-framework cations by applying molecular simulations. We used molecular 
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simulations techniques to study the adsorption and the diffusion processes of 
gases in zeolites. In particular, we calculated adsorption isotherms by Monte 
Carlo simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble. Diffusion coefficients have 
been calculated by molecular dynamics simulations. 
 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
In chapter 1, we first presented a state of the art on molecular simulations and on 
the description of zeolites in order to provide a general overview on these fields 
and introduce the scientific work done in this thesis.  
 
We related the importance in technological fields and environmental applications 
with the simulation of the zeolite structures, as they allow to selectively adsorb 
the gases according to their molecular size. In chapter 2 we studied the 
adsorption and diffusion of small hydrocarbons in Linde Type A (LTA) zeolites 
as a function of their calcium/sodium ratio4. The diffusion studies focused on 
methane whereas the adsorption simulations were performed from methane up to 
pentane. Our simulation results are consistent with previous experimental studies. 
They provide a molecular picture of the influence of the zeolite type, the amount 
of cations contained and their location in the structure on the adsorption and 
diffusion of small hydrocarbons. 
 
In chapter 3, we studied the effect of flexibility on the adsorption and diffusion of 
methane in four types of zeolite A: two pure silica structure (ITQ-29 and LTASi), 
the sodium form (LTA-4A), and the sodium/calcium form (LTA-5A)5. 
Simulations were performed at different temperatures and for different methane 
loadings. Both processes, adsorption and diffusion, are strongly determined by 
the cations. In this chapter, we described how the framework flexibility affects 
differently to the adsorption and diffusion of methane, and we discuss about 
when the zeolite framework should be considered rigid or flexible. 
 
Several force fields are available to describe thermodynamic properties of light 
gases in zeolites but most of them are only valid to all-silica structures (zeolites 
without non-frameworks cations)6,7. Unfortunately, many force fields are not 
transferable to other systems rather than those for which they were developed8-10. 
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In chapter 4, an accurate and transferable force field was developed to reproduce 
the thermodynamic properties of CO2 in all-silica structures and aluminosilicates 
bearing sodium non-framework cations11. This force field allows calculating the 
adsorption isotherms in excellent agreement with experimental data, thereby 
providing a more accurate and reliable tool for screening zeolites with a wide 
range of Al/Si ratios as well as all-silica zeolites.  
 
Regarding the diffusion process of CO2 in zeolites, in chapter 5 we investigated 
their diffusion in three LTA-type zeolites: ITQ-29, LTASi and LTA-4A. In order 
to understand the diffusion behaviour of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites and the 
influence of the guest-host interactions, we have compared the results for two 
available force fields in the literature12. The observed concentration dependencies 
of the self- and transport diffusions are strongly affected by the choice of the 
force field. To understand the physical origin of the different diffusion behaviour 
of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites, we have used the Relevant Site Model (RSM). This 
model describes the concentration dependency of CO2 in these zeolites. In 
addition, we investigated the influence of non-framework cations in this process. 
 
The selection or design of a zeolite for a particular use requires knowledge of the 
interaction between the zeolite and the adsorbate. Developing force fields is still 
a major task, as it requires a very large number of molecular simulations. 
Therefore, there is a significant interest in reducing this number. We aimed at 
developing a method to fit the force field parameters for describing adsorption in 
zeolites in a computationally easier and less time consuming way. In chapter 6 
we developed a method to describe the result of a molecular simulation without 
performing the simulation itself13. This model represents the zeolite channel as an 
annular pore, where oxygen atoms are uniformly distributed over the inside of 
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Las zeolitas son materiales cristalinos de gran importancia en procesos 
ambientales y tecnológicos1. Su estructura consiste en átomos de silicio, aluminio 
y oxígeno que se unen formando una red tridimensional con canales y cavidades 
bien definidos. Para mantener la estructura con carga neutra se añaden cationes, 
principalmente sodio y calcio. Las formas peculiares que adoptan las zeolitas, 
dotan a estos materiales de propiedades tales como la capacidad de intercambio 
iónico, la adsorción selectiva de gases o sus cualidades catalíticas. Estas 
propiedades junto a una gran estabilidad térmica hacen de las zeolitas materiales 
interesantes para su aplicación industrial, por ejemplo como catalizadores en el 
craqueo de hidrocarburos2. Las zeolitas también están consideradas como uno de 
los mejores materiales para la adsorción y la separación selectiva de CO2 en 
procesos de flujo y la eliminación de agua y CO2 del gas natural
3. 
 
Las aplicaciones de las zeolitas vienen determinadas por el conocimiento de los 
procesos termodinámicos que llevan a cabo los gases en su interior. Los métodos 
de simulación molecular juegan un papel importante, ya que permiten la 
descripción exacta de las interacciones entre los gases adsorbidos, la de éstos con 
la zeolita y con los cationes. Una de las ventajas adicionales de la simulación es 
que permite obtener resultados en sistemas de difícil acceso experimental, o 
cuando el sistema contiene componentes peligrosos o excesivamente caros, lo 
que puede complicar su estudio mediante técnicas experimentales. 
 
Este trabajo de tesis tiene como objetivo estudiar, desde un punto de vista 
teórico, los mecanismos de adsorción y difusión de los gases en el interior de 
zeolitas con y sin cationes. Para ello se han utilizado diversas técnicas de 
simulación molecular. En concreto, se han calculado las isotermas de adsorción 
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mediante el método de Monte Carlo en el colectivo gran canónico. Los 
coeficientes de difusión se han obtenido mediante dinámica molecular. 
 
En el primer capítulo, presentamos el marco teórico de la simulación molecular y 
la descripción de las zeolitas para generar una visión global e introducir el trabajo 
científico llevado a cabo. 
 
La importancia de las zeolitas en las aplicaciones tecnológicas y ambientales se 
refleja en el capítulo 2, donde se detalla la investigación realizada en los procesos 
de adsorción y difusión de hidrocarburos pequeños en zeolitas tipo Linde Type A 
(LTA) en función del ratio de carbono/sodio. La difusión se ha estudiado 
principalmente en el metano, mientras que los estudios en adsorción se realizaron 
con cinco hidrocarburos: metano, etano, propano, butano y pentano4. Los 
resultados, obtenidos mediante simulación molecular, son consistentes con 
estudios experimentales anteriores, proporcionando información a nivel 
molecular de la influencia de los cationes en la zeolita en relación a su número y 
a su localización en la estructura. 
 
La estructura de la zeolita puede reproducirse mediante un modelo rígido o uno 
flexible. En el capítulo 3 se han estudiado las diferencias en las estructuras de las 
siguientes zeolitas tipo A: dos estructuras pura sílica (ITQ-29 and LTASi), la 
estructura con sodio y aluminio (LTA-4A), y la estructura con calcio, sodio y 
aluminio (LTA-5A)5. El estudio se realizó a diversas temperaturas demostrando 
que la adsorción y específicamente la difusión del metano están influenciadas por 
el tipo de estructura considerado. 
 
En la literatura podemos encontrar diversos campos de fuerzas capaces de 
describir los procesos termodinámicos de gases de pequeño tamaño6,7. La 
mayoría de estos campos de fuerzas sólo pueden utilizarse para zeolitas sin 
cationes. Para zeolitas con cationes, los campos de fuerzas que encontramos han 
sido desarrollados para un único tipo de estructura (FAU o LTA)8-10 y fallan 
cuando los aplicamos a otras estructuras (FAU, LTA, MOR o MFI)11. En el 
capítulo 4 se presenta un campo de fuerzas capaz de reproducir las propiedades 
termodinámicas del CO2 tanto en pura sílica como en zeolitas con cationes de 
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sodio. Este campo de fuerzas permite reproducir con precisión las isotermas de 
adsorción experimentales, proporcionando una excelente herramienta para 
investigar zeolitas con una amplia distribución de silicio y aluminio, además de 
las estructuras sin cationes. 
 
Los procesos de difusión del dióxido de carbono también ha sido objeto de 
estudio. En el capítulo 5 se muestran los resultados de los coeficientes de 
difusión del CO2 en tres tipos de zeolitas LTA: ITQ-29, LTASi y LTA-4A
12. El 
estudio se realizó empleando distintos campos de fuerzas, mostrando entre ellos 
una gran diferencia en la difusión de CO2. Para comprender el significado físico 
de los distintos resultados de la difusión y a su vez, la influencia de los 
parámetros de los campos de fuerzas en la difusión del CO2, se aplicó el 
“Relevant Site Model” (RSM) a nuestros resultados. Este modelo describe la 
dependencia de la concentración de CO2 en diversas zeolitas. En este estudio 
también se analizó la influencia de los cationes de la estructura en el proceso de 
difusión. 
 
La selección y el diseño de zeolitas para usos concretos requieren la comprensión 
de las interacciones entre la zeolita y el adsorbato. Para ello es necesario utilizar 
campos de fuerzas que reproduzcan las propiedades termodinámicas de los gases, 
pero el desarrollo de un nuevo campo de fuerzas tiene un elevado coste 
computacional. En el capítulo 6 se introduce un método para ajustar los 
parámetros de los campos de fuerzas que describen los procesos de adsorción en 
zeolitas de manera rápida y sin apenas coste computacional13. Este método 
permite obtener buenos resultados sin necesidad de realizar la simulación en sí. 
El modelo propuesto representa los canales de las zeolitas mediante un cilindro 
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The main aim of this chapter is to summarice the present state of the art in the 
computational study of adsorption and diffusion in zeolites with cations. After a historical 
perspective, a description of the zeolites structure is presented. Then, we focus on the 
properties of zeolites and that leads us to the application possibilities. This background on 
the subject is required to discuss adequately the computational methods employed in this 
thesis. 
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__________________________ 
I Thales of Miletus (an Ionian city in the coast of Asia Minor, now Turkey) is considered one of the Seven Greek Sages and 
the founder of Milesian school. He was a great astronomer, mathematician engineer and philosopher. He has famous 
theorems as mathematician: “A circle is bisected by its diameter” or “The angles at base of isosceles triangle are equal” 
between others. Anaximander and Aristotle were some of his disciple. 
1.1  Preamble 
When we are looking at reality, we are confronting ourselves with the “whole”. If 
we wish to approach reality in order to manage, treat or study it, we have no 
other option but to narrow our focus. This is because our minds as well as our 
bodies have a limited capacity. On the other hand, it is necessary to establish a 
veneer that can reflect such a “whole”. The ability for reflection enables us to 
model upon the reality and further, it seems everything we are aware of is 
possible to model. It is within this context that the sense of what it means to 
model the “whole” can be achieved. 
 
Whatever can be imagined could, in principle, also be modelled. The outcome of 
such an action is a reproduction of reality to varying degrees of precision and 
satisfaction that depends on the details and the portion of reality that are within 
reach of the scope of the model. Although the current scientific models were 
already present from ThalesI and the Ionian thought, their concept is still 
discussed nowadays, especially in the discourse of scientific philosophy.  
 
The comprehension of the concept of Nature and its ways of observance reached 
the actual understanding as science (Newton for example, understood himself as 
a natural philosopher). The technological development enabled the observer to a 
very different representation of Nature as the Greeks once did. In fact, the 
conditions of the Nature are still the same but human research and usage of 
natural materials are completely different and nowadays multi-functional. 
Therefore, the model becomes the manifestation of the complexity between the 
supposed ideas (theory) and the observed occurrences (experiment). In this 
context, Hacking1 argues that the experiment has the central position within the 
scope of science. On the other hand, Woolgar2 critically refers to the model with 
the same argument exposited by dualists: as much as the essence and perception 
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of the object leads us to diverging conclusions about its own scientific activity. 
Woolgar proposes that representation is not the only option for the starting point 
of scientific work. 
 
Besides experimental or theoretical features, another scientific approach is a 
computer-aided program based on both theoretical reflection and practical proof. 
Such an approach provides a means of going beyond the status quo, combining 
the ideal conditions created in the model and the accessible conditions created in 
the experiment. In fact, the scientist goes beyond the limitation of the capabilities 
of the experimental equipment. 
 
In combination with statistical mechanics, the techniques of molecular 
simulations create a connection between what can be studied in the microscopic 
world by molecular simulations and what is observed in the macroscopic world 
by experiments. That is to say, the representation of the models allows us to 
contemplate the process of studying, the research itself. The essence of creating a 
theory or model is to explain what occurs in nature and to give a justification for 
it in accordance with a scientific approach. In addition, models should be able to 
predict what will happen when the conditions change. The experiments can be 
considered as points of departure from the theory and modelling, since a good 
model can provide the tools necessary to predict any experimental result. The 
experimental observation needs theory and vice versa. 
 
We do not want to go too deeply into this single subject, since our work is not the 
study of the way in which the model represents reality, but instead, if we accept 
digital tools, we come closer to the interpretation of Hacking, where we 
understand that the representation approaches closest to an isomorphic reality. 
 
Thanks to technical software, we can combine the three main frameworks 
through which models are interpreted: structural, dynamic and functional 
frameworks. The structural framework considers not only how many components 
are necessary to precisely represent the object, it is also necessary to precisely 
resemble the object. The atomic model put forward by Niels Bohr (1885-1965) is 
an example. This model provides a picture of something familiar, electrons 
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tracing an orbit around the nucleus, but this is not an actual representation of 
what is really happening. This model provides for us, first, the possibility to 
reaffirm the imagination about what is nature, and second, it allows us to think 
further or explore beyond the observable limits of the experiments. The dynamic 
framework of the model allows us to study the complex variables of a structural 
system, which is part of an open system that arises from the various interactions 
within that system. This aspect bears similarity to the mathematical formalism, in 
the ability to order, group or arrange the elements according to the results of the 
investigation. The model should be also functional, since this representation can 
evolve and the scientific experiences accumulate. 
 
The current work explores only a very small part of the "whole". Theory requires 
experimental confirmation to provide any true sense of meaning to the results. 
For the theory to be justified, it must reproduce the results that have been 
observed experimentally. Therefore, our proposal is to bring together 
experimental measurements and the models currently used to represent them in a 
manner that adequately explains reality and that can encompass all of the 
dynamic conditions. 
 
Molecular simulations provide an alternative method for determining equilibrium 
and the dynamic properties compared with the theory or experiments. We show 
how this method can be used to predict the properties of the molecules in 
confined systems. In particular, we concentrate on the adsorption and diffusion of 
small gases and quadrupoles in crystalline materials called zeolites and its 
interaction with diffusing gas. Using the developed model it will be possible to 
predict how a gas might behave under determined and desirable conditions in this 
crystalline material that has both micro- and meso-porosity. It will also consider 
the behaviour of the gas: how it diffuses if it is adsorbed by the material. This 
model employs classical, non-quantum mechanical methods. 
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1.2  Zeolite Description 
1.2.1  From “Boiling Stones” to Zeotypes 
The material we are exploring is referred as “zeolite”. Zeolites are molecular 
sieve materials that are of great importance in many technological fields and 
environmental applications3-10. Zeolites are a system of channels, windows or 
cages of molecular dimensions. Basically, zeolite frameworks consist of silicon 
and aluminium atoms, so-called T-atoms, and oxygen in the crystal lattice. The 
presence of aluminium atoms in the framework induces an electrical imbalance 
leading to a negatively charged framework that is compensated by additional 
non-framework cations, such as calcium, sodium or potassium. The T-atoms are 
surrounded by four oxygen atoms forming an approximate tetrahedron. A zeolite 
framework consist of a crystalline structure of a three-dimensional network with 
cavities and channels in the different directions that allow for some properties 
like ion-exchange and reversible dehydration. 
 
The chemical formula of aluminosilicates, zeolites with cations, is: 
 Mx/n [(AlO2)x (SiO2)y] wH2O. 
The formula within parentheses represents the framework composition. M is the 
non-framework cation of valence n. w is the number of water molecules present 
in a unit cell and x the number of Al atoms per unit cell, usually 1≤ y/x ≤5. These 
values of the variables x and y depend upon the structure. The total number of 
tetrahedra in a unit cell is the sum (x+y). The exact Si/Al ratio depends on the 
crystallite size and the porosity. 
 
1.2.1.1  Natural Zeolites 
The geologist Alex Fredick Cronstedt (1722-1765) discovered a tectosilicate, 
called Stibilite, from the copper mine in Tornea, Sweden. In 1756 he published 
the article “Observation and description of an unknown species of rock, called 
ZEOLITES”, in a Swedish magazine where he explained that this mineral visibly 
lost water when heated by a flame. By cooling the structure it could be 
rehydrated11. Cronstedt gave these minerals an aptly descriptive name: “zeolite”, 
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a term that etymologically comes from classic Greek (zeo), which means to 
boil, and (lithos) which means stone. Therefore, these materials are 
literarily called “boiling stones.” At that time, it was impossible to imagine all 



































Figure 1.1: Four natural zeolite exhibit in Museo Geominero (IGME) at Madrid (Spain). Stilbite 
(up left), the type of zeolite discovered by Cronstedt. Chabacite (up right), Sodalite (down left) and 
Laumonite (down right). 
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Zeolites can be found in a variety of geological environments containing 
siliceous materials (volcanic rocks, clays, feldspar, biogenic silica and other 
silica rocks). These natural zeolites have a volcanic origin and are formed when 
flowing water of high pH and salt content interacts with volcanic ash, causing 
rapid crystal formation12. Many years ago, they were considered to only be 
museum pieces admired for their beauty and used exclusively in jewellery. 
Figure 1.1 shows a variety of natural zeolites that are often appreciated for their 
differences and beauty. 
 
Since the first zeolite was discovered by Cronstedt, around forty natural types 
have been found13. The most abundant structures are: mordenite, cliptilolita, 
erionite, chabazite, phillipsite, stibilite and analcime. 
 
1.2.1.2  Synthetic Zeolites 
Synthetic zeolites are created in the laboratory to mimic the behaviour and 
properties similar to natural conditions. The first time it was demonstrated that a 
zeolite could be reversibly hydrated several times without any change or loss in 
morphology and appearance, similar to the observation by Cronstedt, was in 
1840 by Damour14. Afterwards, science began in-depth studies into these 
minerals where a synthetical processing of zeolites became constantly frequent. 
Von Schafhäutl performed the first trial of hydrothermal synthesis of a porous 
material with quartz15 in 1845. Some years later, in 1862, de St. Claire-Deville16 
described the first hydrothermal synthesis of a zeolite: Levynita. At this time 
techniques were not available to observe zeolites and there was not even 
information regarding atomic characterization. Thus, these initial works were 
unable to provide information about the structure and suffered from low 
reproducibility. However, in 1930 the development of new experimental 
techniques like X-ray diffraction motivated Pauling17,18 to lead experiments 
which made him able to describe the first structure of a zeolite. 
 
The adsorption was not limited to water. In 1909, Grandjean observed that 
zeolites could adsorb other molecules, like hydrogen, ammonia or air12. It was in 
1948 when Barrer reported the first precise confirmation of hydrothermal 
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synthesis of an analogue mordenite19. As well, Barrer demonstrated that some 
zeolites could be synthesized in a form identical to their natural counterparts20. 
Further, Milton developed zeolite synthetization experiments to find new 
approaches for the separation and purification of mixture gases. Later on, 
together with Breck, their research produced a shift for industrial applications12. 
That lead to one of the most commercially succesfully zeolite that has no natural 
counterpart, Linde type A (LTA). In 1954, Union Carbide, was the first company 
that commercializated zeolite for separation, purification of air and for drying 
refrigerant gas and natural gas. 
 
1.2.1.3  Zeotypes 
Since the introduction of the term zeolite by Cronstedt, it was discussed and used 
in different ways12,21. The present understanding of what a zeolite is, is defined 
by Coombs et al22. This replaced a previous definition, which restricted the term 
to only alumosilicates with water content. Now also water-free and frameworks 
with other elements than Si and Al, such as Be, B, Mg, P, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, 
Zn, Ga and Ge were considered being part of the zeolite family. However, these 
materials are usually called zeotypes in general23. 
 
Particularly, the family of zeotypes with P atoms in the framework are called 
ALPO for aluminophosphate24 and SAPO for silicoaluminophosphate25. Many 
minerals formerly (in 19th Century) attributed to the class of zeolites – like 
Apophyllite – actually do not have a zeolite framework and therefore are neither 
zeolites nor zeotypes. 
 
Until now, 197 zeolite framework types are classified by the Structure 
Commission of the International Zeolite Association13. This commission assigns 
three letter codes to each framework topology. The codes are normally derived 
from the name of the natural zeolite, for example MOR to designate “mordenite” 
or FAU for “faujasite”. The codes also include the name for synthesized zeolites 
like LTA for Linde Type A. More than one zeolite could have the same topology. 
For example, for MFI-type zeolite there are 21 different zeolites with different 
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pore size, symmetry and chemical composition26. As a consequence, the number 
of different zeolites classified today is larger than 250. 
 
In the early 1990's a lot of attention was given to the development of 
“mesoporous zeolites” which provide larger pores by a conversion of large 
molecules. Some of these “mesoporous zeolites” that have attracted much 
research interest are FSM-16 (Folde Sheet Mesoporous material), ITQ-21 
(Instituto de Tecnología Química de Valencia) and MCM-41 (Mobil 
Composition of Matter). These zeolites were synthesized by research groups in 
Japan27-30, Spain31-33 and at the company Mobil Co.34,35 respectively. After these 
groups, many researchers have investigated the synthetic methods and the 
formation mechanism of mesoporous silica. The synthesis of mesoporous 
materials is important in the field of study of gas adsorption and catalysis. 
 
Recently, there has been tremendous activity to synthesize new nanoporous 
materials4 with specific functional properties36 according to specific uses, such as 
selective separation. Optimization of separation selectivity requires proper 
understanding of the adsorption behaviour of zeolites. 
 
In the middle of the 90’s, new mesoporous materials called Metal Organic 
Frameworks (MOFs) were developed. The majority of such new materials were 
synthesized by investigators located in Japan37-40, France41-45 and United States46-
51. MOFs were expected to replace zeolites due to their potential storage capacity, 
but they proved to be thermally unstable. In sharp contrast, zeolites have been 
shown to be thermally stable; however, many of their properties are still unclear. 
 
 
1.2.2  Structure 
All zeolites are considered to be molecular sieves because of their ordered 
structures when dried, and their high internal surface area. The term "molecular 
sieve" for a zeolite is due to McBain52. It refers to a solid with pores between 0.3 
and 2 nm in diameter that could be used as sieve for molecules. In 1932, he 
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studied the ion-exchange capacity and the selective adsorption of gases in the 
natural zeolite Chabazite. McBain classified these porous materials in two 
groups: sieves with a disordered structure, such as activated carbon, inorganic 
gels, etc.; and sieves with an ordered structure, as is the case of zeolites and 
zeotypes. 
 
Molecules of kinetic diameter larger than the diameter of the pores cannot pass 
through the windows and enter the canal system, which is why zeolites are also 
known as molecular sieves53. The molecular sieve property may be affected by 
dehydration and heat. Heating can produce distortions in the lattice and increase 
the void volume of the channels, while dehydration causes a cation interchange 
and subsequent changes in charge distribution within the structure. At room 
temperature, the zeolite framework is somewhat flexible. The pore diameter 
depends on the spatial arrangement of the tetrahedral structure caused by 
constant molecular vibration. This molecular vibration increases with 
temperature and leads to flexibility of pores in both shape and size. 
 
1.2.2.1  Primary Building Units 
The zeolite base compounds are silicon and oxygen connected together in a form 
of a tetrahedron: SiO4, calling Primary Building Units (PBUs). Each tetrahedron 
has a siliceous atom in the centre and four oxygen atoms at the four apexes. Each 
oxygen is shared between two tetrahedra. Fig 1.2 shows a schematic 
representation of the tetrahedral PBUs which are the building blocks of the 
framework structure. 
 
The non-framework cations are always coordinated by the lattice oxygen atoms. 
They are useful for ion-exchange reactions and introduce electrical fields over 
the framework, effectively polarizing it. The layout of tetrahedral units in a 
zeolite determines its properties. These units are called Member Rings (MR) and 
the tetrahedral metals in the centre are called T-atoms for short. The quantity of 
siliceous and aluminium atoms in a zeolite is determinate by Löwenstein rule54 
where the relation Si/Al could be between 1 and infinity. In favour of a neutral 
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charge, there is not a second adjacent of aluminium bonds, if we follow 
Löwenstein rule. This rule does not allow two adjacent aluminium bonds. 
       












Figure 1.2: The majority of zeolites are aluminosilicates formed by tetrahedral units that contain an 
aluminium or silicon atom (shown in yellow) surrounded by 4 oxygen atoms (red spheres), as is 
showed in figure (a). The tetraedra join up forming the framework structure, with non-framework 
cations to compensate the aluminium charge. Figure (b) shows a snapshot of the structure with 
cations. 
 
However, some tetravalent siliceous atoms could be replaced by trivalent atoms, 
like aluminium, resulting in a negatively charged structure. This net charge is 
compensated, in principle, with alkaline and alkaline-earth metal ions, but other 
metals, or even non-metals and organic cations could also be added. These so-
called non-framework ions are usually allowed to move freely inside the zeolite.  
 
1.2.2.2  Secondary Building Units 
In order to simplify the zeolite structure description and systematically classify 
them, Meier55 proposed a set of Secondary Building Units (SBU) from simple 4 
or 6 MRs to sodalite cages. The large majority of zeolite structures are 
constructed by repeating the SBUs. There are presently 19 SBUs56. The way that 
SBUs are assembled determines the physical and chemical properties of the 
zeolite they form56.  
 
Breck proposed a structural zeolite classification system based on SBU’s56. There 
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S4R S5R S6R S8R
D4R D6R D8R
up a zeolite. The seven SBUs groups proposed by Breck are shown schematically 
in Fig. 1.3. This classification simplifies comparisons in terms of adsorptive, 
















Figure 1.3: The seven Secondary Structure Units (SBU) groups proposed by Breck. Each line 
represents a bond T-O-T (S4R= Single 4 Member Ring; D4R= Double 4 MR, etc.) 53. 
 
The entry to the channels and cavities inside a zeolite is through a [T-O]n ring, 
known as a window, where n is the number of tetrahedra in the window. The ring 
dimensions depend of the number of tetrahedra that constitute it. It limits the 
particle size that can access the channels and cavities refer to sieving effect.  
 
Each structure is described by its own system of channels, cavities and their 
connectivity. Some zeolites have only one large cavity or cage, openings to 
cylindrical channels, which are interconnected in one, two or three dimensions57. 
 
Fig. 1.4 shows an example on how  a zeolite is built up. First, the basic tetraedral 
units are joined between them. A small group of this tetrahedra form the SBU. 
The way to ensemble the SBU unit will build up the different zeolite network. 
For example, by joining the D4R, S6R and S8R will model the results in LTA-
type zeolite. 
 



























                   LTA-type zeolite unit cell                                                   Double Member Ring 
 
Figure 1.4: Building zeolite framework process from primary tetrahedric units TO4 to unit cell. 
 
 
Another way to classify zeolites takes into account their pore openings and the 
dimensionality of their channels. One distinguishes small pore zeolites, with 8 
MR pores and diameter between 3 and 5 Å, such as CHA and LTA-type zeolite; 
medium pore zeolites with 10 MR and pore diameter between 5 and 6 Å such as 
ZSM-5; and large pore zeolites formed with 12 MR pore which diameter 
between 6 and 9 Å such as OFF and FAU-type zeolite. Recently, an extra-large 
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pore zeolite category has been added with 14 MR pores and diameter higher that 




                                    
 
Figure 1.5: (a) LTA-4A zeolite pore, formed by 8MR. LTA-4A is a tridimensional structure has a 
small pore of 4.1 Å in the direction <100> of the plane. (b) Ring from Offretite (OFF) zeolite. OFF 
is a one-dimensional structure with the cavity in the direction (001) and a big pore of 7.1 Å, formed 
by 12 MR. 
 
 
1.2.3  Properties 
1.2.3.1  Adsorption 
Zeolites are unique adsorbent materials, characterized by 20% to 50% void 
volumes and internal surface areas of several hundred thousand square meters per 
kilogram. The adsorption of guest molecules can occur on the outer surface of 
crystallites or on the inner surface of the micropores, depending on the geometry 
and dimensions of the molecules, and on the diameter of the pores of the zeolite 
in question. Molecules of kinetic diameter larger than the diameter of the pores 
cannot pass through the windows and enter the canal system, which is why 
zeolites are also known as molecular sieves. The molecular sieve property may 
be affected by dehydration and heat. Heating can produce distortions in the 
lattice and increase the void volume of the channels, while dehydration causes a 
(a) (b) 
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cation interchange and subsequent changes in charge distribution inside the 
structure.  
 
The size and shape of the channels in zeolites have extraordinary effects on the 
properties of these materials for adsorption processes. One of the most interesting 
properties of zeolites, from the point of view of their possible applications, is 
their ability to adsorb certain molecules inside their structure. The adsorption of 
guest molecules can occur on the outer surface or on the inner surface of the 
micropores, depending on the geometry and dimensions of the molecules, and on 
the diameter of the pores of the zeolite in question. 
 
Adsorption Selectivity depends largely on polarity of both adsorbent and 
adsorbate. In the case of zeolites, the parameter that governs the polarity is the 
Si/Al ratio. The polarity determines the molecules that can be adsorbed in the 
zeolite. For a low Si/Al ratio, the polarity increases and the zeolite is hydrophilic. 
Then, more polar molecules occupy the sites with high charge density within the 
lattice. Zeolites are used for the adsorption of a variety of materials. This 
includes applications in drying, purification and separation. They can remove 
water to very low partial pressures and are a very effective desiccant, capable of 
containing more than 25wt% water. They can also remove volatile organic 
chemicals from air streams, separate isomers and mixed gases. In particular 
zeolite LTA is used for separation of N2 and CO2 from air, taking advantage of 
the different polarities of the two types of molecules53. 
 
1.2.3.2  Catalyst 
Further zeolites are studied as catalysts in chemical reactions. The main reason is 
for improvement in the activity and the selectivity. These are given by the 
confinement effect that occurs within the cavities and acid-base properties of the 
molecular sieve. The presence of acid sites on the network and the possibility to 
introduce new acid sites make zeolites excellent catalysts. Zeolites can also 
promote the emergence of catalytic reactions such as acid-base and metal-
induced reactions. In addition, zeolites can be used as support for active metals or 
reagents, or as catalysts for selective catalytic acid both for the transition state 
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selectivity and for the exclusion of competing reactants depending on the 
diameter of the molecule. They also have been used as oxidation catalysts. The 
reactions occur within the pores of the zeolite, which allow greater control of the 
product. 
 
1.2.3.3  Ion exchange 
Another interesting property of zeolites is their ability to exchange cations53. This 
property, known as ion exchange, allows them to be used as water softeners, 
detergents and soaps. Hydrated cations within the pores of the zeolite are weakly 
attached and ready to exchange with other cations when in an aqueous medium. 
The reason for that are the trivalent aluminium ions that cause an imbalance in 
the structure characterized by an excess of negative charges. To compensate this 
excess, zeolites incorporate cations such Na+, K+ and Ca2+ into structures53. These 
cations are easily interchangeable with others, which gives the zeolite a high ion 
exchange capacity. Through this exchange other metal cations can be introduced 
into the zeolite and thus modify their catalytic properties or molecular sieve 
properties. In general, by increasing the ratio of Al/Si, the exchange capacity of 
zeolites increases. Organic cations can also be introduced, for example in dye 
manufacturing62. 
 
1.2.4  Applications 
The widespread use of zeolites is due to their unique adsorption, diffusion, and 
catalytic properties which, together with their pore size, allows perfect shape 
selectivity63,64. For several decades, natural zeolites have been used for the 
treatment of various diseases in animals and humans. One of the most important 
is the use of Clinoptilolite as adjuvant in cancer therapy65,66.  
 
The biggest advantage of zeolites is that their properties are easy modified for 
specific needs in many technological fields and environmental applications67. 
Due to their molecular sieve structure, zeolites can selectively adsorb 
components of gaseous or liquid mixtures according to their molecular size and 
the presence of non-framework cations5,67,. Most often, zeolites are used to make 
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detergents, replacing the use of phosphates as water softening agents, since 
phosphates have irreversible adverse effects on lakes and rivers. The ion 
exchange property is currently exploited in detergents in aluminium-rich zeolites, 
such as LTA- and FAU-type. They are used primarily to reduce the severity of 
domestic and industrial water as tensoactives. This is one of the primary purposes 
of LTA-type zeolites. For example, in detergents, ion exchange is performed by 
replacing the sodium ions of the zeolite LTA-4A by calcium and magnesium 
atoms in the water. It can also remove reactive ions even in contaminated water. 
Zeolite LTA-5A is usually used for the molten salt ion exchange68. The ion 
exchange property has also been used as fertilizer because it helps support 
mineral nutrition and moisture retention52. These zeolites have also been used for 
the separation and purification of radioisotopes of Cs and Sr69. 
 
From the point of view of industry, zeolites are the perfect material to be used for 
catalysis in green chemistry9 due his high chemical and thermal stability. The 
vast majority of zeolites could be dehydrated and heated up to 1200K without 
any alteration in their framework, which is an advantage for many industrial 
applications5,70-72. Zeolites offer a good control in the reaction selectivity that 
saves feed cost. They can be used at mild temperatures and pressures, reducing 
the operating cost. The use of zeolites also reduces waste stream, saving 
treatment cost. 
 
Therefore, zeolites are considered as effective structures for the adsorption and 
selective separation of carbon dioxide73, for the removal of carbon dioxide, water 
and sulphur compounds from natural gas streams74 and hydrogen purification75. 
Zeolites are optimal ion-exchange beds for purification of drinking water3,76 and 
environmental decontamination of heavy and radioactive metals77-79. Zeolites are 
also used in fertilizers to control pH and humidity 12 and they are an essential 
component of detergents80,81 and construction materials such as asphalt and 
concrete82,83. They are also used to remove animal odors in animal sands84, as 
thermal collectors and for adsorption refrigeration85. Zeolites play a major role in 
the petrochemical industry where they are used as catalysts in cracking and 
hydro-cracking of hydrocarbons86-92. As well, zeolites are used in gas separation 
processes of industrial interest 93 and remarkable separation effects can also be 
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achieved by the interplay of mixture adsorption and mixture diffusion. Some 
examples of separation and purification processes where zeolites may be used 









97,113 and water/alcohols114-116. 
 
To reduce time-consuming adsorption experiments, there is a clear need for 
molecular simulation techniques being able to model the adsorption and diffusion 
behaviour in these materials. Molecular simulations are currently a powerful tool 
to accurately predict adsorption9,63 and diffusion93,117 processes in zeolites. 
 
 
1.3  Molecular Simulations 
Molecular simulation methods play an important role in the study of the 
behaviour of microscopic and macroscopic processes. A well-designed computer 
simulation can predict thermodynamic properties and can be a substitute for 
experiments. Molecular simulation can also provide data that is inaccessible 
through experimental methods or when the experiment has components that are 
too dangerous or too expensive. At the same time, they offer the possibility to 
create hypothetical scenarios and to test theories. Computer simulations can also 
help to provide a molecular understanding of why the observed events occur. 
 
The term “molecular simulation” refers to computational methods in which the 
molecular properties are explicitly taken into account. Molecular simulations 
provide a unified theoretical framework based on statistical mechanics to model 
the thermodynamic properties of a substance. For example, with molecular 
simulations we can compute the number of molecules that are absorbed into a 
surface pore at a given pressure, detect phase transitions or calculate solubilities. 
 
A key ingredient for simulations is a force field. A force field is the set of 
equations with corresponding parameters that defines specific interactions 
between molecules in a system, i.e., a description of how the molecules interact 
as a function of their positions. This determines the behaviour of the system as a 
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whole. A force field is typically described in terms of parameters that are 
developed for a specific system, and different force fields should be used for 
different systems. Ideally, we would like to have a unique and transferable force 
field that can be used to obtein the properties of any system, regardless of the 
composition or conditions of the system. 
1.3.1  Statistical Mechanics 
Statistical mechanics is the study of the macroscopic behaviour of a system using 
the microscopic properties of its constituents. This theory allows us to study a 
compound with a large number of molecules (around 1024), by examining the 
statistical properties of a much smaller system (ca. 104 particles). It provides a 
molecular level interpretation of thermodynamic quantities like free energy, 
entropy, heat or work. Using statistical mechanics we are able to understand and 
interpret the measurable macroscopic properties of materials in terms of the 
properties of their constituent particles and the interactions that they have with 
each other. 
 
There are two fundamental postulates in statistical mechanics. The first one says 
that given an isolated system in equilibrium, each accessible microstate 
corresponding to the same total energy can be found with equal probability, i.e. a 
system in equilibrium does not have any preference for any of its microstates. 
The other postulate is so-called the Ergodic Hypothesis. This hypothesis, 
fundamental in statistical mechanics, postulates that if a system is in equilibrium, 
at any point in time the average thermodynamic properties remain constant. This 
hypothesis, supported by experimental evidence, enables the use of the statistical 
thermodynamics and, therefore, molecular simulation methods. 
 
The workhorse of statistical mechanics is the partition function or in other 
words “the sum over all microstates”. This refers to a mathematical formula 
which expresses the statistical weight of all the phase space configurations of the 
system. If the partition function is known exactly, then all thermodynamic 
properties, such as the energy of the system, the chemical potential, the pressure, 
or the entropy, etc., can be determined from it. Usually, the partition function 
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1.4  Techniques 
To address the calculation of thermophysical properties, two molecular 
simulation techniques are the most common: Monte Carlo and Molecular 
Dynamics. Bellow is presented a short overview of the simulation techniques. 
For a detailed description of these techniques we refer the reader to the text 
books by Allen and Tildesley118, and Frenkel and Smit119. 
 
1.4.1  Monte Carlo 
The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a technique for computing ensemble averages 
of macroscopic system properties, such as pressure, volume, temperature, etc. In 
the MC method, system configurations are generated with a probability 
proportional to their statistical weight. The weight of a configuration is 
proportional to Boltzmann factor (
BP exp[-E / T]k ) in turns. This means that 
low energy configurations have a larger statistical weight on the average.  
 
The algorithm introduced by Metropolis, Rosenbluth and Teller120 in 1953 allows 
to generate the set of configurations according to a Markovian stochastic process. 
Starting from a certain configuration, a so-called trial move that changes the 
system state is performed. Depending on the energy difference and a random 
number, the new state is either rejected or accepted. The acceptance rule is 
constructed such as the probability that the system is in a certain configuration is 
proportional to its statistical weight. 
 
The strength of the Monte Carlo method lies in its capability to calculate 
statistical averages without explicitly sampling the entire partition function. The 
capability to deal with complex variation in spatial and energetic variables is 
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what makes Monte Carlo such an attractive method. It is used for simulating the 
behaviour of physical and mathematical systems in multiple scenarios such as: 
medical application like PET (Position Emission Tomography), SPECT (Single 
Photon Emission Computed Tomography), dosage calculations in radiotherapy, 
X-ray characterization of sources and detectors121,122, traffic flow123, simulation of 
galactic formation124, and financial and economic systems125. 
 
One of the shortcomings of the conventional Metropolis Monte Carlo method is 
that it is does not use any information about the energy landscape around the 
current configuration when generating trial moves. Often times, the trial move 
brings the system to regions of configuration space with high energy and the trial 
move is rejected. Therefore, MC techniques are usually applied with a bias to 
improve the sampling. Biased Monte Carlo methods have been used to improve 
sampling in many cases. The basic idea is to probe the configurations around the 
current one and to propose moves that are more likely to be accepted.  
 
The Monte Carlo simulations described above are performed as follows: 
Each configuration is generated from the previous type using randomly selected 
trial moves (translation, rotation, ...). The choice of trial moves is crucial for an 
adequate sampling of phase space. These trial moves can be sometimes quite 
unnatural, e.g., switching the identity of two random molecules. The trial moves 
of rotation and traslation are used in all statistical ensembles. The trial move of 
insertion/deletion is used in the grand-canonical ensemble, as well as a “swap” 
trial move for exchange and replacement of molecules. There are other trial 
moves for flexible molecules such as regrowth. For more details on the use of the 
MC technique, we refer the reader to Ref 119. 
 
1.4.2  Molecular Dynamics 
The second important technique in molecular simulation is Molecular Dynamics 
(MD). The idea behind MD is to generate a representative trajectory of the 
system over time. To do so, one calculates the forces between the atoms 
explicitly and calculates how the system evolves in time using Newton’s 
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equations of motion. At each time step, the forces on the atoms are calculated and 
combined with their current positions and velocities to create new positions and 
velocities. The atoms are moved to their new positions, the forces updated and a 
new cycle begins. These dynamically generated states are averaged in time to 
determine the system properties. A simulation must be carried out for a large 
number of time-steps to obtain reliable averages. 
 
The starting conditions are the positions and the velocities of the constituent 
atoms. The velocities can be generated from a previous run or by using random 
numbers and later scaled to the desired temperature. The Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution is rapidly reached by molecular collisions typically within a few 
hundred time steps. 
 
 
1.5  Simulation Applications 
Often in simulations the purpose is to simulate the bulk behaviour of gases and 
liquids. Simply placing a number of molecules in a vacuum would produce a 
cluster that will have properties different from bulk finite size. It is therefore 
customary both in MC and MD to perform calculations with periodic boundary 
conditions. The cell containing the ensemble is then surrounded by replicas of 
itself. 
 
The calculations of the thermodynamic properties studied in this thesis were 
performed using the Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamic methods in the 
different ensembles described bellow. For a detailed description of the simulation 
algorithms used in the different ensembles, we refer the reader to Frenkel and 
Smit119. 
 
1.5.1  Canonical ensemble 
In the canonical ensemble (N, V, T) the number of particles, N, the volume, V and 
the temperature, T, are held constant. In this ensemble the system is not thermally 
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isolated, so the total energy will fluctuate. However, this variation is proportional 
to N1/2.  
 
The canonical ensemble (N, V, T) can be used for both MC and MD simulations. 
In this work, it has been used to study the diffusion properties in zeolites. The 
canonical ensemble is the most convenient ensemble for MC method, for using in 
MD we have to add an algorithm to keep the energy in the system constant. The 
algorithm is the so-called “thermostat” and there are several of these available in 
the literature. In this work we used the Nosé-Hoover thermostat implemented by 
Martyna et al.126. 
 
1.5.2  Grand-Canonical ensemble 
The grand-canonical ensemble is used for open systems and denoted by (, V, T) 
ensemble. Here the number of particles, N, can fluctuate but the chemical 
potential μ, remains constant as well as the volume, V, and the temperature, T. To 
study the adsorption properties the grand-canonical ensemble is a natural choice. 
To compute this property we need to use non-physical trial moves, such as the 
insertion and deletion of particles, in order to change the number of particles in 
the system.  
 
1.5.3  Microcanonical ensemble 
In the microcanonical ensemble the energy, E, the volume, V, and the number of 
particles, N, are held constant in an isolated system, i.e. in a system which does 
not exchange particles or energy. Usually it is denoted by the (N, V, E) ensemble. 
Under these conditions, the only possible distribution is the one that places each 
system at the energy level E. This level will generally have degeneracy, so the 
system can be found in any of the states of identical energy. The microcanonical 
ensemble is the simplest ensemble for Molecular Dynamics. We used this 
ensemble in addition to canonical ensemble to calculate diffusion properties. 
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1.5.4  Gibbs ensemble 
The Gibbs ensemble represents a system in thermal, chemical and mechanical 
equilibrium, where the temperature, T, the chemical potential, μ, and the 
pressure, P, remain constants. Those are the thermodynamic requirements for 
phase coexistence. Therefore this ensemble is used to calculate the phase 
equilibrium behaviour directly. The application of Gibbs ensemble by simulation 
techniques was proposed at first time by Panagiotopoulos127 to simulate the 
vapour-liquid equilibrium phase without presence of an interface.  
 
We used this ensemble to represent two coexisting phases by two simulation 
boxes where T, μ, and P are the same for each box. One box represents the gas 
phase and the other one the liquid phase.  
 
 
1.6  Models  
The molecular models used to describe the interactions in a system could be 
established on two scales: quantum mechanics and classical mechanics. 
 
1.6.1  Quantum mechanical models 
The quantum mechanical models are based on solving Schrödinger´s equation 
( and allow the study of properties associated with the electron 
density of the system as this equation contains all the information of the system. 
There are several methods to solve Schrödinger equation. The simplest, but least 
accurate, is the Hartree-Fock model. The post Hartree-Fock methods, also called 
ab-initio methods, like Density Functional Theory (DFT), multi-configurationally 
self-consistent field theory (MCSCF) or Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP). 
These methods are very accurate but also very computationally expensive. Ab-
initio methods do not depend on any empirical input, they rely only on the 
elementary quantum mechanical postulates.  
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In general, the quantum mechanical methods can be used only in small systems. 
They are limited to about 100 atoms on a supercomputer. Since the number of 
electron wave functions for a large system is too expensive to compute over an 
ensemble with quantum mechanical methods, we will only use classical 
molecular mechanical methods to measure the thermodynamic properties of our 
system.  
 
The quantum mechanical methods are often used to calculate parameters for 
classical force fields. They can calculate accurately the infrared spectra and then 
related with the bond stretching; bond bending and dispersion interactions; 
torsion and partial charges. 
 
1.6.2  Molecular mechanics methods 
The molecular mechanical methods are based on classical mechanics. These 
methods allow the study of materials at atomic level and determine the bulk 
properties through force fields, which are a set of potential functions and 
parameters. The potential functions define the interactions in a molecular system. 
These functions can be parameterised in a while variety of analytical forms to 
give the correct energies and forces. The parameters encompass optimal values of 
balance, such as distances, bond angles and force constants.  
 
In the force field based approach the molecules are represented as a set of spheres 
of different sizes and masses, connected by springs of different lengths and 
spring continuously. The atoms interact through a series of forces like bond 
stretching, bond bend and dihedral torsion, and through interactions between 
non-bonded atoms such as van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. Those 
forces can be written in term of potential energy functions. Sometimes, more 
sophisticated functions such as improper torsions, hydrogen bonds, polarizability 
and cross terms are used. 
 
The sum of the different contributions to the potential energy is the potential 
function: 
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                 Utotal = Ubond + Ubend + Utorsion + Ucross terms + Unon-bonded                 (1.1) 
 
A brief description of the potential energy terms is given below. 
 
1.6.2.1 Bond Stretching 
The bond stretching interaction describes the change of energy when a bond 
between atoms is enlarged or reduced in length. For molecules that do not deviate 
too much from their equilibrium positions Hooke law’s is a reasonable choice for 
this potential. If this is not the case, other more accurate and computationally 
expensive potentials like the Morse potential, cubic potential or quadratic 










U r r r  ,                                 (1.2) 
where kAB is the bond constant, rAB is the vector position of interatomic distances 
and 
0
ABr  is the equilibrium position. 
 
1.6.2.2 Bond Bending 
The angular or bending interactions are described in a similar manner to the bond 









U     ,                             (1.3) 
where kABC is the bend constant for the atoms ABC that form the angle ABC
  and 
0
ABC  is the equilibrium angle. 
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1.6.2.3 Torsion interactions 
Most of the intramolecular structure variations are due to the torsion interactions 
terms. However, these interactions are weaker than the bond stretching and bend 
bond interactions. 
 
In a chain of atoms A-B-C-D the angle of twist or dihedral angle is defined as the 
angle between the plane containing the first three atoms (A, B and C) and the 
plane containing the last three atoms (B, C and D) of the chain. The value of this 
angle can vary between 0 and 180 degrees. The equation that describes torque is 
a harmonic cosine potential and it depends on the type of atoms B and C: 
 ( ) 1 cosABCD ABCD ABCDtorsionU n       .                  (1.4) 
In this equation, ABCD  is the torsion barrier, n is the number of minimums 
presents (periodicity), ABCD  is the torsion angle formed by the atoms ABCD 
and γ is a phase factor. 
 
1.6.2.4 Cross Terms 
In addition to the classical interactions described above, sometimes it is 
necessary to include terms that reflect the coupling between the coordinates of 
different atoms in the framework. For example, when an angle consists of three 
atoms is reduced, the terminal atoms of this angle tend to move away from the 
central atom to reduce steric interactions between them, so the bond length will 
be larger and the angle value (angle bend) smaller.  
 
The inclusion of interactions due to cross terms in force fields is important to 
reproduce the vibrational spectra and to properly compute the diffusion of 
molecules in zeolites, as detailed in chapter 3 and appendix A. 
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1.6.2.5 Non-bonded interactions 
The non-bonded interaction term described how the molecules and atoms 
interrelate with each other through forces that are not due to chemical bonds. 
These interactions play an important role in determining the structure of adsorbed 
molecules and evaluation of their energies. Non-bonded interactions do not 
depend on whether the atoms are bonded with each other. We considered two 
different sets of non-bonding interactions: van der Waals and electrostatic 
interactions. 
 
i) van der Waals interactions 
van der Waals interactions are due to the fluctuating densities of electrons 
surrounding atoms. When two atoms approach each other, the fluctuations 
become correlated. This correlation causes them to be attracted. This interaction 
is referred to London dispersion or van der Waals dispersion. Since this 
attraction is due to induced dipoles, it is dependent on the inverse sixth power of 
the distance. 
 
If the two atoms approach closer than the sum of their two van der Waals radii, 
and the atoms are not capable of forming a new covalent bond, then they repel 
each other. This is due to electron cloud overlap. This repulsion is the so-called 
Pauli repulsion and it increases very rapidly as the distance between the atoms 
decreases. One of the most used expressions for this term is the Lennard-Jones 
(LJ) potential due to its computational advantage, but other potentials like 
Buckingham are used too.  
 
The Lennard-Jones potential represents the behaviour of neutral molecules and 
atoms and only depends on particles coordinates. If we include the induce dipole 











    
              
.                         (1.5) 
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The first term in the brackets represents an approximation to Pauli repulsion. The 
second one is the induced dipole term. That means that the force field is repulsive 
at short distances and attractive at long distances.  
 
The parameters ε and σ are specific for every kind of atom and they must be 
known to carry out a molecular mechanic calculation. The parameter σ represents 
the distance between atoms at which attraction and repulsion is balanced to the 
total interaction energy equals zero. The parameter ε corresponds to the depth of 
the minimum energy and rij is the distance between particles i and j. 
 
In zeolites, the interactions between same atoms species (framework-framework 
for flexible structures, adsorbate-adsorbate or cations-cations interactions), will 
be defined by reproducing the critical values and adsorption isotherm. The 
interactions between different atoms (adsorbent-adsorbate) are computed using 
the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules: 
     and    
2
ii jj
ij ii jj ij
 
      .                            (1.6) 
 
ii) Electrostatics 











                                      (1.7) 
where 
r  is the electric constant of the medium where the charges are placed, 0  
is the permittivity in the vacuum, qi and qj are the charges of the interacting 
atoms and rij the distance between the atoms i and j. 
 
The van der Waals term and the electrostatic terms must be calculated carefully. 
Note that these interactions terms are zero only when the distance between atoms 
is infinite. As a consequence, all atoms in a finite system interact with each other, 
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which has a large computational cost. The easiest way to solve this problem in 
the van der Waals interactions is to shift and integrate them beyond a certain 
distance between a pair of atoms. As the long range term rapidly decays, a cutoff 
ratio rc is introduced to ignore the interaction at distances longer than rc and 
perform simulations computationally less expensive. Usually this value depends 
on the Lennard-Jones size parameter as 
cr   . In our simulation the 
Lennard-Jones potential will be truncated and shifted at rc =12 Å. The cutoff 
distance is chosen to be the half of our unit cell, this allow us to be consistent 
with periodic boundary conditions, to avoid “wall effects”, and the nearest image 
convection119 when the unit cell of the zeolite is replicated. In the nearest image 
convention when an atom leaves one simulation unit cell, one of its images 
comes into simulation unit cell in opposite side. 
 
Electrostatic interactions are more difficult to calculate than the van der Waals 
interaction because the integral of the interaction potential over volume is 
diverging. Alternate reaction field are usually calculated using the Ewald sum 
method118,119. This methodology was introduced in 1921 as a technique to add 
long-range interactions between particles and their infinite periodic images128.  
 
 
1.7  Framework Models  
1.7.1  Rigid Structure Model 
To define the zeolite structure by molecular mechanics, most simulation studies 
are performed using the method proposed by Kiselev et al.10. In a Kiselev-type 
potential the atoms from the zeolite framework are fixed at their crystallographic 
position. In this model the potential energy is described just by the non-bonded 

















    
    
    
    
     .       (1.8) 
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1.7.2  Flexible Structure Model 
Some thermodynamic properties could only be studied taking into account the 
flexibility of the framework, especially when the molecules of the adsorbate have 
diameters close to the size of the largest framework pore. The potential 
interaction that control the framework atoms movement are described by the sum 
of all the potential interactions, described in Appendix A. The influence of the 
framework flexibility and the values used for the energy constants, distances and 
angles are described in detail in chapter 3.  
 
 
1.8  Molecular Models 
Normally, in classical methods the non-host molecules are considered to be rigid 
molecules modelled as atoms or pseudo-atoms. The pseudo-atoms are a set of 
atoms considered to be the interaction centre of dispersive forces, with or without 
partial charge and with their own effective potentials.  
 
1.8.1  Cations 
The non-framework cations are moved freely through the zeolite structure. Due 
to the strong electrostatic interactions with the atoms of the framework, the 
cations are distributed around the oxygen atoms bonded with aluminium atoms. 
A detailed description of the non-framework calcium and sodium cations in 
LTA-type zeolite can be found in chapter 2. The cation localization will strongly 
depend on the host atom interactions, but also on the interactions with other 
cations and guest molecules.  
 
These interactions are: 
 
i) Interactions between cations 
The non-bonded potential defines the interactions between cations. The van der 
Waals interaction is neglected due to the strong electrostatic interactions. The 
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cation charges, used to describe the Coulombic interactions (potentials), could be 
determined by experimental measurements or by fitting simulation to 
experimental data. 
 
ii) Interactions between cation and host atoms 
The non-bonded cation-host interactions are dominated by the oxygen host atoms 
with the cations through a Lennard-Jones potential. The electrostatic interactions 
between the host atoms and the cations are described by a Coulombic potential. 
 
1.8.2  Adsorbate 
There are two types of molecules that could be adsorbed in a zeolite: non-polar 
and polar molecules. In this thesis the non-polar guest molecules studied are 
lineal hydrocarbons, built up by covalently bonding carbon and hydrogen without 
functional groups. 
 
Hydrocarbons are one of the molecules most studied both computationally and 
experimentally. This is due to the importance of this adsorbate in industry for 
energy sources, such as petroleum and its derivatives or natural gas. In the 
literature, we can find several flexible models to describe hydrocarbons129-131. In 
this work, the hydrocarbons are described following the Unit Atom (UA) 
approach proposed by Ryckaert and Ballemans132. In this model, the CHx groups 
are considered as single pseudo-atoms. These pseudo-atoms are modelled with a 
single interaction centre, without charge and with their own effective potentials. 
 
The interactions for hydrocarbons are modelled as follow: 
 
i) Interactions between alkanes 
The potential energy terms considered to described the alkane-alkane 
interactions, UC-C, are: 
 
UC-C = Ubond + Ubend + Utorsion + UvdW.   (1.9) 
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(c) 
Bond stretching and bond bending in the chain are described by Eq. (1.2) and 
(1.3) respectively, where the atoms A, B and C correspond to the pseudo-atoms 
CHx. 
 
For alkanes with free rotation as butane and pentane, the torsion energy equation 









                   (1.10) 
where nC  is the torsion constant for lineal hydrocarbons and ABCD  is the 
dihedral angle. For a detailed description of the constant values used, we refer the 
reader to chapter 2. 
 
The non-bonded interactions between alkanes are described by Lennard-Jones 
potential following Eq. (1.5). 
 
ii) Interaction between alkanes and framework atoms 
To described the interaction between non-bonded atoms from the zeolite 
structure and the alkane pseudo-atoms, we take into account only the van der 
Waals interactions by a Lennard-Jones potential, as we consider the pseudo-
atoms without charge. 
 
The polar guest molecules studied in this thesis are modelled as rigid molecules, 













Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the guest polar molecules. Carbon dioxide at left, nitrogen 
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CO2 molecules are modelled as three atoms with charge at the centre at each 
atom. The O2 and N2 molecules are modelled as two atoms with a dumbbell 
charge at the centre of mass of the molecules. A snapshot of these polar guest 
molecules is shown in Fig. 1.6. 
 
The charges for these three polar molecules have been assigned to reproduce 
their molecular quadrupole. Therefore, the CO2 molecule has a positive point 
charge of +0.6512 e for the carbon centre and a negative charge of -0.3256 e for 
each oxygen centre. The charges assigned for O2 molecules are -0.112 e for the 
oxygen atoms and 0.224 e for the dumbbell point charge. The N2 molecules have 
a negative point charge of -0.405 e for the nitrogen atoms and a positive point 
charge of 0.810 e at their centre of mass. 
 
The interactions for polar molecules are modelled as follow: 
 
i) Interactions between polar guest molecules 
The energy of those interactions are described by the following potentials: 
Lennard-Jones and Coulombic. Their expression are given in Eq. (1.5), and (1.7), 
respectively. 
 
The bond lenght for carbon-oxygen137 (1.149 Å) is taken from experiments, while 
the interactions for the nitrogen-dumbbell138 (1.1 Å) and oxygen-dumbbell136 (1.2 
Å) are taken from quantum mechanical calculations. 
 
ii) Interactions between polar adsorbate and framework atoms or non-
framework cations 
The dispersion term in the non-bond interactions for adsorbed molecules are 
usually obtained by computer simulations of a Gibbs ensemble using Monte 
Carlo techniques. In this thesis, we fitted the Lennard-Jones parameters and 
reproduce the experimental vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) curve. For a MC 
simulation in a Gibbs ensemble, one define two boxes, one in the liquid phase 
and the other in the vapour phase. The system is held constant while executing 
three MC trial moves: particle displacement, volume exchange and particle 
exchange through the two boxes. 
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The Lennard-Jones parameters to reproduce the polar molecule interactions with 
the framework and non-framework atoms were fitted simultaneously. For a 
detailed explanation about the fitting procedure, we refer the reader to chapter 4. 
 
 
1.9  Transferable Force Field 
As previously stated, the force fields are the set of potential functions that define 
the properties in a system. For example, with molecular simulations we can know 
the number of molecules that are absorbed in a zeolite, detect transition or 
inflection points, and find the heat of adsorption or Henry coefficients. 
 
Usually the parameters that define a force field are designed for a specific system 
and for each energetic term. In the vast majority of cases, the transfer of 
parameters and functions between different force fields is not possible because 
the parameters values are specific for a certain system, instead of being suitable 
for many different systems. In this work, we develop only transferable force 
fields. A force field is transferable if it can be extended to different systems, 
phases or configurations. 
 
The development of force fields capable of reproducing adsorption and diffusion 
experiments 139-145 are vital to understanding adsorption and diffusion at the 
molecular scale. Molecular simulations critically rely on the availability of 
accurate force fields to describe the interactions between the guest molecules 
themselves and the zeolite hosts. 
 
Several force fields are available to describe thermodynamic properties of light 
gases in all silica structures (zeolites without non-frameworks cations) 146-148 but 
most of them are only applicable to all-silica structures,108,134,149-154 and thus, not 
transferable to other systems beyond those for which they were developed155-157. 
So far, less attention has been paid to interactions between polar guest molecules 
and the zeolite host. We will fill this gap by developing a new force field to 
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reproduce thermodynamic properties of polar molecules such as quadrupolar 
gases. 
 
Constructing a transferable force field for describing the adsorption of small 
molecules in zeolites is a very complex task that requires the simultaneous fitting 
of all force field parameters to an initial set of experimental data. The first 
difficulty is to choose an appropriate experimental data set because experimental 
measurements under the same conditions by different groups often provide 
different results145,155,156,158. To avoid the danger that the force field is only 
applicable for the conditions set by the experimental data to which it was fitted, it 
is crucial to have a set of control experiments that were not used in fitting the 
force field. These can be used to verify the quality and transferability of the 
obtained force field. The second difficulty is to apply a method to fit the force 
field parameters. It is important to note that all force field parameters have to be 
fitted simultaneously and that the number of parameters can be quite large. For 
example, for CO2 adsorption in aluminosilicates with sodium non-framework 
cations we must fit nine parameters at the same time. Several methods have been 
proposed for fitting force field parameters159-162. All of them require a large 
number of iterations, and therefore, a large number of time-consuming molecular 
simulations. For example, constructing a force field for CO2 adsorption in 
zeolites with sodium non-framework cations using the Simplex algorithm159 
required a total of 264 molecular simulations, each typically using 90 hours on a 
modern PC, resulting in almost 3 years of CPU time.  
 
The development of accurate and transferable force fields is essential for the 
proper study of thermodynamic properties, for example, adsorption isotherms, 
where the zeolite structure is very sensitive to small differences in the parameters 
of the force field141. 
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1.10  Properties Studied in Zeolite with Computer 
 Methods 
Computational methods, based on both classical and quantum approaches, have 
been widely used in the study of zeolite materials providing knowledge which 
has not been obtained by experimental studies. 
 
Experimental studies of the position and the displacement of the molecules 
within the zeolite frameworks have required a periodic monocrystal (especially if 
they have long chains) inside the structure. Both conditions make them extremely 
difficult to perform because periodic monocrystal rarely occur in nature and are 
difficult to synthesize. Computational methods based on molecular mechanics 
model constitute an essential and complementary tool to study such problems. 
Having that in mind and with the models and techniques described above, we can 
study several properties of a system. We will focus on two of them: adsorption 
and diffusion. 
 
1.10.1  Adsorption 
Adsorption of a gas on a solid is the enrichment of molecules in an interfacial 
layer adjacent to a solid wall163. In the context of this thesis the solid wall refers 
to the inner surface of the zeolite pore accessible to gas molecules. The substance 
that is adsorbed is called adsorbate and the material taking on the adsorbate is the 
adsorbent. There are two kind of adsorption: physisorption or physical adsorption 
and chemisorption or chemical adsorption. The physical adsorption is a weak 
binding caused by van der Waals forces without a charge redistribution in the 
molecule and on the pore surface. There is no change in the chemical nature of 
the adsorbate in the physisorption. Chemical adsorption implies the creation of 
bonds and a change in the electron density between the adsorbent and the 
adsorbate. The nature of the link could be between ionic and covalent. 
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The adsorption phenomena are characterized experimentally by measuring 
adsorption isotherms which represent the amount of adsorbed molecules in the 
adsorbate as a function of gas pressure or liquid outside. 
 
Monte Carlo techniques can be applied to understand the adsorption behaviour of 
molecules. In this work, we obtain the adsorption isotherms by performing 
simulations with the Monte Carlo method in the grand-canonical ensemble 
(GCMC). The number of adsorbed particles, N, varies during the simulation. The 
equilibrium conditions are obtained by setting the temperature, T, and chemical 
potential, μ, inside and outside of the gas to the same values. 
 
The chemical potential is related to fugacity, f, through the Peng-Robinson 
equation of state:  
0
0




   ,                                    (1.11) 
where μ0 is the reference chemical potential, R is the ideal gas constant and f0 is a 
constant usually set at f0=1. The fugacity and pressure of the system are related 
by the equation: 
  f p  .                                                    (1.12) 
 
The value of the fugacity coefficient φ follows from the equation of state of the 
gas phase, in which φ is the fugacity coefficient. For ideal gases, φ = 1. Non-ideal 
gases at pressures lower than 1 bar usually can be considered as ideal gases. 
 
The results obtained in our simulations are represented by adsorption isotherms, 
which express the number of adsorbed molecules in the pore of the zeolite as a 
function of pressure.  
 
The zeolite structure is modelled by a Kiselev-type potential10,164, where the 
framework atoms are held rigid at the crystallographic position. The number of 
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atoms that make up the framework and the number of non-framework cations, 
which also remain constant, determines the density of the zeolite. For our 
simulations, we use the method of configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) for 
molecules constitute by several bonding atoms, like alkanes. 
 
The simulations are generated by cycles, where the trial move for our study 
molecule is chosen randomly, ensuring the microscopic reversibility of the 
system. The possible trial moves are: translation, rotation around the centre of 
mass of the molecule, the addition or removal of a molecule and the growth of 
part or entire of the molecule, which is made by moving the newly formed 
molecule into a randomly chosen position.  
 
The transactional maximum displacement and maximum rotation angle were 
adjusted such that on average with the acceptance probability of 50% were 
accepted. 
 
1.10.2  Diffusion 
Diffusion in liquids, gases and solids has been studied for decades. The discovery 
of Brownian motion helped to understand the atomic behaviour in solids and the 
kinetic theory of liquids and gases. Diffusion is an irreversible physical process 
that describes mass transport, which is due to thermal variations that cause 
collisions between molecules. Diffusion processes are encountered in various 
fields of physics and they are related to the collective movement of a large 
number of particles through a permeable medium. The phenomenon is stochastic 
at the microscopic level, as each particle undergoes an individual random walk 
process while colliding with its surroundings. A typical example is the mixing of 
gases or liquids initially separated from each other. The common feature to all 
diffusion processes is that the motion takes place, without a net external force, 
from a higher to a lower concentration. 
 
In zeolites, the molecules diffuse through the channels and pores, where there 
exists a constant interaction between the diffusing molecules and the structure 
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components of the zeolite. Depending on the relation between the pore size of the 
lattice and the ratio of the guest molecules, different interactions between the 
adsorbate molecules and the wall lattice occur. Moreover, the movement is more 
affected by the size and the shape of the zeolite than by the concentration of the 
gas or the temperature. Therefore, several types of diffusion are used to describe 
those effects. All of them are equal at infinite dilution. In literature we can find a 
vast number of studies for the different types of diffusion in zeolites. 8,165-172.  
 
In this thesis we will study two types of diffusion: The self-diffusion and the 
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion. 
 
The self-diffusion takes place in a system in equilibrium and it is related to the 
motion of individual particles. The self-diffusion is usually studied in terms of 
self-diffusion constant Ds and could be caused by vacancies or by interstices, 
depending on whether the atoms take empty or interstitial positions in the lattice. 
Studying the self-diffusion by molecular dynamics simulations, we can observe 
the evolution of the system. 
 

















                          (1.13) 
where α = x, y, z is the direction which produces the mean square displacement 
(MSD), N is the number of molecules, t the time and riα the α-component of the 
centre of mass of molecule i.  
 
Using molecular dynamic techniques in the microcanonical ensemble we 
calculate the self-diffusivity in every direction of the zeolite pore. The directional 








 .                                         (1.14) 
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Maxwell-Stefan (MS) diffusion or transport diffusion arises from velocity 
correlations between different particles. The mass transport is due to a gradient in 
the atomic concentration of components in the zeolite. 
 
For a single component system adsorbed in a zeolite, the MS diffusivity directly 



















 .                 (1.15) 
 
The directional Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficient is the average in any 
direction, as is described in Eq. 1.14. 
 
The temperature is kept constant by adding the Nosé-Hoover algorithm, which 
extends the Lagrangian formulation of positions and velocities of the system at 
constant temperature in the canonical ensemble. The implementation of this 
algorithm was made according to the work of Martyna et al.126 in which the 
dynamics remain reversible. 
 
 
1.11  Outline and Scope of this Thesis 
The main objective in this thesis is to use accurately and transferable force fields 
to reproduce experimental values of adsorption and diffusion of alkanes and 
quadrupolar gases in zeolites with cations. Those force fields have to take into 
account the nature and properties of the molecules involved in the adsorption and 
diffusion processes. This difficult task requires detailed knowledge on 
computational methods and simulation techniques. In order to acquire this 
knowledge to develop our force field, we will first use the available force fields 
to fill in some missing studies with hydrocarbons in zeolites with sodium and 
calcium non-framework cations. 
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The outline of this thesis is as follows: 
 
In chapter 2, the relation between the light alkanes (methane, ethane, propane, 
butane and pentane) with different non-framework cation ratios is studied. We 
also investigate the influence of the structure in the adsorption and diffusion 
processes for zeolites with sodium and calcium non-framework cations.  
 
Chapter 3 shows adsorption and diffusion results to study the flexibility of the 
framework structure. We based on force fields developed by Nicholas et al.146 
and Hill and Sauer148. We study the influence on diffusion in LTA-type zeolite, 
both with and without cations in methane.  
 
The current knowledge we have about the adsorption of apolar molecules can be 
applied and extended to polar molecules. For this purpose we develop a 
transferable force field that accurately predicts the adsorption properties of CO2 
in zeolites with and without non-framework cations.  
 
In chapter 4 we will show how to develop a force field that allow us to screen the 
carbon dioxide adsorption process for a wide range of zeolites.  
 
We will study the main differences between various force fields on the diffusion 
processes of CO2 in LTA-type zeolite in chapter 5. In this study, we will examine 
how the cation influences ton the diffusion process and provide an accurate 
model to describe the diffusion coefficient obtained with different force fields. 
 
Finally, due to the computational cost of developing new force fields, we 
developed a method for fitting the force field parameters that requires less 
computational time. This is explained in chapter 6. 
 
A final conclusion chapter will summarize the previous chapters on molecular 
simulation of adsorption and diffusion in zeolites with and without cations. 
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ABSTRACT: Monte Carlo simulations were performed to study the adsorption and 
diffusion of small hydrocarbons in Linde Type A zeolites as a function of their 
calcium/sodium ratio. The diffusion studies were focused on methane whereas the 
adsorption simulations were performed from methane up to pentane. The results obtained 
showed that an increase in the number of cations in the structure (exchange of univalent 
sodium ions by divalent calcium ions) led to an increase in the adsorption of linear 
alkanes at low and medium pressure, but caused a decrease in adsorption at the highest 
pressures. An increase in the amount of cations favours molecular attraction and hence 
results in lower mobility. At higher cation loading the ions block the windows 
interconnecting the LTA cages, leading to a further decrease in diffusion. Methane self-
diffusion coefficients obtained from our simulations were twice as high for the Linde 
Type 5A zeolite as for the Linde Type 4A zeolite. These results are consistent with 
previous experimental studies and provide a molecular picture of the influence of the 
zeolite type, the amount of cations contained and their location in the structure. 
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2.1  Introduction 
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates based on frameworks with well-defined 
channels and cavities. The structure consists of TO4 (T = Si, Al) primary building 
units linked together by corner-sharing, forming bent oxygen bridges1 The 
presence of Al atoms induces an electrical imbalance leading to a negatively 
charged framework that is compensated by additional cations. The inner surface 
of the zeolite can act as a catalyst and they are also widespread used as water 
softeners (by exchanging non-framework cations with those of a nearby 
solution), as drying agents (anhydrous activated zeolites with a high affinity for 
water), for environmental clean-up, and as molecular sieves in industrial 
separation processes2.  
 
Zeolites A (LTA, Linde Type A) are well-known representatives. They can crack 
chain paraffins to singly straight-chain products being the first zeolites used in 
shape selective catalysis in 19603. They are also used as water softener in 
detergents and in horticulture, as drying agents and as adsorbents for air and 
hydrocarbon separations. Zeolite A was first prepared by Breck et al. in 19564,5 
and the high silica LTA (ITQ-29) has only recently synthesised6. LTA-type 
zeolites are often synthesized in their sodium form and according to the rule of 
Löwenstein7. The sodium form shows a chemical composition of 
Na96Al96Si96O384 with a unit cell parameter of 24.555 Å, and space group Fm 3c
8.  
 
The structure of LTA-type zeolite consists of a cubic array of α-cages (diameter 
≈ 11.2 Å), interconnected through 8-membered oxygen windows of free effective 
diameter about 4.1 Å (although this may be reduced by the presence of an 
exchangeable cation). The LTA unit cell is formed by 8 α-cages, and each cage 
has 12 negative charges to be compensated by exchangeable cations. The 
effective size of the windows in Zeolite A can be modified by the correct choice 
of cations which partially block the pore windows. In such a way pore cross 
sections of 3 Å (K+ exchanged form), 4 Å (Na+ exchanged form), or 5 Å 
(Ca2+/Na+ form) can be produced. The Ca2+/Na+ form (Zeolite LTA-5A) is 
obtained by replacing the sodium with calcium cations in a post synthesis 
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(a) (b) 
exchange. The names LTA-3A, 4A and 5A do not originate, but fortuitously 




















Figure 2.1: The Linde Type A zeolite framework contains three types of aluminosilicate rings that 
coordinate the cations. (a) Linde 4A has 12 sodiums per α-cage distributed among three 
crystallographic sites: eight in the centre of the six rings (positions in red), three in the eight ring 
window (positions in green), and one opposite to a four ring (positions in blue). (b) Linde 5A has 
four crystallographic sites for cations:  the eight ring window (positions in red), the six ring 
window (positions in blue) and two more sites displaced into either the α-cage (positions in green) 
or the sodalite unit (positions in purple) from the centre of the six rings. 
 
The Linde Type A framework contains three types of aluminosilicate rings that 
coordinate the cations as shown in Fig. 2.1. LTA-4A has 12 sodiums per α-cage 
distributed among three crystallographic sites [see Fig.2.1(a)]: eight in the centre 
of the six ring, three in the eight ring window, and one opposite to a four ring8. In 
Linde 5A four crystallographic sites are considered [see Fig. 2.1(b)]:  the eight 
ring window, the six ring window, and two more sites displaced into either the α-
cage or the sodalite unit from the centre of the six rings.  In the calcium form all 
six doubly charged cations are coordinated to 6-rings and not to 8-rings9. The 
preference of the cations to coordinate 6-rings is also observed in the mixed 
Ca2+/Na+ form10. 
 
The distribution of the cations influences has a significant influence on the 
adsorption and diffusion properties of zeolite A. Simulation studies on these 
systems can provide a better understanding of the effect of the Ca2+/Na+ ratio, 
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thereby leading to the control of molecular adsorption and diffusion in LTA-type 
zeolites through tuning the Ca2+/Na+ ratio. A variety of simulation studies have 
undertaken for the pure silica structure on adsorption and diffusion
11-24
, but only 
a few papers have reported simulations of adsorption in LTA-4A and LTA-5A 
with sodium and calcium cations25-27 and we are not aware of simulations studies 
of diffusion in these systems.  
 
In the present chapter we provide new insights on the effect that the Ca2+/Na+ 
ratio exerts on the adsorption and diffusion of hydrocarbons in LTA-4A and 
LTA-5A. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2.2 we 
present our simulation methods, including descriptions of the force fields used in 
this work. We continue in Section 2.3 with the simulations results and finally in 
section 2.4 we give some concluding remarks. 
 
 
2.2  Methods 
2.2.1  Zeolite Model 
The Linde Type A framework was constructed from silicon, aluminium, and 
oxygen using the crystallographic positions of Pluth and Smith8. The Si/Al-ratio 
is exactly one, leading to an alternating arrangement of Si and Al atoms (the 
Löwenstein rule forbids Al–O–Al linkages). Simulations were performed for 10 
structures by varying the cation ratio: 96Na+/0Ca2+, 80Na+/8Ca2+, 72Na+/12Ca2+, 
56Na+/20Ca2+, 48Na+/24Ca2+, 38Na+/29Ca2+, 32Na+/32Ca2+, 24Na+/36Ca2+, 
4Na+/46Ca2+, together with the pure silica structure with 0Na+/0Ca2+. The Na-O 
and Ca-O interactions were calibrated to reproduce the experimentally known 
positions in LTA-4A and LTA-5A (Fig. 1.1), employing the charges qNa = +1, 
and qCa = +2. In addition, the crystallographic locations of the sites obtained 
through molecular simulations are within 0.2 Å from those obtained through X-
ray diffraction26,28. The charge distribution on the oxygen framework was 
considered static; i.e., polarization of oxygen by nearby cations was neglected. 
We use a model that explicitly distinguishes silicon from aluminium with a 
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difference of 0.3 e- between qSi and qAl
29, considering different charges for 
oxygen atoms bridging two silicon atoms, qOSi, and oxygen atoms bridging one 
silicon and one aluminium atom, qOAl. All partial charges are listed in Table 2.1. 
The exchangeable cation density is adjusted to match the framework aluminium 
density, and the density of the zeolite is determined by the framework atoms 
(aluminium, silicon, and oxygen) and the cations (sodium and calcium). In our 
model, the cations could move freely and adjust their position depending on their 
interactions with the framework atoms, other cations, and alkane molecules. The 
simulations were performed using one unit cell with eight  cages. Test-
simulations using eight unit cells gave identical results but were deemed too 




Table 2.1: Lennard-Jones parameters used in this study: /kB (K) in the top-left corner,  (Å) in the 
bottom-right corner of each field, partial charges (e-) of the framework, sodium, and calcium are 
also included. All values have been taken from our previous works24,26,28,30. 
 OSi OAl Si Al Na




         3.47 
115 
 




      2.72 
590 
 
      2.56 
158.5 
 
      3.72 
130.84 
 
    3.74 
94.21 
 




         3.48 
93.2 
 




      2.65 
400 
 
        2.6 
130.84 
 
      3.74 
108 
 
    3.76 
77.7 
 




         3.58 
60.5 
 




      2.95 
440 
 
        2.8 
94.21 
 
      3.84 
77.7 
 
    3.86 
56.0 
 




           3.4 
23.0 
 
     3.4 
- - - - 
582 
 
      2.72 
443 
 
    2.65 
310 
 




         3.45 
18.0 
 
   3.45 
- - - - 
590 
 
      2.56 
400 
 
      2.6 
440 
 
      2.8 
Charge 
[e-] 
q=-1.025 q=-1.2 q=+2.05 q=+1.75 q=+1.0 q=+2.0 -- - 
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2.2.2  Interatomic potentials 
A realistic description of the interaction between the sodium and calcium cations, 
the zeolite framework, and the alkanes is employed. The interactions between 
guest molecules (alkanes and cations) with the zeolite host framework were 
modelled by Lennard-Jones and Coulombic potentials26,28,30,31. All the used 
parameters are listed in Table 1. The Coulombic interactions in the system were 
calculated using Ewald summations32. In our simulations, the convergence 
parameter was chosen as 0.3 with k = 9 wave vectors for high accuracy. The 
alkanes were described with a united atom model, in which CHx groups were 
considered as a single interaction centres with their own effective potentials33. 
The beads in the chain were connected by harmonic bonding potentials. The 
bond-bending between three neighbouring beads was modelled by a harmonic 
cosine bending potential, and changes in the torsional angle were controlled by a 
Ryckaert-Bellemans potential. The beads in a chain separated by more than three 
bonds interacted with each other through a Lennard-Jones potential. The silicon 
van der Waals interactions were taken into account through an effective potential 
with only the oxygen atoms of the zeolite34-36 and an “average” polarization was 
included implicitly in the parameterization by means of the polarization induced 
by the cation on the zeolite and by the cation on the alkanes
28
. It should be noted 
that effective Lennard-Jones potentials implicitly includes, in an average sense, 
many-body interactions (polarization), the contributions arising from 
instantaneous dipole-quadrapole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, 
flexibility of the framework, etc. The flexibility of the framework has a minor 
effect for small alkanes37. 
. 
 
2.2.3  Simulation Techniques 
The adsorption isotherms of alkanes were computed using Configurational Bias 
Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble32. In CBMC 
simulations, molecules are grown segment by segment, avoiding overlap. For 
each segment, a set of trial orientations is generated. One of the trial positions is 
selected according to the Boltzmann weight of the zeolite energy, and this 
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selected trial orientation is added to the chain. The procedure is repeated until the 
entire molecule has been grown. The rules for acceptance or rejection of a grown 
molecule are chosen in a way that they exactly remove the bias caused by this 
growing scheme. A simulation are performed in cycles and in each cycle one 
move is chosen at random with a fixed probability of performing a molecule 
displacement (0.15), rotation around the centre of mass (0.15), exchange with the 
reservoir (0.55), and partial regrowth of a molecule (0.15). The maximum 
translational and rotational displacements are adjusted to achieve an acceptance 
probability of 50%. The number of cycles for methane and ethane was 2·107 and 
at least 3·107 for propane, butane and pentane. The total number of cations 
remains constant during simulations. To sample cation motions, we used 
displacements and insertions at new randomly selected positions that bypass 
energy barriers. 
 
Self-diffusion coefficients were computed using MD simulations. In MD 
simulations successive configurations of the system are generated by integrating 
Newton’s laws of motion, which then yields a trajectory that describes the 
positions, velocities and accelerations of the particles as they vary with time. The 
Verlet integration scheme with a time-step of 0.5 fs was used providing a relative 
energy drift smaller than 10-4. Simulations were performed using the NVT 
ensemble. Simulations using the NVE ensemble gave equivalent results. More 
details can be found in reference38. The self-diffusion coefficients are computed 
by taking the slope of the mean-squared displacement at long times12,39.  
 
 
2.3  Results and Discussion 
The effect of exchanged cations on the adsorption and diffusion behaviour of 
alkanes in Linde Type A zeolites has also been studied. This behaviour is 
strongly dependent on the amount and distribution of the sodium and calcium 
cations in the structure. Adsorption isotherms were computed for methane [Fig. 
2.2(a)], ethane [Fig. 2.2(b)], propane [Fig. 2.2(c)], butane [Fig. 2.3(a)], and 
pentane [Fig. 2.3(b)] at 273 K in LTA-type structures where the amounts of 
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calcium and sodium cations were varied. Available experimental data at that 






















Figure 2.2: Adsorption isotherms of (a) methane, (b) ethane, and (c) propane at 273 K in Linde 
Type A zeolites. (□) 96Na+/0Ca2+; (○) 80Na+/8Ca2+; (△) 72Na+/12Ca2+; (    ) 56Na+/20Ca2+;     
(◇) 48Na+/24Ca2+;  ( ) 32Na+/32Ca2+ ; (    ) 24 Na+/36Ca2+, and (+) 4 Na+/46Ca2+. Experimental 
data for the structure 24Na+/36Ca2+ are included for comparison40,41. (×) Ruthven at 273 K; (*) 
Loughlin at 273-275 K. 
 
The effect of exchanged cations on the adsorption and diffusion behaviour of 
alkanes in Linde Type A zeolites has also been studied. This behaviour is 
strongly dependent on the amount and distribution of the sodium and calcium 
cations in the structure. Adsorption isotherms were computed for methane [Fig. 
2.2(a)], ethane [Fig. 2.2(b)], propane [Fig. 2.2(c)], butane [Fig. 2.3(a)], and 
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calcium and sodium cations were varied. Available experimental data at that 
temperature are included for comparison. 
 
Although much scatter exists between the experimental data of various authors, 
the experimental data are in overall very good agreement with our previous 
simulations for methane up to octadecane40,41. Our simulations show that the 
lowest adsorption corresponds to the lowest density of cations (46Na+/4Ca2+), 
and the highest adsorption corresponds to the highest density of cations 
(96Na+/0Ca2+). Adsorption follows the opposite behaviour at high pressures; with 
the saturation capacities are roughly independent of the amount of exchanged 
cations. The adsorption isotherm for the pure silica structure were also computed 
showing that (1) the pressure necessary to attain a particular loading in the 
structure in the absence of cations was up to three orders of magnitude higher 
than that necessary for the structure containing cations and (2) the saturation 
loading in the pure silica structure was similar to those obtained with structures 
containing cations. 
 
Figure 2.3: Adsorption isotherms of (a) butane and (b) pentane at 273 K in Linde Type A zeolites. 
(□) 96Na+/0Ca2+; (○) 80Na+/8Ca2+; (△) 72Na+/12Ca2+; ( ) 38Na+/20Ca2+; ( ) 32Na+/32Ca2+; 
(   ) 24Na+/36Ca2+, and (+) 4 Na+/46Ca2+. Experimental data for the structure 36Ca2+/24Na+ are 
included for comparative purpose40: (×) Ruthven at 273 K.. 
 
The explanation for this behaviour is that the cations create additional adsorption 
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intermediate loadings in zeolite A. We also computed the void fraction of a 
structure with and without cations (32Na+/32Ca2+) probed with a helium atom 
and found that the excluded volume effect is small. Thus, the void fractions were 
0.39 and 0.38 for the structure devoid of cations and the cation loaded structure, 
respectively. Note that the sodalite cages were blocked for helium, but not for 
cations. The cations are not randomly located in the cages, but are well-ordered 
and “buried” inside the six-membered rings for the 32Na+/32Ca2+ structure. We 
would like to highlight that both, the cation density and the cation location are 
vital factors during the adsorption and the diffusion of alkanes in the structure. 
Differences up to three orders of magnitude in adsorption were also observed in 
our previous studies in all silica and sodium faujasites28 (another type of cage-
like zeolites), where we also demonstrated that the mobility of cations is 
indispensable to allowing a correct reproduction of the adsorption of alkanes in 
aluminosilicates. The use of frozen cations leads to an over-estimation of the 
adsorption at low pressures and an under-estimate the adsorption at high 
pressures. 
 
The explanation for this behaviour is that the cations create additional adsorption 
sites and also occupy free volume. The first effect dominates at low and 
intermediate loadings in zeolite A. We also computed the void fraction of a 
structure with and without cations (32Na+/32Ca2+) probed with a helium atom 
and found that the excluded volume effect is small. Thus, the void fractions were 
0.39 and 0.38 for the structure devoid of cations and the cation loaded structure, 
respectively. Note that the sodalite cages were blocked for helium, but not for 
cations. The cations are not randomly located in the cages, but are well-ordered 
and “buried” inside the six-membered rings for the 32Na+/32Ca2+ structure. We 
would like to highlight that both, the cation density and the cation location are 
vital factors during the adsorption and the diffusion of alkanes in the structure. 
Differences up to three orders of magnitude in adsorption were also observed in 
our previous studies in all silica and sodium faujasites28 (another type of cage-
like zeolites), where we also demonstrated that the mobility of cations is 
indispensable to allowing a correct reproduction of the adsorption of alkanes in 
aluminosilicates. The use of frozen cations leads to an over-estimation of the 
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Figure 2.4: Amount of alkane adsorbed as a function of the sodium and calcium density (a) 
methane at 102 kPa, (b) propane at 10-2 kPa (×), and 10-1 kPa (*). 
 
Fig. 2.4 plots adsorption of methane and propane as a function of the sodium and 
calcium density at a given pressure. Fig. 2.4(a) shows that at 100 kPa the 
adsorption of methane and the density of sodium or calcium cations in the 
structure are linearly dependent. However, this linearity is not conserved at lower 
pressures where the trend becomes polynomial. The adsorption of propane as a 
function of cation density also proves polynomial behaviour at several pressures 
as shown in Fig. 2.4(b) for 0.01 and 0.1 kPa. We have observed similar trends for 
ethane, butane, and pentane. 
 
The adsorption of alkanes in the zeolite is found to influence the location of the 
non-framework cations even at low loadings. Fig. 2.1(b) depicts the four 
crystallographic sites for the cations in empty zeolite LTA-5A (without 
molecules adsorbed on it). Site 1 in the six ring window, sites 2 and 3 displaced 
into either the α-cage or the sodalite unit from the centre of the six rings, and site 
4 in the eight ring window. Crystallographic studies indicate that cations in LTA-
5A are only near to the six rings (sites 1, 2, and 3) and not near to the 8 rings9. 
(b) (a) 
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This is in agreement with our simulations that yield occupations of 87.7% (site 


























Figure 2.5: Snapshots of the adsorption of pentane in 48Na+/24Ca2+ LTA-5A zeolite at 273 K and 
(a) 1 kPa, (b) 103 kPa, and (c) 106 kPa. 
 
The adsorption isotherms of methane, ethane, propane, butane, and pentane have 
also been compared, and the resulting simulation data for 48Na+/24Ca2+ LTA-5A 
are shown in Fig. 2.6. Adsorption of 2 molecules per α cage (16 molecules/uc) 
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propane, 2 kPa for ethane and 50 kPa for methane and at around 103 kPa every α 












Figure 2.6: Adsorption isotherms of (□) methane; (○) ethane; (△) propane; (   ), butane and (◇) 
pentane in 24Na+/36Ca2+ LTA-5A zeolite at 273 K. 
 
The diffusion coefficients of methane have been computed from the slope of the 
mean-squared displacement at long times in silica, LTA-5A (32Na+/32Ca2+) and 
LTA-4A (96Na+/0Ca2+). The 96 molecules of methane per unit cell at 500K and 
the cations in LTA-5A and LTA-4A were considered as being initially located in 
the crystallographic positions8,9. The computed values for the diffusion 
coefficients were 2.9·10-11 m2/s for the pure silica structure 2.4·10-11 m2/s for 
32Na+/32Ca2+ LTA-5A, and ca. 3·10-14 m2/s for 96Na+/0Ca2+ zeolite LTA-4A.  
 
Diffusion coefficients are much lower in zeolite LTA-4A than in LTA-5A due to 
the distribution of the cations. Diffusive hopping processes take place through the 
8-rings windows. In zeolite LTA-5A none of the windows are blocked by a 
cation, with a free diameter of the window of 5 Å. Zeolite LTA-4A contains 12 
sodium cations per -cage and all the windows are occupied with a cation, 
reducing the effective size to 4 Å. To show the influence of the cations, we 
performed additional simulations by placing the sodium and calcium cations at 
random starting positions in the 32Na+/32Ca2+ LTA-5A. These simulations 
provided a diffusion coefficient of 1.1·10-11 m2/s, which is clear indication that 
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2.4  Conclusions 
We have performed a computational study of the effect of exchanged sodium and 
calcium cations on the adsorption and diffusion of alkanes in Linde Type A 
zeolites. We have demonstrated that the density and the location of cations 
induce marked variations in the alkane properties, and also that the adsorption of 
alkanes in the zeolite induces relocations of the cations in the structure even at 
low loadings. During adsorption, the increase of the number of exchanged 
cations leads to higher loadings at low pressures and to lower loadings at high 
pressures. Diffusion is mostly influenced by the spatial distribution of the cation. 
It is slower in LTA-4A than in LTA-5A zeolite, since the eight-ring windows are 
partially blocked in the former and completely unoccupied in the later. 
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ABSTRACT: The influence of framework flexibility on the adsorption and diffusion of 
methane in LTA zeolites was investigated by Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics 
simulations. In particular, we analysed the framework flexibility of the pure silica 
structure (ITQ-29), the sodium form (LTA-4A), and the sodium/calcium form (LTA-5A). 
Simulations were performed at different temperatures and for different methane loadings. 
We found that the framework flexibility affects differently adsorption and diffusion of 
methane. The effect that flexibility exerts on adsorption is quite small. However, the 
influence on diffusion seems to be much larger and strongly dependent on three factors: 
the density and type of the non-framework cations located in the LTA zeolite, the loading 
of methane in the structure, and, most importantly, the force field parameters used to 
model the framework. 
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3.1.  Introduction 
 
Zeolites are widely used as adsorbents, molecular sieves, ion exchangers or 
catalysts in a number of significant industrial processes. The performance of 
these processes is highly determined by the diffusion rates of the hydrocarbon 
molecules in the zeolite pores. Molecular simulation of diffusion has become a 
powerful tool to study the details of the diffusive processes of simple molecules 
adsorbed in the micropores of zeolites and is essential to understand the role of 
the framework structure and dynamics of these complex systems. From a 
simulation point of view, computing diffusion coefficients is challenging, and 
several reviews on this topic have been published recently1-3. The first simulation 
studies for diffusion in confined systems focused on self-diffusivities calculations 
for a single component using equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulations4. Most recently, the increase of computer power made it possible to 
extend those calculations for obtaining diffusivities over loading providing 
insights into the mechanisms that control the molecular traffic along the zeolite 
pores5-7. Earlier diffusion studies in zeolites date back to the 1970s8, and they 
have been increasing in complexity over the years. In the 1990s, simulation 
methods were applied to compute molecular diffusion at infinite dilution in MFI9-
11 and FAU12-14. These studies were later extended to other complex topologies 
such as LTA, LTL, ERI, and CHA not only for infinite dilution, but also for low, 
medium, and high loadings15-20. 
 
Most molecular simulation studies in zeolites are performed using the Kiselev-
type potentials, where the zeolite atoms are held rigid at the crystallographic 
positions21. However, some authors have also investigated the effect of 
flexibility, using a variety of potentials for the framework atoms22-25 and testing 
the accuracy and viability by comparison of the computed adsorption26,27, 
diffusion28,29, IR spectra22,23,27, or structural parameters24,25 with experimental 
data. 
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Rigid-framework simulations provide predictions of equilibrium adsorption 
which are in good agreement with experimental data or show low differences 
from results obtained with flexible-framework models30-36. However, diffusion 
coefficients are found to be strongly dependent on the flexibility of the 
framework37-40, though, in some special cases, this influence seems to be 
cancelled out by opposite effects induced by model38. Rigid-framework 
simulations have proved to be accurate for molecules smaller than the smallest 
pore aperture, though the assumption of a rigid framework can introduce 
significant errors when applied to molecules with diameters close to the size of 
the largest framework pore19,22,41-43. In most of these studies the flexible lattices 
can enhance the diffusion coefficients, but still most simulations of diffusion are 
carried out using rigid frameworks. 
 
Previous simulation studies on the influence of lattice flexibility in diffusion of 
hydrocarbons and other non-polar molecules were performed in pure silica 
zeolites. Most of these studies used the model proposed by Demontis et al22,26,29, 
though several works suggested that, for diffusion of methane in MFI and cation-
free LTA, there are substantial discrepancies depending on the flexibility model 
chosen41.  
 
In this chapter, we study adsorption and self-diffusion of methane in Linde-type 
A zeolites. We have taken into account the flexibility of the framework structure 
to study the effect on diffusion in LTA both with and without cations. In order to 
understand the flexible lattice influence we have chosen the models of Nicholas 
et al.23 and Hill and Sauer25. We performed simulations using these flexible 
models as well as rigid frameworks for all zeolites studied. The structures chosen 
were LTA-4A, LTA-5A,   ITQ-29 and hypothetical pure silica LTA (e.g., LTA-
4A without ions and all aluminium replaced by silicon). We compare our 
simulations results with available experimental and simulation data from the 
literature. Experimental diffusivities of methane in LTA-5A at several 
temperatures were measure using the neutron spin echo (NSE) technique by 
Jobic et al.44. Heink et al. measured self-diffusion of methane for LTA-5A with 
different calcium contents45,46 by pulse field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy. Most recently, Reyes et al.47 and Corma et al.48 used the same 
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technique to obtain self-diffusivity of methane in cation-free LTA47. With the aid 
of molecular dynamics, Fritzsche et al. computed self-diffusion of methane in a 
cation-free LTA and also taking into account the polarization interaction on 
exchangeable cations in the structure49-51. To our knowledge the only values of 
self-diffusivity of methane in flexible LTA were reported by Demontis et al.52 for 
the cation-free structure. In this chapter, we compare these values with the results 
obtained using more complex flexible models, and we extend the study to 
structures with sodium and calcium cations. In addition, we performed molecular 
simulations of adsorption to prove the consistency of the results obtained with the 
flexible models chosen, comparing them to those obtained using a rigid 
framework structure.  
 
 
3.2.  Models and Simulation Details 
 
Adsorption isotherms and self-diffusivity of methane were computed in rigid and 
flexible LTA-type zeolites containing 96 sodium cations per unit cell (LTA-4A), 
32 sodium and 32 cations per unit cell (LTA-5A) and all silica structures (ITQ-29 
and LTAsi). The adsorption isotherms were obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations in the Grand Canonical ensemble (GCMC) where volume, 
temperature, and chemical potential were kept constant. The number of adsorbed 
molecules was changed during the simulation and the total number of cations 
remains constant. To sample cation motions, we used displacements and 
insertions at new randomly selected positions that bypass energy barriers30. 
 
Self-diffusion coefficients were calculated using Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulations. In MD simulations, successive configurations of the system are 
generated by integrating Newton’s laws of motion, which then yields a trajectory 
that describes the positions, velocities and accelerations of the particles as they 
vary with time. The equations of motion were integrated using the velocity-
Verlet algorithm. For methane diffusion in rigid zeolite, we used an integration 
time step of 0.01 fs and 0.005 fs when we consider the flexible structures, to 
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ensure satisfactory energy conservation during nanoseconds runs. Calculations 
were performed using NVT ensemble for rigid and flexible structures at 500 K. 
The self-diffusion coefficients are computed by taking the slope of the mean-
squared displacement at extended times16,19. 
 
Zeolite LTA-4A, was synthesized at first time by Breck et al53. This zeolite 
present a cubic crystal structure, space group Fm3c, and a = b = c = 24.555 Å. 
The unit cell composition is Na96Si96Al96O384. The structure consists of an 
arrangement of sodalite units placed at the vertices of a simple cubic lattice and 
linked to each other by oxygen bridges. The central cavity formed by eight 
sodalite cages is called an α-cage. This cage is inaccessible to, for example, 
alkanes. Each α-cage is connected to six other α-cages in an octahedral way, 
forming what is called a β-cage, and the interconnection is via the eight-member 
ring by windows of about 4.2 Å diameter. One unit cell of this zeolite consists of 
eight α-cages and its diameter is about 11.4 Å. The unit cell of LTA-4A zeolite 
has three types of oxygen rings; eight-, six-, and four-membered rings. The 
charge compensating non-framework sodium cations are distributed over the 
surface of the α-cage. The cations occupy three distinct positions detected by X-
ray diffraction54. Eight of them are Na I type cations and are located at the centre 
of 6-member ring corresponding to the window between the sodalite cage and the 
β-cage. Three sodium cations are near the centre of the 8-member ring that 
constitutes the window between two β-cages; those cations are called Na type II; 
and one Na III type cation is inside the cage in front of the 4-membered 
connecting two sodalite cages. Cations on site Na II will partially block the 
aperture of the β-cage’s window and the adsorbed molecules cannot diffuse into 
the interior of this zeolite. 
 
Zeolite LTA-5A is obtained by replacing 64 sodium monovalent cations from the 
LTA-4A by 32 bivalent calcium ions in an exchange after synthesis. These 
cations are preferentially located in four crystallographic positions: in the 
window formed by 8-membered ring; in the window of the 6-membered ring; 
displaced inside α-cage; or in the sodalites displaced into the centre of 6-
membered ring. In this structure there are no cations blocking the windows of the 
8-member ring55. A snapshot of LTA-5A structure is shown in Fig. 3.1. 





Figure 3.1: Snapshot of LTA-5A zeolite. The oxygen framework atoms are represented in red, 
silicon in yellow and aluminium in white. The sodium non-framework cations are shown in light 
blue and calcium in dark blue.  
 
We also performed simulations in two all silica LTA-type structures; the 
hypothetical model obtained from the LTA-5A structure dealuminized, labelled 
as LTAsi in this work, and the silica stable form ITQ-29 obtained by Corma et 
al.56. The ITQ-29 topology is a simple cubic cell with space group Fm3c, and     a 
= b = c= 11.867 Å. The crystallographic unit cell is 8 times smaller than LTA-
5A, but with the same type of channels and cages. LTA-4A consists of a three-
dimensional interconnected channel system. This structure has the 8 large 
spherical α-cages of approximately 11.4 Å interconnected via windows of about 
4.2 Å in diameter and β-cages with an average diameter of 6.6 Å alternating with 
the α-cages and separated by 2.2 Å openings. We use a single unit cell for the 
simulations in LTASi, LTA-4A, and LTA-5A, and 8 unit cells (2x2x2) for ITQ-
29. Note that the unit cell of ITQ-29 is a single cage. LTA-4A and LTA-5A have 
an alternating silicon and aluminium arrangement that can only be periodically 
described in terms of 2 × 2 × 2 β-cages. Without aluminium, the unit cell can be 
described as a single α-cage. 
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The interactions between guest molecules (methane and cations) with the zeolite 
host framework were modelled by Lennard-Jones and Coulombic potentials30-34. 
The Coulombic interactions in the system were calculated using Ewald 
summations. An “average” polarization was included implicitly in the 
parameterization by means of the polarization induced by the cation on the 
zeolite and by the cation on the methane30. The Na–O and Ca–O interactions 
were calibrated to reproduce the experimentally known positions in LTA-4A and 
LTA-5A30,33. The charge distribution on the oxygen framework was considered to 
be static; that is, polarization of oxygen by nearby cations was neglected. The 
model used for the rigid frameworks explicitly distinguishes silicon from 
aluminium with a difference of 0.3e between qSi and qAl
57. We consider different 
charges for oxygen atoms bridging two silicon atoms, qOSi, and oxygen atoms 
bridging one silicon and one aluminium atom, qOAl
30. 
 
There are several force fields in the literature that describe the flexibility of the 
zeolite framework4. Among them, we have focused on these reported by Nicholas 
et al.23 and Hill and Sauer25. The reasons for choosing these two force fields are 
that they can be applied to pure silica structures and, using straightforward 
modifications, they can be easily extended to aluminosilicates with sodium and 
calcium cations. Following a previous work reported by Vlugt and Schenk26, we 
additionally improved these models in such a way that the equilibrium distances 
are no longer constant26. The flexible model of Nicholas et al. was developed for 
all-silicate sodalite and contains terms that represent the valence and non-bonded 
interactions of the structure. This model is able to reproduce the structure and 
dynamics of all-silica sodalite and is also transferable enough to reproduce the 
infrared spectrum of MFI. The Si-O-Si bond was modelled using a fourth-order 
polynomial; all other bends were harmonic in functional form. We extended this 
model with similar functions to describe the interaction with the aluminium, and 
we took into account contributions of dihedral-angle-dependent potential 
functions, Lennard-Jones interactions between non-bonded atoms, and 
Coulombic potentials. Detailed information of this model and all additional 
implementations can be found in the original work of Nicholas et al.23 as well as 
in Table 1 in the Appendix A. 
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To check the consistency of flexible models we also have used the model 
reported by Hill and Sauer25. They developed a method to derive the parameters 
of a consistent force field type (CFF) from ab initio calculations that was firstly 
applied to aluminium free zeolites24 and afterwards to protonated 
aluminosilicates25. The force field58 is defined by bonds, angles, torsions, out-of-
plane, bond-bond, angle-angle, bond-angle, angle-torsion-angle, and non-bond 
energy expressions. Detailed information about this force field can be found in 
the original works of Hill and Sauer24,25 and in Table 2 of the Appendix A. 
 
 
3.3.  Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 3.2 shows the computed absolute adsorption of methane in rigid ITQ-29, 
LTA4A, and LTA5A at 273 K (Fig. 3.2a) and 500K (Fig. 3.2b). The adsorption 
isotherms were obtained for a range of pressure that spans from 1 to 1011 kPa. 
The force field used provides very good agreement available experimental data, 












Figure 3.2: Computed adsorption isotherms of methane in rigid ITQ-29 (squares), LTA4A 
(circles), and LTA5A (triangles) at a) 273K and b) 500K. 
 
The adsorption of methane in LTA-type structures is determined by the number 
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of cations in LTA structures is similar to that observed for FAU-type 
structures30,60, where cations act as additional adsorption sites at low pressures 
while competing for the available free volume with methane at the highest 
pressures. However, an essential difference with FAU structures is that, in LTA 
zeolites, the computed adsorption for methane is insensitive to the initial set of 
positions of the cations. We can explain this finding based on the Si/Al ratios of 
both structures. The composition of a single unit cell in FAU is NaxAlxSi192-xO384, 
where 96  x   0, with two types of oxygen atoms in the framework: oxygen 
atoms bridging two silicon atoms and oxygen atoms bridging one silicon and one 
aluminium atom. Since the cation interaction is stronger with the latter than with 
the former, the aluminium positions determine the cation distribution in FAU. 
LTA-type zeolites show Si/Al =1 with alternation silicon and aluminium atoms 
in order to follow the Lowenstein rule61. In these structures, all oxygen atoms are 
bridging one silicon and one aluminium atom, providing a symmetrical ion 
distribution that is independent of the positions of the cations selected as starting 
configuration.  
 
Even though simulations for methane adsorption in LTA-type structures are not 
sensitive to the initial distribution of cations34, the positions of these cations are 
of critical importance for adsorption kinetics in these structures. If the cations are 
located in the eight-ring windows, they obstruct diffusion. LTA-4A with 96 
sodium cations would show very high adsorption capacity, but experimentally, it 
has all the eight-ring windows blocked. The Ca/Na form LTA-5A contains 
approximately 32 sodium and 32 calcium per unit cell and none of the windows 
are blocked by the cations. This leads to diffusion values of methane similar to 
the ones obtained for the pure silica structure ITQ-29.  
 
Fig. 3.3 shows self-diffusivity for methane in ITQ-29 and LTA-5A as a function 
of loading at 500 K. Diffusivities are very similar for both structures up to 9 
molecules per cage (72 molecules of methane per unit cell) and decrease at a 
loading for the structure with sodium and calcium cations at a loading of 10 
molecules and higher. Direct comparison between self-diffusivity values 
obtained for LTAsi and LTA5A shows that the interaction methane-cation 
dominates over the interaction methane-zeolite for methane loading up to 12 
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molecules per cage. However, at higher loadings, the effect of the cation is 
diluted by the increase of the molecule-molecule interactions as indicated by 
similar values obtained for methane diffusivity in both, the structure with sodium 
and calcium cations and the hypothetical pure silica structure. To analyse the 
influence of host-guest, host-cation and cation-guest interactions, we have 
additionally computed self-diffusivity of methane as a function of loading in a 
hypothetical pure silica and cation free structure labelled as LTAsi. As mentioned 
in the previous section, this structure was obtained from the substitution of all 
aluminium atoms of LTA-5A by silicon. The obtained results are in qualitatively 
good agreement with the simulation data reported by Fritzsche et al.49,50, but 
quantitatively they obtained higher values for self-diffusion (Fig. 3.3) and 
consequently lower values for adsorption (Fig. 3.4). These results support the 
finding that the diffusion coefficient depends sensitively on the choice of the 
Lennard-Jones parameters50.  










































Molecules of methane per cage
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Figure 3.3: Computed self-diffusion of methane as a function of loading in rigid ITQ-29 (squares), 
LTA5A (triangles), LTASi (asterisks) at 500K. Simulation data of Fritzsche et al.
49 in LTASi at 500 
K are included for comparison (circles).  
 
Despite the fact that both LTAsi and ITQ-29 have the same morphology, the 
computed self-diffusion is much higher for the hypothetical structure than for 
ITQ-29, independently of methane loading. However, differences in adsorption 
are less remarkable as shown in Fig. 3.4. The different behaviours in adsorption 
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and diffusion can be explained from the window size and from the pore size 
distributions (PSDs) calculated with the method reported by Gelb and Gubbins62. 
Fig. 3.5 shows distributions of V(r) and the PSD. The function V(r) is the fraction 
of space “coverable” by spheres of radius r or smaller; at r = 0, it corresponds to 



















































Figure 3.4: Computed adsorption isotherms of methane at 500 K in rigid ITQ-29 (squares), LTASi 





Figure 3.5: V(r) functions as the fraction of space “coverable” by spheres of radius r or smaller for 
ITQ-29 (dashed line) and LTAsi (solid line). The inset provides pore size distributions calculated 
for ITQ-29 (solid line) and LTAsi (dashed line).  
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The derivative of this function is the PSD with peaks at around 10-11 Å for the 
size of the -cage. The windows of ITQ-29 are slightly smaller than for LTAsi, 
and the PSD distributions are narrower and have pore diameters slightly smaller 
for ITQ-29 than for LTAsi.  
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Figure 3.6: Computed self-diffusion for methane as a function of loading in ITQ-29 at 500 K using 
a rigid structure (squares), flexibility with the model of Nicholas et al. (circles), and flexibility with 
the model of Hill and Sauer (triangles). Computed self-diffusion for methane in rigid LTAsi at 500 




















































Figure 3.7: Computed adsorption isotherms for methane in ITQ-29 at 500 K using a rigid structure 
(squares) and flexible models of Nicholas et al (circles) and Hill and Sauer (triangles). 
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This suggests that the adsorption and self-diffusion values obtained for methane 
in LTAsi could be probably analogous to those obtained for a flexible model of 
ITQ-29. To investigate the effect of framework flexibility in ITQ-29, we have 
computed self-diffusivity of methane as a function of loading at 500K (Fig. 3.6) 
as well as the adsorption isotherm of methane at 500K using both, Nicholas et 
al.23 and Hill and Sauer25 model (Fig. 3.7). Differences between the self-diffusion 
values obtained for the rigid and the two flexible models are striking, but again, 
there seems to be hardly any influence of the framework flexibility on the 
adsorption isotherm.  
 
It is interesting to speculate about the reasons that make the use of flexibility 
essential to compute methane self-diffusion but needless for adsorption. These 
reasons are probably very much related with the LTA topology that consists on 
cubically arranged cages of about 10 Å in size. The cages are connected by 
narrow windows in such a way that the windows form entropic barriers20. In 
these structures, the diffusion is an activated process where the molecules of 
methane hop from one cage to the next and the crossing time is negligible 
compared to the time a particle spends inside the cage16. These hops can easily be 
disturbed by small variations of the bond length between the silicon and oxygen 
atoms of the framework. The silicon-oxygen bond lengths for ITQ-29, and LTA-
5A are around 1.57-1.61 Å and 1.59-1.60 Å, respectively. However, the 
aluminium-oxygen bond lengths for LTA-5A are around of 1.72-1.74 Å.  
 
Since the hypothetical LTAsi was built from direct substitution of the 96 
aluminium atoms of the structure by silicon, without any posterior minimization 
of the bond lengths, 50% of its silicon-oxygen bond lengths are around 0.13-0.14 
Å larger than the average silicon-oxygen bond lengths. This results in slightly 
wider pores for the rigid structure and, additionally, an abnormal deformation in 
its flexible models, as can be deduced from the extremely high values on self-
diffusion of methane that we show in Fig. 3.8. This anomalous deformation –also 
reported by Demontis and Suffritti using a more simplistic flexible model52– does 
not affect methane adsorption in LTAsi as this molecule has most of its distinct 
adsorption sites in the cage and only one in the windows regions. The adsorption 
behaviour is shown in Fig. 3.9, that compares the computed adsorption isotherms 
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obtained using the rigid structure, the flexible model of Nicholas et al.23,  and the 
flexible model of Hill and Sauer24. 




















































Figure 3.8: Computed self-diffusion for methane as a function of loading in LTAsi at 500 K using 
a rigid structure (squares), flexibility with the model of Nicholas et al. (circles), and flexibility with 
the model of Hill and Sauer (triangles). Simulations from Demontis et al52. using a simplistic 





















































Figure 3.9: Computed adsorption isotherms for methane in LTAsi at 500 K using a rigid structure 
(squares) and flexible models of Nicholas et al (circles) and Hill and Sauer (triangles).  
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For LTA-4A and LTA-5A structures, we found the same effect; the influence of 
framework flexibility is large for diffusion and almost negligible for adsorption. 
In Fig. 3.10 we show that the adsorption isotherms almost overlap using rigid and 
flexible models, with only slight differences at the highest pressures.  
 
 
Figure 3.10: Computed adsorption isotherms for methane at 500 K using a rigid structure (squares) 
and flexible models of Nicholas et al (circles) and Hill and Sauer (triangles) in (a) LTA4A and (b) 
LTA5A.  
 
However, the computed data for self-diffusivity of methane prove to be different 
for different models. According to the computed values depicted in Fig. 3.11, up 
to five molecules per cage we obtain analogous diffusion using both, the rigid 
structure and the flexible model of Hill and Sauer. However, more than five 
molecules of methane per cage enhance the flexibility effect at the windows as 
inferred from the higher self-diffusion obtained with the flexible model. It is 
interesting to note that the flexible model of Nicholas et al. provides reverse 
behaviour than the model of Hill and Sauer. Here, self-diffusion is higher than 
for the rigid structure up to nine molecules of methane per cage, becoming 
similar and even lower for the highest loadings. The fact that the two flexible 
models only show differences in diffusion for the LTA-5A structure leads us to 
conclude that the reverse behaviour is essentially attributed to the interactions 
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Molecules of Methane per cage
LTA5A 500 K
 
Figure 3.11: Computed self-diffusion for methane as a function of loading in LTA5A at 500 K 
using a rigid structure (squares), flexibility with the model of Nicholas et al. (circles), and 
flexibility with the model of Hill and Sauer (triangles).  
 
These interactions are probably overrated for model of Hill and Sauer, leading to 
self-diffusivity value 3.7·1010 m2/s at 500 K when one single methane is located 
in the cage. At the same conditions, the self-diffusivity value obtained for the 
model of Nicholas et al.  is 1.1·109 m2/s,  in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data provided by Jobic et al.44 (1.0·109 m2/s at 475 K) and Corma et 
al.48 (3·109 m2/s at 500 K).  
 
We conclude this section by addressing the question whether flexible models 
provide better predictions of the self-diffusion than rigid models. One could 
argue that flexible models are -in principle- more realistic descriptions of the 
LTA zeolite. There is a wide agreement in the literature that flexibility has a 
negligible effect on adsorption. The results presented in this work provides 
evidence that small variation in the bond lengths between the zeolite atoms lead 
to large differences in diffusion and, depending on the system, the obtained 
results can be worse than those obtained using a rigid model. The reason is that 
none of the current force fields are able to capture the average structure exactly, 
specifically, the 8-ring window separating the cages. A small deviation of the 
window from the crystal structure leads to very different diffusivities. A 
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“perfect” flexible model should, on average, have the same structure as the 
crystal structure from experiment (at the same temperature). Only then can one 
assess the true influence of flexibility on diffusion. Currently, we are stuck with 
two options (using flexibility or a rigid model) of which both have a proven 
error. However, we note that the rigid model does contain flexibility effects, 
albeit only the average effect (namely, via the parameterization procedure to fit 
to experimental data). Until somebody comes up with the perfect flexible model 
(there is a need to provide criteria on which model gives the most realistic 
predictions63,64), the rigid model might still be reliably used for a lot of purposes, 
especially when one wants to compare theoretical effects and want to avoid 
flexibility. In fact, there are only a few known cases where flexibility would be 
really essential, among them, the famous MIL-5365 (that changes structure as a 
function of temperature and loading) and MFI zeolite27,66 (that has structural 
orthorhombic/monoclinic phase transitions). 
 
 
3.4.  Conclusions 
We have analysed the effect of the framework flexibility on the adsorption and 
self-diffusion of methane in LTA-type structures. We focused on four structures: 
pure silica LTAsi, the pure silica ITQ-29, LTA-4A with 96 sodium cations per 
unit cell, and LTA-5A with 32 sodium cations and 32 calcium cations per unit 
cell. In LTA-4A and LTA-5A, the adsorption and diffusion of methane is 
strongly determined by the cations. In these structures, the effect of cations is 
multifold: (1) they create additional adsorption sites at low pressures, (2) they 
occupy free volume, modifying the adsorption and diffusion properties, 
especially at high methane loading, and (3) they control diffusion by blocking or 
allowing methane entrance to the windows. The influence of the framework 
flexibility on methane adsorption seems to be rather small in the LTA-type 
zeolites analysed, but it is large for self-diffusion. We found that the models of 
Hill and Sauer and Nicholas et al. equally influence self-diffusion in the pure 
silica structure, but they lead to contradictory results for the Na/Ca structure. 
Hence, the main conclusion of this work is that the diffusion results when 
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flexibility is included depend very much on the model used. If there are no 
structural changes of the framework, then the rigid models would also allow 
reliable computations of both adsorption and diffusion. 
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ABSTRACT: We have developed a complete force field that accurately reproduces the 
adsorption properties of carbon dioxide in a variety of zeolites with different topologies 
and compositions. The force field parameters were obtained by fitting to our own 
experimental data and validated with available data taken from the literature. The novelty 
of this force field is that it is fully transferable between different zeolite framework types, 
and therefore it is applicable to all possible Si/Al ratios –with sodium as extra-framework 
cation– and for the first time affording the prediction of topology-specific and chemical 
composition-specific adsorption properties.  
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4.1  Introduction 
The prediction of carbon dioxide adsorption on porous materials is of crucial 
importance today for several reasons: from the need to develop cost-efficient CO2 
capture technologies that allow us to slow down the consequences of climate 
change, to the improvement of gas separation processes of industrial interest (i.e., 
natural gas cleaning, CO2 storage, separation from other gases generated in coal 
combustion, etc.). Carbon dioxide adsorption and separation over a range of 
porous solids has received much attention in the last decades, the most common 
adsorbents being activated carbons and zeolites.  
 
Among the porous materials, zeolites are effective structures for the adsorption 
and selective separation of carbon dioxide, due to their regular porous structure 
along with their large internal surface areas1-8. In addition to traditional 
adsorbents, recent novel porous adsorbents such as metal-organic frameworks 
(MOFs) are emerging as promising materials for carbon dioxide capture9-16. 
 
From an experimental point of view, the pressure, temperature, and moisture 
content seem to be the most important operating conditions that influence the 
adsorption of carbon dioxide
2
. As in most gas-solid systems, high gas phase 
pressures and low temperatures favour carbon dioxide adsorption on porous 
solids. However the adsorption efficiency strongly depends on the zeolite type 
and composition17-23. For instance, at low pressure the amount of CO2 adsorbed 
appears to be highly influenced by the nature and density of the cations inside the 
zeolite pores5,24,25, whereas the pore shape and volume appear to control the 
adsorption capacity at high pressures2,26. Zeolites are molecular sieves with a 
three-dimensional framework structure of alumina or silica tetrahedra whose 
negative charge is neutralized by cations such as sodium. The nature, number and 
distribution of the extra-framework cations, affects the basicity and electric field 
in the cavities of zeolites. These parameters tend to vary inversely with the Si/Al 
ratio of the framework. The charge imbalance due to the presence of aluminium 
in the framework determines the ion exchange properties of zeolites and induces 
potential acidic sites. As the Si/Al ratio increases, the cation content decreases, 
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the thermal stability increases, the nature of the surface changes from hydrophilic 
to hydrophobic and the zeolite loses its ion exchange or catalytic properties.  
 
Molecular simulations are currently a powerful tool to accurately predict 
adsorption27-29 and diffusion30 processes in zeolites, but efficient methods31-33 and 
good force fields capable of reproducing ideal experimental conditions for all 
zeolites5,26,34-36 are vital for this purpose. A variety of works reporting force fields 
for carbon dioxide in zeolites can be found in literature, most of them only 
applicable to all-silica structures37-40, i.e. with Si/Al = ∞. In contrast, there are 
only three sets of force field parameters available for CO2 adsorption in zeolites 
containing aluminium atoms and sodium non- framework cations. Two of these 
sets were developed for the LTA-4A zeolite41,42, and the third set for faujasites43. 
Unfortunately, none of these force fields is transferable between different zeolite 
framework types and Si/Al ratios.  
 
We have developed a new force field that (1) accurately reproduces carbon 
dioxide adsorption in zeolites, (2) is transferable to all zeolite structures, and (3) 
is applicable to Si/Al ratio that spans from unity (i.e. maximum aluminium 
substitution) to infinity (i.e. all-silica structure), using sodium atoms as 
extra-framework cation. In this paper we firstly discuss the methodology for the 
development of the force field and secondly compare the results obtained using 




4.2  Methodology 
The development of our force field requires (1) models for adsorbents and 
adsorbates and interatomic potentials, (2) experimental isotherms for the fitting 
and a posteriori validation, and (3) an optimization of parameters using Monte 
Carlo Simulations in combination with the Downhill Simplex Method.  
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4.2.1  Models and Simulation Techniques 
Zeolites were built from silicon, aluminium, and oxygen atoms using their 
crystallographic positions. LTA-4A (Na96Al96Si96O384) and FAU (NaxAlxSi192-
xO384, 96 ≥ x ≥ 0) have a cubic unit cell dimension of 24.555 Å, and 25.028 Å, 
respectively44,45. FAU-type zeolites have been labelled either X or Y, depending 
on their framework aluminium density. Zeolite X has a framework aluminium 
density between 96 and 77 aluminium atoms per unit cell, whereas zeolite Y 
contains fewer than 77 framework aluminium atoms per unit cell. The precise 













Figure 4.1: Typical snapshot showing the adsorption of carbon dioxide in LTA-4A with 96 sodium 
cations per unit cell at 104 Pa and 298 K. 
 
In contrast, there appears to be general agreement for LTA-4A in which the 
sodium cations in the bare zeolite are distributed among three crystallographic 
sites: in the centre of the six ring (97.2% occupation), in the eight ring windows 
(24.2% occupation), and opposite to the four rings (6.6% occupation)44,47.  
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The cation positions are modified with carbon dioxide adsorption as we show in 
Fig. 4.1 for a pressure of 104 Pa and 298 K.  MOR (NaxAlxSi48-xO96, 8 ≥ x ≥ 0) 
and MFI (NaxAlxSi96-xO192, 0≥ Si/Al ≥ 8) are structures consisting of 
interconnected channels. MOR is formed by channels parallel to [001] that are 
connected with small side channels parallel to [010], with cross sections called 
side-pockets48 On the other hand, MFI is formed by straight, parallel channels 
intersected by zigzag channels49. Four (MOR) and twelve (MFI) distinct 
crystallographic T sites (T=Si, Al) can be found on these structures influencing 
the sodium cation distribution. 
 
The zeolite structure is considered rigid, as previous studies demonstrated that 
flexibility of the framework has a minor effect on the adsorption of small 
molecules for the range of temperatures considered in this thesis50,51. The 
structures with Si/Al ratio other than unity or infinity were obtained by randomly 
substituting aluminium by silicon, satisfying the Löwenstein rule. In this way it is 
possible to reproduce a reasonable approximation of the framework aluminium 
distribution obtained by experimental methods28,52-54. Our model explicitly 
distinguish silicon from aluminium, using different charges for oxygen atoms 
bridging two silicon atoms qOSi, and oxygen atoms bridging one silicon and one 
aluminium atom qOAl. The non-framework sodium cation density was adjusted to 
match the framework aluminium density. Non-framework sodium cations can 
move freely adjusting their position depending on their interactions with the 
framework atoms, other sodium cations and the carbon dioxide molecules35. 
 
Our model for CO2 has three Lennard-Jones sites with charges centred at each 
atom. The charge on the carbon and on the oxygen centres are +0.6512 and -
0.3256 e-, respectively. The carbon-oxygen bonds are rigid and 1.149Å long. The 
bond length and the assigned values for the point charges are taken from the 
model of Harris and Yung55, and the Lennard-Jones parameters were fitted using 
Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations to reproduce the vapour-liquid 
coexistence curves, using a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential that is truncated at 12 Å 
and shifted so that the potential is zero at the cutoff. The Lennard-Jones 
interactions between CO2 and the zeolite was modelled taking into account the 
interactions between carbon dioxide and the zeolite O atoms and Na cations, 
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because they contribute most to the repulsive and dispersion forces; Lennard-
Jones interactions between Si-CO2 and Al-CO2 were not taken into account. The 
Coulombic interactions in the system were calculated using the Ewald 
summation56. 
 
4.2.2  Experiments 
Experimental carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms were performed in FAU and 
MFI zeolites at several temperatures ranging from 253 up to 298 K. All silica 
MFI (Si/Al = ) was kindly supplied by ITQ (CSIC) and corresponds to a pure 
porous crystalline silicon dioxide. FAU with a Si/Al ratio 2.5 (54 Na+ per unit 
cell) was purchased from Zeolyst International SA. Prior to the adsorption 
measurements, the samples were in-situ outgassed under primary vacuum (~ 
1.33·10-3 kPa) at 673 K overnight to remove any adsorbed impurities. The CO2 
adsorption isotherms were carried out in a TriStar 3000 volumetric equipment 
from Micromeritics, in the pressure range from 10-1 kPa up to 120 kPa. The 
instrument was equipped with a pressure transducer (0 to 133 kPa, uncertainty 
within 0.5 % of reading) that guarantees an excellent sensitivity for carbon 
dioxide adsorption in the low pressure range, which is especially useful in 
adsorption studies on highly microporous materials. The temperature of the 
isotherms was controlled using a circulating thermostatic bath. Carbon dioxide 
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Table 4.1: Lennard-Jones force field parameters and the values of the partial charges used in this 
work and in the published literature. 
 This Work Akten et al.42 
Jaramillo and 
Chandross41 
Maurin et al.43 
a. Lennard-Jones Force Field ε /kB [K] Parameter Used. 
Oco2-Oco2 85.671 79.000 110.236 76.474 
Cco2-Cco2 29.93 27.000 29.195 46.650 
Oco2-Cco2 50.640 46.184 56.880 18.335 
Oco2-Ozeo 78.980 41.69 118.793 69.743 
Cco2-Ozeo 37.595 24.372 61.410 42.125 
Oco2-Na 200.831 25.140 47.316 31.332 
Cco2-Na 362.292 14.697 24.161 88.079 
Ozeo-Na 23.000 13.266 -- -- 
b. Lennard-Jones Force Field σ [Å] Parameter Used. 
 
Oco2-Oco2 3.017 3.050 3.470 3.360 
Cco2-Cco2 2.742 
2.742 
2.800 2.753 3.830 
Oco2-Cco2 2.880 2.925 3.112 3.310 
Oco2Ozeo 3.237 3.025 3.255 3.480 
Cco2-Ozeo 3.511 2.900 2.897 3.900 
Oco2-Na 2.758 2.950 3.335 2.95 
Cco2-Na 3.320 2.825 2.977 3.35 
Ozeo-Na 3.400 2.925 -- -- 
c. Charges [e-] and Carbon-Oxygen Bond Distance [Å].  
q (Oco2) -0.3256 -0.35 -0.40 -0.36 
q (Cco2) 0.6512 0.70 0.80 0.72 
q (Si) 0.7860 0.80 3.70 2.40 
q (Al) 0.4860 1.42 2.775 1.70 
q (OSi) -0.3930 -0.4 -1.85 -1.20 
q (OAl) -0.4138 -0.74 -1.86875 -1.20 
q (Na) 0.3834 0.74 1.00 0.70 
d (C-O) 1.149 1.16 1.143 1.143 
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The experimental isotherms obtained in this way were used to fit, optimize, and 
validate our force field parameters. Consequently to guarantee the accuracy of 
the experiments, all the isotherms were generated in triplicate and the data is 
reproducible with an error below 0.1 %.  
 
 
4.3  Results and Discussion 
Here we present a force field obtained using Monte Carlo simulations of carbon 
dioxide in zeolites. In what follows we describe the parameter optimization and 
the force field validation using faujasite with Si/Al ratio 2.5, the extension to 
other Si/Al ratio and other topologies and the improvement of this work 
compared to preceding models and force fields already available from the 
literature. Details on the partial charges and the other force field parameters used 
in this work are listed in Table 4.1. 
 
4.3.1  Parameter Optimization and Force Field Validation  
To construct a transferable force field for all frameworks, pressures, 
temperatures, and Si/Al ratios is a very complex task that requires the fitting of 
all force field parameters simultaneously. The zeolite framework partial charges 
and the adsorbate-adsorbent Lennard-Jones interaction parameters were fitted 
using the Downhill Simplex Method57 and grand-canonical Monte Carlo 
simulations. We adjusted the force field parameters to obtain the excess 
adsorption that accurately reproduces our experimental isotherms at 273 K for 
FAU with Si/Al ratio 2.5 that corresponds to 54 aluminium atoms and 54 sodium 
cations per unit cell. We fit to the entire isotherm following the methodology 
reported by Dubbeldam et al.33  
 
The main reasons to select Na-Y type zeolite for the fitting were that (1) it is a 
well-tested material with very low degree of defects; (2) it has been previously 
shown that the adsorption properties of small molecules on this material are 
insensitive to the aluminium distribution, whereas for other classes of structures, 
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the distribution matters28; (3) in contrast to LTA-4A, the Si/Al ratio can be easily 
varied; and (4) most experimental data on carbon dioxide adsorption are 
available for faujasites, providing a valuable number of isotherms from 
independent groups to the force field validation. Additional experimental 
isotherms at 253, 263, 283, 298 and 303 K were measured and subsequently used 













    
Figure 4.2: Comparison of computed (open symbols) and experimental (solid symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in FAU with Si/Al ratio 2.5 (54 Na+ / unit cell).  The isotherms are 
obtained at 253 K (, ), 263 K (, ), 273 K (, ), 283 K (, ), 298 K (, ), and 303 K 
(, ).  
 
Fig. 4.2 shows an excellent agreement in all ranges of pressures and temperatures 
between our experimental and simulation data. These results are also in 
agreement with previous experimental isotherms as shown in Fig. 4.3, where our 
data (54 Na+/uc at 298 K) are compared with those from Pires et al.58 (56 Na+/uc 
at 298 K), Walton et al.59 (58 Na+/uc at 298 K), and Maurin et al.43(56 Na+/uc at 
300 K). Our computed excess adsorption isotherms in faujasites with Si/Al ratio 
other than 2.5 are also in very good agreement with experimental data taken from 
the literature. Fig. 4.4 compares our computed isotherms with those of Pires et 
al.58 for a Si/Al ratio 4.8 (33 Na+/uc) at 298 K and with those of Dunne et al.19 for 
Si/Al ratio 1.2 (87 Na+/uc) at 305 K.  
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Figure 4.3: Carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms in faujasites with Si/Al ratio around 2.5 (54-58 
aluminium atoms and sodium cations per unit cell) at 298-300 K. Comparison of the experimental 
() and simulation () data obtained in this work with previous experimental results from Maurin 















Figure 4.4: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and previous experimental (open symbols) 
carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms in faujasites with Si/Al ratio 4.8 at 298 K (triangles) and Si/Al 
ratio 1.2 at 305 K (squares). Previous experimental data have been taken from Dunne et al.19 and 
Pires et al.58. 
 
For our simulations shown in Fig. 4.4, we have adjusted both the temperature and 
the Si/Al ratio to that of the corresponding experiment available in the literature. 
In all cases, there is a good agreement between our simulations and the 
experiments in the whole pressures range analyzed. We have verified that the 
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error in the computed loadings is smaller than the symbol size for all the figures 
shown in this chapter. 
 
4.3.2  Extension to Other Topologies (MFI, MOR and LTA) 
To confirm that the new force field parameters are transferable to other structures 
(in addition to FAU), we have selected MFI, MOR, and LTA-type zeolites. Our 
simulated isotherms for pure silica MFI are compared with our experimental 
isotherms in Fig. 4.5(a), and with other previous available experimental data in 
















Figure 4.5: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in pure silica MFI zeolite; (a) Comparison with our own experimental 
data at 253 K (, ), 273 K (, ), and 303 K (, ); (b) Comparison with previous 
experimental data taken from Sun et al.23 at 277 K (, ) and 308 K (, ), Hirotani et al.39 at 
303 K (), 305 K (),and 330 K (, ), and Choudhary et al.17 at 303 K () and 353 K (, ); 
and Li et al.40 at 313 K (*). 
 
Fig. 4.6 compares our simulation results for MFI and MOR type structures with 
several Si/Al ratios. The isotherms for MFI were computed at 297 K and for 
Si/Al ratio 95 (1Na+/uc) and 31 (3 Na+/uc), and compared with previous 
experimental data of Dunne et al.19.  
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in MFI- and MOR- type zeolites for several Si/Al ratios. The 
computed isotherms in MFI were compared with the experimental values of Dunne et al.19 at 297 K 
for the structures with Si/Al ratio 95 and 1Na+/uc (, ) and Si/Al ratio 31 and 3 Na+/uc (, ). 
The isotherms in MOR was obtained at 279 K for the structure with Si/Al ratio 5.8, 7 Na+/uc and a 
random distribution for the aluminium atoms, but keeping the preferential sites and the fraction of 
aluminium atoms at the four T-sites in MOR as reported by Meier48 (structure 1, ) and by 
Alberti60 (structure 2, *). The computed isotherms (, *) were compared with the experimental 
data of Delgado et al.61 (). 
 
The isotherm for MOR was computed at 293 K for a Si/Al ratio 5.8 (7 Na+/uc) 
for direct comparison with the experimental values reported by Delgado et al.
61
. 
The agreement is excellent for MFI in the entire pressures range and at both Si/Al 
ratios, whereas for MOR there is only a good agreement at high pressures. At low 
pressures our simulations underpredict the CO2 adsorption behaviour in MOR. 
For small, nonpolar hydrocarbons, these discrepancies have been attributed to 
differences in the aluminium distribution between the experimental and 
simulated structure28,53.  
 
However, molecular simulations for carbon dioxide in MOR using structures in 
which the aluminium atoms are randomly distributed but keeping the preferential 
sites and the fraction of aluminium atoms at the four T-sites of MOR as reported 
by Meier48 (structure 1) and by Alberti60 (structure 2) show that this explanation 
is not applicable to carbon dioxide adsorption (Fig. 4.6).  
 
 



































Figure 4.7: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in LTA-4A. The computed isotherms were compared to the 
experimental isotherms of Ahn et al.51 at 273 K (, ), 283 K (, ), 293 K (, ) and 303 K 
(, ), and with the experimental values taken from ref. 13 of Jaramillo and Chandross32 at 273 K 
(,) and 298 K (, ). 
 
 
As shown in Fig. 4.7, simulation obtained with our force field is also in good 
agreement with available experimental data for CO2 adsorption in LTA-4A 
(LTA–type zeolite with Si/Al ratio 1 and 96 sodium cations per unit cell) in the 
range of 273 - 303 K41,62. 
 
4.3.3  Comparing this Work and Preceding Models  
To show the improvement of this work compared to previous force fields, we 
have performed simulations in LTA, FAU, MOR, and MFI zeolites using the 
new set of parameters and those from previous approaches. Previous force fields 
were developed to calculate adsorption of carbon dioxide in LTA-4A (Jaramillo 
and Chandross41 and Atken et al.42) and in faujasites (Maurin et al.43). All atomic 
partial charges and force field parameters for our and other force fields can be 
found in Table 4.1.  
 
Jaramillo and Chandross41 and Atken et al.42 considered the same zeolite model 
and potential that was used by Faux and co-workers63, but they differ in the CO2 
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model; the former uses the model of Makrodimitris et al30 and the latter the 
TraPPE force field of Potoff and Siepmann64. The force field parameters of 
Jaramillo and Chandross41 were fitted to experimental isotherms at 298 K, and 
they completely disregard the mobility of the sodium cations. However, it is well 
known that ignoring the mobility of the cations results in artifacts35. Atken et al.42 
fitted the force field parameters to match their own experimental data at 298 K. 
They constrained the sodium cations associated with the six-membered oxygen 
rings, whereas cations associated with the eight and four membered rings were 
allowed to move. Maurin et al.43 fitted the force field parameters to reproduce 
their experiments for faujasites with Si/Al ratio 1 and 2.4 that corresponds to 92 
and 56 sodium cations, respectively. Similarly to the force field of Jaramillo and 
Chandross41, the sodium cations were considered as an immobile part of the 
zeolitic framework and therefore they are restricted to their crystallographic 












Figure 4.8: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in LTA-4A at 298 K. The computed isotherms were obtained using 
the force fields from Jaramillo and Chandross41 (), Akten et al.42 (), Maurin et al.43 () and our 
new force field (). Experimental data for comparison were taken from Jaramillo and Chandross41 
at 298 K (), Ahn et al.62 at 303 K () and Akten et al.42 at 298K (). 
 
Fig. 4.8 shows the computed carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms in LTA-4A at 
298 K using the three previous force fields, the experimental data that Jaramillo 
and Chandross41 and Akten et al.42 used for their fitting, and the adsorption 
isotherm at the 298 K using our new force field. It should be stressed out that 




















although all isotherms were obtained at the same temperature and, in theory, for 
the same structure; discrepancies between the experimental sets used by the 
authors are large, leading to complete different carbon dioxide adsorption curves.  
 
Our results are in agreement with those of Jaramillo and Chandross41, as well as 
with the computed isotherms obtained using the force field of Maurin et al.43 and 
the experimental data of Ahn et al. at 303 K62 also included in Fig. 4.8 for 
comparison. It is striking that experimental isotherms reported by Akten et al.42 
do not match those reported by Jaramillo et al.41 and Ahn et al.41. On the basis of 
the experimental procedure described in the literature,65,66 this disagreement 
might be due to the low outgassing temperature (i.e., 25 °C) used in the 
preparation of the samples prior to running the isotherms. Coping with IUPAC 
recommendations, such experimental conditions do not guarantee the corrected 
evacuation of the zeolite,65,66 and therefore, those data from Akten et al. may be 
seriously affected by experimental errors. Thus, it appears that their force field 














Figure 4.9: Comparison of computed and experimental carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms in 
faujasites with Si/Al ratio 2.5 (solid symbols) and 4.8 (open symbols) at 298 K. The computed 
isotherms were obtained using the force fields from Jaramillo and Chandross41 (, ), Akten et 
al.42 (, ), Maurin et al.43 (, ) and our new force field (, ). Experimental data for 
comparison were taken from this work for Si/Al ratio 2.5 at 298 K () and Pires et al.58 for Si/Al 
ratio 4.8 at 298 K ().  
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Fig. 4.9 shows the computed and experimental adsorption isotherms of carbon 
dioxide in faujasites with Si/Al ratio 126 (33 Na+/uc) and 2.5 (54 Na+/uc) at 298 
K. The computed isotherms were obtained using the four set of force fields and 
compared with available experimental data for various Si/Al ratios: this work 
(Si/Al ratio 2.5) and Pires et al. (Si/Al ratio 4.8)58. The isotherms obtained from 
our force field parameters reproduce the experimental data, regardless the Si/Al 
ratio, as opposed to the simulations obtained using the force field parameters by 
Akten et al.42 as well as those by Jaramillo and Chandross41. The experimental 
values are underestimated using the parameters of Jaramillo and Chandross41, and 
overestimated with those reported by Akten et al.42.  
 
  





















Figure 4.10: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open 
symbols) carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms in (a) MOR with Si/Al ratio 5.8 at 
293 K and (b) MFI with Si/Al ratio 31 at 297 K. The computed isotherms were 
obtained using the force fields from Jaramillo and Chandross41 (), Akten et al.42 
(), Maurin et al.43 () and our new force field (). Experimental data for 
comparison () were taken from Delgado et al.61 in MOR and from Dunne et 
al.19 in MFI.  
 
The isotherms obtained with the force field of Maurin et al.43 show a reasonable 
agreement with the experimental data, though they are almost insensitive to the 
aluminium density. The fact that our force field reproduces experimental 
adsorption isotherms for different aluminium framework densities in sharp 
contrast to previous force fields can be attributed to both, the restrictions on 







































cation mobility and the underestimations of the Na-CO2 Lennard-Jones 
interactions in the latter. Taking into account the excellent agreement with 
experimental data using our force field parameters, it appears that this mobility 
becomes vital to accurately reproduce carbon dioxide adsorption in faujasites; the 
outstanding role of cation mobility has also been found an essential factor on the 
adsorption of alkanes in this type of structures35. 
 
Our force field clearly outperforms previous available approaches not only for 
LTA-4A and faujasites, but also for MOR and MFI type structures containing 















Figure 4.11: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and experimental (open symbols) carbon 
dioxide adsorption isotherms in pure silica MFI at 308 K. The computed isotherms were obtained 
using the force fields from Maurin et al.43 () and our new force field (). Experimental data for 
comparison were taken from Sun et al.23 at 308 K () and Li et al.40 at 313K (*). 
 
 
In addition, our force field accurately reproduces pure silica MFI (Fig. 4.11), 
whereas those from Jaramillo and Chandross41 and Atken et al.42 cannot be 
applied to all-silica structures (the electro-neutrality of the framework is not 
preserved) and the force field from Maurin et al.43 clearly overpredicts carbon 
dioxide adsorption at low pressures whereas the adsorption at high pressures is 
underpredicted.   
 





























Figure 4.12: Comparison of computed (solid symbols) and previous experimental19,67 adsorption 
isotherms (open symbols) of methane in faujasite with Si/Al ratio 3 at 323 K (, ) and ethane 
(inset) in MFI with Si/Al ratio 31 at 296 K (, ). 
 
The applicability of the new set of charges developed for the zeolite framework 
and the sodium cations is by no means limited to carbon dioxide adsorption, for it 
also successfully reproduces the adsorption of alkanes in zeolitic structures.  
 
Fig. 4.12 shows the computed adsorption isotherms for methane in a faujasite 
structure with 48 aluminium atoms per unit cell at 323 K and for ethane in a MFI 
structure with 3 aluminium atoms per unit cell at 296 K. The isotherms were 
obtained using a combination of our previously reported models and Lennard-
Jones parameters for alkanes34,35, and the new set of charges presented in this 
work, showing a very good agreement with available experimental data19,67. This 
additional feature of the force field set of charges is of particular interest to study 
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4.4  Conclusions 
We have developed a general force field for the adsorption of carbon dioxide in 
zeolites using Monte Carlo simulations and fitting to our own experimental data. 
Validation was carried out using both our experiments and available 
experimental data from the literature. The force field clearly outperforms 
previous force field as it is more accurate, transferable between zeolite structures, 
and applicable to all Si/Al ratios. The work reported here can be expected to help 
the development of CO2 separation and sequestration technologies by providing 
vastly improved molecular simulation data inputs. 
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ABSTRACT: Molecular Dynamics simulations were used to study the diffusion 
behaviour of carbon dioxide in Linde Type A (LTA) zeolites. The observed concentration 
dependencies of the self- and transport diffusions are strongly affected by the choice of 
the force field. The Relevant Site Model (RSM) is used to describe the loading 
dependency of diffusion. In addition, we investigated the influence of non-framework 
cations on diffusion. For zeolites without non-framework cations, the RSM accurately 
describes the concentration dependency of CO2 in LTA-type zeolite calculated using 
different force fields. The preferential siting of the adsorbate molecules is discussed to 
elucidate the origin of the differences in the concentration dependence of computed 
diffusivities using different force fields.  
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5.1  Introduction 
It is well known that the increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration 
affects global warming. Thus, efforts to find an energy-efficient CO2 capture 
method1 are highly relevant for effectively separating CO2 from natural gas
2. 
Zeolites are suitable porous materials for the selective capture of CO2
1. One of 
the required key factors for separating CO2 from gas streams is knowledge on 
adsorption and diffusion of CO2 inside microporous materials. The study of CO2 
adsorption and diffusion in zeolites and other porous materials is an important 
topic as was shown in several recent publications3-7.  
 
Zeolites are microporous molecular sieves containing channels and cages of 
molecular dimensions. Its framework consists of TO4 tetrahedral units that share 
vertices8. In all-silica zeolites, the T-atom is a silicon atom, and the structure does 
not have any net charge9. In some zeolites, silicon atoms are replaced by 
aluminium. This results in a negative charge in the framework which is 
compensated with non-framework cations such as sodium or calcium. The 
synthetic aluminosilicalite LTA-type is one of the most studied zeolites, together 
with FAU-types, due to the ability of cation exchange10,11. LTA-type zeolite has a 
well-known three-dimensional network that consists of cages connected to each 
other by narrow windows. The crystallographic position of all the atoms in the 
structure are known exactly12.  
 
The adsorption and diffusion of light alkanes has been extensively studied in 
LTA-type zeolites using both experimental13-20 and computational21-26 techniques. 
There are several force fields in the literature aiming to predict the adsorption 
behaviour of carbon dioxide in all-silica zeolites27,28. The adsorption behaviour of 
hydrocarbons in all-silica zeolites are well reproduced using the force field 
described by Dubbeldam et al.15, but often large differences are founded between 
experimental and computed diffusivities29. These differences are mainly due to 
dissimilarities in microscopic and macroscopic measurement methods30. This can 
also explain differences in diffusion studies in other cage-type zeolites such as 
DDR- and CHA-type zeolite. As an example, Hedin et al.31 performed 
experimental studies in different cage-type zeolites for short n-alkanes at low 
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loading. Their results differ from previous simulation studies from Krishna et al. 
32,33 but are in agreement with simulations results provided by Jee and Sholl34. 
Furthermore, the results published by Krishna et al. 33 for diffusion of single-
components in DDR-type zeolites at 300 K show that methane diffuses more 
rapidly than carbon dioxide. For the same zeolite type, and for almost the same 
temperature, 298 K, Jee and Sholl34 predicted a much larger diffusivity for 
carbon dioxide than for methane. Recently, we developed a transferable force 
field to accurately reproduce the CO2 adsorption behaviour in different zeolite 
structures that include sodium non-framework cations19. This force field 
accurately describes CO2 adsorption in the following zeolites: FAU-, MOR-, 
LTA- and MFI-type zeolites with different Si/Al ratios. Therefore, it offers the 
possibility to screen many zeolites with different framework structure for CO2 
adsorption. If a force field accurately describes the interactions between the 
adsorbate and the framework structure, then, in principle, any thermodynamic 
property can be predicted. Ideally, a force field should accurately describe not 
only thermodynamic properties, but also transport properties. 
 
Experimental diffusion measurements for guest molecules adsorbed in zeolites 
are a challenging task since various research groups often provide results for the 
same system with differences in diffusivities up to three orders of magnitude3,35-
37. These differences in the experimental results are mainly due to imperfections 
in the zeolite crystals38 and in the difficulty to reach equilibrium in the 
system39,40. Therefore, molecular simulation is an important tool to provide a 
physical understanding of the diffusion processes. Up till now, the only 
experimental data available in literature for CO2 diffusion in various zeolite 
structures are at very low loading3,41-44, and the differences in reported 
diffusivities between different studies are more than two orders of magnitude. 
For example, Kärger et al. reported intracristalline self-diffusion coefficients for 
CO2 in LTA-5A type zeolite and provided two different values for the diffusion 
coefficient43,44, (1.5 ± 0.8) 10-8 m2/s and (2 ± 1) 10-10 m2/s, respectively. Both 
measurements were obtained by Pulsed Field Gradient (PFG) NMR in the same 
zeolite structure, LTA-5A type zeolite with 32 sodium and 32 calcium cations. 
To our knowledge, these are the only experimental measurements in the literature 
of CO2 diffusion in LTA-type zeolite with non-framework cations. Molecular 
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simulation studies are usually focused on diffusion in zeolites without non-
framework cations6,45,46. Simulations thus often do not cover a wide range of 
zeolite structures that include non-framework cations. Therefore, the influence of 
cations on the diffusion of guest molecules is not yet fully understood.  
 
We can classify the reported diffusivities in literature for cage- and channel-type 
zeolites into two main groups. The observed concentration dependence of 
diffusivities for these two groups can be classified following Kärger and 
Pfeifer47: self-diffusion of type I and self-diffusion of type IV. Type I shows an 
almost linear decreasing self-diffusivity when the loading increases. Kärger and 
Pfeifer observed this behaviour for diffusion of light alkanes in silicalite and 
FAU-type zeolite at 300 K47. Other experimental measurements show the same 
trend for methane and CO2 in all silica MFI–
47,48, and LTA-type zeolites31, as 
well as numerous computational studies for FAU-48-53, MFI-45,49,51,53-55, LTL-49,51, 
CHA-49, MWW-56, DDR-34,49 and LTA-type57 zeolites. Self-diffusion of type IV 
presents a completely different behaviour; the diffusivity increases to maximum 
and then decreases as a function of loading. This was experimentally observed in 
FAU-type zeolites for water and acetonitrile47, and for methane at 200 K3, as well 
as by simulation studies in different all-silica zeolite structures, such as LTA-
7,49,51,53,58 , CHA-7,51,53 and DDR- type7,34,53 zeolites. Other light gases such as Ar, 
Xe and N2 also show type IV self-diffusion in MFI-
7,46,49,54,58-60, CHA-53, DDR-
53,59 and LTA-type52 zeolites.  
 
Type V self-diffusion describes a monotonic increase in the self-diffusion 
coefficients with the loading for ethane and propane in LTA-5A with 32 sodium 
and 32 calcium cations, but only up to 6 molecules adsorbed per cage. 
Dubbeldam et al.58 showed that for all-silica LTA-type zeolites the diffusion of 
methane reaches a maximum. 
 
The diffusivity of guest molecules adsorbed in zeolites with narrow windows 
strongly depends on loading, e.g. in zeolites with cages separated by large 
windows, such as FAU-type zeolite, or channels, such as LTL- or MFI-type 
zeolites51. The Reed-Ehrlich model for surface diffusion53,61 was successfully 
developed and applied to zeolites by Krishna et al. 53. Unfortunately, the Reed-
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Ehrlich model is not applicable to all zeolites and, in particular, to LTA-type 
zeolites62. For this reason, other models are needed to explain the loading 
dependence in these zeolites. The Relevant Site Model (RSM)62-64 was 
successfully developed and applied to describe the loading dependency of 
diffusion of different small molecules such as CO2, CH4, Ar and Ne. The loading 
dependency was studied in several zeolite types such as DDR, CHA, MFI and 
FAU62-64. In this work, we apply the RSM model to study the diffusion process of 
CO2 in LTA-type. We study the influence of the guest-host interactions on the 
loading dependence of CO2 diffusivities in a zeolite with non-framework sodium 
cations, LTA-4A, and in all-silica LTA-type zeolites, such as ITQ-29 and LTASi. 
The latter is the hypothetical all silica version of LTA-4A. Both self- and 
Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities are reported. 
 
To understand the diffusion behaviour of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites and the 
influence of the guest-host interactions, we have studied two available force 
fields in the literature. The first was developed by Calero et al.17, and has been 
applied to study adsorption20,65-67 and diffusion32,58,68 of hydrocarbons and CO2 in 
several all-silica zeolites. From this force field, we adopted the Lennard-Jones 
interactions and the partial charges between the framework atoms and the non-
framework cations. Lennard-Jones interactions between the framework and the 
adsorbate were taken from Ref. 65. The second force field was recently published 
by us and provides an accurate model to screen the adsorption of CO2 in both all-
silica zeolites and zeolites with sodium non-framework cations19. Here, the 
Lennard-Jones interactions and partial charges were taken from Ref. 19. To 
identify these force fields, we denote them by FF1 and FF2, respectively. Note 
that the Lennard-Jones parameters for guest and host interactions and the partial 
charges for host atoms are different. To understand the origin of the differences 
between those two force fields, we also consider the adsorption and diffusion of 
CO2 in an hybrid force field, denoted by FF3, where the partial charges of atoms 
of the guest molecules as well as the zeolite framework were taken from FF117,65 
and the Lennard-Jones parameters for guest-host interaction were taken from 
FF219. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section II we explain the 
simulation methods and the models used in this work, including a brief 
description of the Relevant Site Model (RSM). In section III, we present the 
results for (i) CO2 adsorption in LTA-type zeolites; (ii) CO2 self-diffusion in 
LTA-type zeolites; (iii) Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficients of CO2; (iv) the 
application of the RSM to describe the concentration dependence of Maxwell-
Stefan diffusivities in LTA-type zeolites; and (v) analysis of CO2 adsorbate sites 
and non-framework cations in LTA-type zeolites. Our findings are summarized 
in section IV. 
 
 
5.2  Simulation Methods and Models 
LTA-type zeolites are constructed from truncated octahedra, so-called sodalite or 
-cages. The diameter of these cages is about 10 Å. The crystal structure has the 
space group Fm3c69. The LTA-type unit cell is formed by eight sodalite cages 
that arranged in a cubic lattice. The sodalite cages form an eight Membered Ring 
(MR) and creates a channel parallel to the <100> plane. The intersecting 
channels are called -cages and join each other sharing the 8 MR, which has a 
4.1 Å pore size69. LTA-4A was modelled as a simple cubic lattice with a = b = c 
= 24.555 Å12. The aluminium and sodium atoms were placed at the experimental 
crystallographic positions12. By substituting the Al atoms in the LTA-4A 
structure by Si atoms, we obtain the hypothetical LTASi structure used in some of 
our simulations. The experimental all-silica LTA-type structure is called ITQ-
2970 and its unit cell is approximately two times smaller in each direction than 
LTA-4A. The ITQ-29 structure consists of the same type of channel and cages as 
LTA-4A but with different unit cell dimensions: a = b = c = 11.867 Å. 
Therefore, LTASi has 8 cages per unit cell while ITQ-29 has 1 cage per unit cell. 
 
In LTA-4A, there are 12 sodium non-framework cations per α-cage distributed 
among three crystallographic sites: Na I, Na II and Na III. In Fig. 5.1, the sodium 
non-framework cation positions are shown as coloured spheres. The site Na I is 
located in the centre of the six membered oxygen rings (positions coloured red) 
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and include eight positions for the cations. The Na II site can accommodate 
sodium cations in three different positions in the eight Membered Ring (MR) 
window (positions coloured green), and finally the twelfth cation is located 
opposite to the four MR (positions coloured blue). For obtaining a better 
understanding of the CO2 diffusion in LTA-type zeolites we also study the CO2 
positioning. In Fig. 5.1, the CO2 adsorption sites in LTA-type are denoted by 
circles with different colours. In this study, we consider four different sites for 
the carbon dioxide locations as follows: the CO2 I site (so-called Window) is 
denoted by a red circle in the eight MR in the window; the CO2 II or Cube is in 
the four MR (brown circle); the Centre or CO2 III (green circle) is in the centre of 




















Figure 5.1: Description of the crystallographic Na positions and the CO2 adsorption sites. The non-
framework cations, represented by spheres, can be located at the three following crystallographic 
sites: Na I (positions in red) in the centre of the 6 membered ring (MR); Na II in the 8 MR 
(positions in green); and Na III in the 4 MR (positions in blue). The potential CO2 adsorption sites 
are indicated by circles. We considered four different sites located as follows: CO2 I or Window in 
the 8 MR (red circle); CO2 II or Cube in the 4 MR (brown circle); CO2 III or Centre in the centre of 
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5.2.1  Models 
Molecular simulations are used to study the adsorption and diffusion of CO2 for 
three different force fields. The force field parameters for FF1 and FF2 are taken 
directly from literature. To understand the influence of the Lennard-Jones and 
Coulombic interactions for CO2 adsorption and diffusion in LTA-type zeolites, 
we introduce a new hybrid force field, here denoted by FF3. This force field is 
defined with the Coulombic interactions from FF1 and the Lennard-Jones 
interactions from FF2. The parameters of all force fields are listed in Table 5.1. 
The main differences between these force fields are: 1) the Lennard-Jones 
parameters for guest-guest interactions; 2) the Lennard-Jones parameters for 
guest-host interactions; 3) the charges of the framework atoms; and 4) the 
charges of non-framework atoms. 
 
We study the CO2 adsorption and diffusion in the three mentioned LTA-type 
zeolites. All framework structures were considered rigid71. Non-framework 
cations in LTA-4A zeolite were able to move freely. The central α-cages were 
blocked to avoid the adsorption of CO2 in this inaccessible region
72. Carbon 
dioxide was modelled as a triatomic linear and rigid molecule19. The partial 
charges and bond lengths are taken from Harris and Yung73.  
 
Adsorption isotherms were computed using grand-canonical Monte Carlo 
(GCMC) simulations where the volume, the chemical potential and the 
temperature were held constant and the number of adsorbed guest molecules was 
fluctuating. Chemical potentials of CO2 can be transformed into pressures using 
the Peng-Robinson equation of state15,74. Self- and Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities 
were both calculated by Molecular Dynamics (MD) calculations in the NVT 
ensemble with a time of 0.001 ps. The simulations were at least 180 ns which is 
long enough to extract self- and transport diffusivities75. For simulation details, 
and details on how to extract self- and Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities from MD 
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FF1 FF2 FF3 
CO2-CO2 
ε/kB O-O  /[K] 80.507 85.671 85.671 
σO-O /[Å] 3.033 3.017 3.017 
ε/kB C-C  /[K] 28.129 29.933 29.933 
σC-C /[Å] 2.76 2.745 2.745 
ε/kB C-O  /[K] 47.59 50.640 50.640 
σC-O /[Å] 2.89 2.880 2.880 
CO2-zeolite 
ε/kB C-Oz  /[K] 50.2 37.595 37.595 
σC-Oz /[Å] 2.7815 3.511 3.511 
ε/kB O-Oz  /[K] 84.93 78.980 78.980 
σO-Oz /[Å] 2.9195 3.237 3.237 
ε/kB Na-C  /[K] 362.292 362.292 362.292 
σNa-C /[Å] 3.320 3.320 3.320 
ε/kB Na-O  /[K] 200.831 200.831 200.831 
σNa-O  /[Å] 2.758 2.758 2.758 
ε/kB Na-Oz /[K] 23.000 23.000 23.000 
σNa-Oz /[Å] 3.400 3.400 3.400 
Partial charges and C=O bond length (CO2) 
qC /[e
-] 0.6512 0.6512 0.6512 
qO /[e
-] -0.3256 -0.3256 -0.3256 
lCO /[Å] 1.161 1.149 1.149 
Partial charges (zeolite) 
qSi /[e
-] 2.05 0.78598 2.05 
qAl /[e
-] 1.75 0.48598 1.75 
qOSi /[e
-] -1.025 -0.39299 -1.025 
qOAl /[e
-] -1.2 -0.41384 -1.2 
qNa /[e
-] 1 0.38340 1 
 
Table 5.1: Lennard-Jones force field parameters and partial charges for the three force fields used in this work. 
The CO2 molecule is modelled following Harris and Yung
73 in all cases. For FF1, the values of the partial 
charges for the framework atoms and non-framework cations are taken from Calero et al.17 and the LJ 
parameters for the interactions between the framework and the adsorbate from García-Pérez et al.65 The values 
of the partial charges and the LJ parameters for FF2 are taken from García-Sánchez et al.19. The values of the 
partial charges for the zeolite in FF3 were taken from Calero et al.17 and the LJ parameters from García-Sánchez 
et al.19. The values of the LJ parameters for the non-framework cations interactions with the framework are 
taken from Calero et al.17 in all cases. The values of the LJ parameters for the non-framework cations and the 
adsorbate are taken from García-Sánchez et al.19 in all cases. The subscripts C and O denote the CO2 atoms. The 
subscript Oz denotes the oxygen atoms of the zeolite. 
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5.2.2  Relevant Site Model 
In order to explain the concentration dependence of diffusivities, the Reed–
Ehrlich model
53,61
 is often applied. This model assumes that the intermolecular 
repulsions are the origin of the observed loading dependency of diffusion. 
However, the Reed–Ehrlich model fails to describe concentration dependence of 
diffusivities in zeolites with narrow windows such as LTA-, CHA- or DDR-type 
zeolites51. A notable improvement was provided by the Relevant Site Model 
(RSM)62-64. This model distinguishes between the total loading, denoted by q, and 
the loading of molecules in the so-called relevant site, denoted by q*. It is 
assumed that only molecules adsorbed at the relevant site have a contribution to 
diffusion. As described before, LTA-type zeolite consists of cages connected by 
windows. In this type of zeolite, the loading dependency of diffusivity is strong 
since the molecules are strongly confined in the zeolite52,64,78. It is natural to 
assume that the relevant site will be located in the window of LTA-type zeolite. 
For methane, this was confirmed numerically in Ref. 64. 
 
In the RSM, the free space relevant for adsorption of guest molecules is denoted 




   is defined as the ratio of the loading, q, 
and the saturation loading, qsat. The fraction of molecules located at the relevant 
site (Window) is described by a single-site Langmuir isotherm related to the 









                                     (5.1) 
 
The constants qsat* and k* represent the saturation loading at the relevant site, and 
the relevant site adsorption equilibrium constant, respectively. The occupancy of 






  . Following Van 
den Bergh et al.62, we also consider the loading associated with the space relevant 
for mass transport. We distinguish between the adsorption sites relevant for 
transport diffusion and those sites that represent the free space irrelevant for 
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transport diffusion, denoted by the superscript #. The free space relevant for mass 














                                     (5.2) 
In this equation, qsat is the saturation loading of the zeolite, q# is the loading at the 
irrelevant space for transport diffusion and qsat# is the saturation loading at the 
irrelevant space for diffusion. The loading at the space irrelevant for diffusion is 











                                      (5.3) 
When the free space relevant for the transport diffusion and the total loading are 
known, the RSM can be used to compute the collective or transport diffusivity62: 
 
*
* #(0) 1Đ Đ
q
q
                                       (5.4) 
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q ; the Langmuir constant of the relevant site, k*; the 
Langmuir constant of irrelevant site for diffusion, k#; the saturation loading for 
the space irrelevant for diffusion, qsat#; and the saturation loading at the relevant 
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5.3  Results and Discussion 
We report computed carbon dioxide diffusivities and adsorption isotherms in 
LTA-type zeolites with different force fields for the guest-zeolite interactions. 
Below, we discuss the obtained results, which are divided into the following 
sections: (i) adsorption of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites at different temperatures, (ii) 
self-diffusion of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites, (iii) transport diffusion of CO2 in 
LTA-type zeolites, (iv) application of the Relevant Site Model (RSM) for 
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion, and (v) analysis of adsorbate CO2 positions and 
sodium non-framework cations positions. 
 
5.3.1 Adsorption of carbon dioxide in LTA type zeolites 
We compute CO2 adsorption isotherms for the three mentioned LTA-type 
zeolites using the GCMC simulation technique. 
 
As is shown in Fig. 5.2, all force fields provide nearly the same adsorption 
isotherm for ITQ-29 at 300 K and 600 K at low pressures. For pressures larger 
than 103 kPa and 106 kPa for 300 K and 600 K, respectively, the results for FF1 
show small deviations.  
 
As expected for ITQ-29, the differences in the charges of the zeolite framework 
for FF2 and FF3 do not strongly influence the computed adsorption isotherms. 
The origin of the differences observed at high pressure for CO2 adsorption in 
ITQ-29 type zeolites are due to the differences in the Lennard-Jones parameters. 
In particular, the larger values for guest-host size interactions, σ, for FF2 and 
FF3, which result in a lower maximum loading compared to that of FF1. If the 
value of σ for guest-host interactions is larger, the effective pore size will be 



















































































































































































































































Figure 5.2: Computed CO2 adsorption isotherms for (a) ITQ-29 at 300 K, (b) ITQ-29 at 600 K, (c) 
LTA-4A at 300 K and (d) LTA-4A at 600 K using the three force fields considered in this study. 
Experimental adsorption data in LTA-4A at 303 K are taken from Ahn et al.79  
 
The differences in the CO2 adsorption using the various force fields are much 
larger for LTA-4A as is shown in Figs. 5.2 (c) and (d). FF1, which has larger 
partial atomic charges of the framework and non-framework, provides larger CO2 
adsorption at both 300 K and 600 K. The experimental results for CO2 adsorption 
in LTA-4A at 303 K are taken from Ahn et al.79 To the best of our knowledge, 
for this system there is no experimental adsorption data available at 600 K. The 
experimental results shown in Fig. 5.2 (c) are in agreement with the data obtained 
from FF2 and are overstimated by FF1. As expected, the CO2 adsorption in ITQ-
29 at both 300 K and 600 K calculated by FF3 leads to similar results as FF2. 
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However, for LTA-4A at 300 K and 600K, the data obtained by FF3 are similar 
to those obtained from FF1. Only the loading obtained with FF2 are in agreement 
















































































































































































































































Figure 5.3: Computed CO2 adsorption isotherms in LTA-type zeolites using FF1 at 300 K (a) and 
600 K (b) and FF2 at 300 K (c) and 600 K (d). The force field parameters and partial charge for 
FF1 and FF2 are listed in Table 5.1. 
 
A comparison between the different LTA-type zeolites for the force fields FF1 
and FF2 is shown in Fig. 5.3. At low temperatures, the LTA-4A structure has a 
higher adsorption of CO2 than the all-silica structures. It is well known that the 
presence of non-framework cations increases the adsorption at low pressures and 
decreases the loading at high pressures18,20. At pressures larger than 104 kPa, the 
CO2 adsorption for the structures with sodium non-framework cations is 
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significatly lower than for all-silica structures, especially for those where FF2 
force field was used. At 600 K [Fig 5.3 (b) and 5.3 (d)] there are no differences at 
low pressures between the different LTA-type structures. However, using FF2 
[Fig 5.3 (d)], at pressures exceeding 105 kPa the amount of adsorbed CO2 differs. 
The number of CO2 molecules adsorbed at saturation is around 13 molecules per 
cage for all-silica structures, and 10 molecules per cage for the structure with 
cations. 
 
5.3.2  Self-diffusivities 
Self-diffusion is related to the motion of individual particles75. The values of self-
diffusion coefficients were computed by analysing the mean square 
displacements58,80. Fig. 5.4 shows the CO2 self-diffusivities in LTA-type zeolites 
(LTASi, ITQ-29 and LTA-4A) at 300 K and 600 K, using the three different force 
fields. The self-diffusivities for LTASi at 300 K reported by Krishna et al.
33 are in 
exact agreement with our result shown in Fig. 5.4 (a), as we used exactly the 
same force field. The computed diffusivities using FF1 show a high diffusivity at 
low loading that decreases as the loading increases. Low values for the self-
diffusivity are obtained with FF2 and FF3 at low loading, which increase with 
loading to a maximum and then decrease at higher loading.  
 
The CO2 self-diffusivity in LTA-4A is lower than in all silica LTA-type zeolites 
because the Na non-framework cations partially block the window regions. This 
was verified by analysing simulation snapshots. The computed diffusivities for 
FF2 are shown in Fig. 5.4 (d). As the Lennard-Jones site parameter for guest-host 
interaction is smaller for this system, the CO2 molecules can pass the window 
and cross the energy barrier. However, the diffusivities for FF1 were too low to 
be able to calculate the self-diffusivities from MD simulations (less than 1·10-12 
m2/s).  
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Figure 5.4: Computed CO2 self-diffusivities diffusivities in LTASi at 300 K (a) and 600 K (b) for 
the studied force fields; ITQ-29 at 600 K (c); and LTA-4A at 600 K (d). 
 
5.3.3 Maxwell-Stefan Diffusivities 
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficients are also known as collective diffusion or 
transport diffusion coefficients75, and they are related to the collective motion of 
adsorbed guest molecules in the system. Transport diffusion coefficients are 
usually larger than the self-diffusion coefficient75. At zero loading, both 
diffusivities are identical.  
 
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show that the differences in the framework charges between 
FF2 and FF3 do not result in large differences between computed diffusion 
coefficients results, unlike adsorption. This is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.5 shows Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities for the three frameworks, LTASi, 
ITQ-29 and LTA-4A for the three force fields. At 300 K, the diffusion of CO2 in 
LTA-4A is blocked by sodium cations. At this temperature the sodium cations 
remain at the window sites, partially blocking CO2 molecules. At 600 K, the 
sodium cations are displaced from their crystallographic position and CO2 
molecules can diffuse inside the zeolite as shown in Fig. 5.5 (d).  




































                   







































































               


































Figure 5.5: Computed CO2 Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities in LTASi at 300 K (a) and 600 K (b) for 
the different studied force fields; ITQ-29 at 600 K (c); and LTA-4A at 600 K (d). 
 
The concentration dependence of self- and Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities for CO2 
in LTA-4A, LTASi and ITQ-29 are compared in Fig. 5.6.  
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Figure 5.6: Computed diffusion coefficients in LTA-type zeolite at 600 K using the FF1 force field 
for self-, (a), and Maxwell-Stefan, (b), diffusion coefficients. The corresponding data for FF2 is 
shown in (c) and (d). 
 
The results for FF1, shown in Fig 5.6 (a) and (b), show similar self- and transport 
diffusion coefficients. The CO2 diffusivities in LTASi are slightly larger than in 
ITQ-29. At low loading, up to 4 molecules per cage, the differences in the self- 
and Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities are slightly larger than at higher loading. The 
self- and transport diffusion of CO2 in LTA-4A are not shown because the 
diffusion is too slow (< 1·10-12 m2/s) to be computed by MD. The diffusivities of 
CO2 as a function of the loading for LTA-type zeolites using FF2 are shown in 
Fig 5.6 (c) and (d). The largest values for both self- and transport diffusivity 
occur for LTASi due to its bigger window size compared to ITQ-29
71. Diffusion 
coefficients for ITQ-29 are close to those of LTASi. The diffusion coefficients for 
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CO2 in LTA-4A are lower than for all-silica structures due to the partial blocking 
of the windows by the cations. 
 
5.3.4 Relevant Site Model 
To understand the loading dependence of Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities, our 
computed diffusivities were fitted to the Relevant Site Model. There is an 
excellent fit of the computed Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities from MD simulations 
for the FF1 and FF2 force fields for LTASi zeolite, as is shown in Figs. 5.7 (a) 
and (c). See also Table 5.2 for a list of the fitted parameters.  
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Figure 5.7: Computed Maxwell Stefan-diffusivities Đ MS from MD simulations for CO2 in all-
silica LTASi-type zeolite at 600 K. The data is fitted using the Relevant Site Model. (a) FF1; (b) 
FF2; (c) FF3. 
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However, the behaviour of the diffusion coefficient as a function of loading is 
completely different for these two force fields. The RSM reproduces the 
computed Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity data for the FF3 model, as shown in Fig. 
5.7 (c), but at very low and very high loading the fitted diffusivities slightly 
deviates from the computed values. 
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Figure 5.8: Computed CO2 Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities from MD simulations in all-silica ITQ-29-
type zeolite at 600 K. The data is fitted using the Relevant Site Model. (a) FF1; (b) FF2; (c) FF3. 
 
In Fig. 5.8, the computed Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity is fitted using the Relevant 
Site Model (RMS) for ITQ-29 type zeolite. Similar to the LTASi structure, the 
RSM provides a good fit to the simulation results, regardless of the force field. 
As is shown in Fig. 5.9, the RSM qualitatively reproduces the shape of the 
computed Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity for LTA-4A using the FF2 model, but 
there are large differences between the simulations and the RSM. The differences 
result from the partial blocking of the window by the sodium cations which 
decrease diffusion. It is important to note that, this effect is not captured by the 
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RSM. The values of the fitted parameters of the RSM model as shown in Figs. 
5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 are listed in Table 5.2. 

































 molec./cage)  
Figure 5.9: Computed Maxwell Stefan-diffusivities from MD simulations in LTA-4A-type zeolite 
at 600 K. The data is fitted using the Relevant Site Model. 
 
5.3.5 Analysis of adsorbate positions and non-framework cations 
positions 
We analyse the occupancy of CO2 molecules at the different sites of LTA-type 
structures and relate it to the computed diffusivities. For the three force fields 
studied, the CO2 molecules adsorbed in the different LTA-type zeolites are 
located either in the Window sites or in the Centre sites but never in the Sodalite 
sites or in the Cube sites, as these sites were selectively blocked during the 
simulation. 
 
Fig. 5.10 shows the concentration dependency of the occupancy of the Window 
sites for the three different force fields. The concentration dependency for LTASi 
at 300 K is shown in Fig. 5.10 (a). For FF1 at low loading, the occupancy of CO2 
molecules in the Window sites is more than the half (65%) and decreases as the 
number of molecules increases. For FF2, at low loading the Window sites 
occupancy is only 20% and slowly increases as the loading increases until 8 
molec./cage. From this loading, the Window occupancy is almost constant until 
12 molec./cage and it slowly increases again with the loading to occupy almost 
40% of the sites. For FF3 the occupancy in the Window sites remains almost 
constant around 30%.  
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Figure 5.10: Fraction of CO2 molecules in the window sites in LTASi at 300 K (a) and 600 K (b) 
for the studied force fields. Data is shown for ITQ-29 at 600 K (c) and LTA-4A at 600 K (d). 
 
It is interesting to compare the occupancy of the Window sites with the self-
diffusivity shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). The decreasing occupancy behaviour for FF1 is 
similar to the behaviour of the self-diffusion coefficient. The increase of the 
occupancy in the Window sites for FF2 with loading correspond to the increase of 
the self-diffusion coefficient until the diffusion maximum at 8 molec./cage is 
reached. From this loading, the self-diffusion coefficient decreases with loading 
but the occupancy in the Window sites remains constant and slowly increase at 
high loadings. 
 
The CO2 occupancy in the Window sites in LTASi at 600 K is shown in Fig. 5.10 
(b). At this temperature, the occupancy for FF1 does not show a strongly 
decrease behaviour with loading as was observed at 300 K. At low loading, the 
occupancy in the Window sites remains almost constant until 9 molec./cage and 
then, slowly decrease with the loading. For FF2 and FF3, the fraction of CO2 in 
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the Window sites is almost the same. The occupancy increases with loading until 
9 molec./cage and remains practically constant at higher loadings. This maximum 
for CO2 occupancy in the Window sites is directly related to the maximum 
loading of the self-diffusivity. Fig 5.10 (c) shows the CO2 occupancy in the 
Window sites in ITQ-29 type zeolite at 600 K. The occupancy behaviour for FF1, 
FF2 and FF3 is very similar as observed in Fig 5.10 (b) for LTASi at 600 K with 
these force fields. Fig. 5.10 (d) shows the CO2 site occupancy for LTA-4A type 
zeolite at 600 K. It is interesting to note that for LTA-4A, the fraction of CO2 
molecules at the relevant Window sites for FF1 increases with loading, contrary 
to the dependency observed for LTASi and ITQ-29. The occupancy in the 
Window sites monotonically increases until 10 molecules per cage, and then 
decreases until a minimum at 12 molecules per cage and increases again at higher 
loading. At low loading, FF2 and FF3 also show a very low occupancy of CO2 in 
the Window sites that slowly increases until 10 molecules per cage. At this 
loading, the occupancy of the Window sites for FF2 decreases until a minimum at 
12 molecules per cage and increase again with the loading. This decrease for 12 
molecules per cage is also observed for FF1 but not for FF3. This means that the 
number of molecules that contributes to diffusion increases proportionally to the 
number of molecules present in the cage. This dependency is not shown in Fig. 
5.10 (a), (b) and (c) for ITQ-29 and LTASi respectively, where the fraction of 
CO2 has a different dependency with the loading for each force field used. 
 
As is shown in Fig. 5.10 (a), (b) and (c) for ITQ-29 and LTASi respectively, for 
FF1 at low loading, the probability to have the CO2 molecules in the Window 
sites is very large. The probability to find the molecules in the Window sites 
decreases when the loading increases. This clearly shows that there is a 
correlation between the diffusion coefficient and the number of molecules at the 
relevant site. This correlation is reflected in the good agreement obtained 
between the diffusion coefficients fitted using RSM as is shown in Fig. 5.8 and 
5.9 respectively.  
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Figure 5.11: Relation between the computed number of CO2 molecules at relevant Window sites 
and the number of molecules in the Window sites calculated with the RSM at 600 K for (a) ITQ-29 
for FF1, (b) ITQ-29 for FF2, (c) LTASi for FF1, (d) LTASi for FF2, and (e) LTA-4A for FF2. 
 
Fig. 5.11 shows the relation between the number of CO2 molecules located at the 
Window sites calculated by Molecular Dynamics, q*(MD), and the number of 
CO2 molecules located at the relevant Window sites obtained with the RSM, 
q*(RSM). Fig. 5.11 (a) and (c) show the relation between q*(MD) and q*(RSM) 
at 600 K using the FF1 for ITQ-29 and LTASi. At low loading for both ITQ-29 
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and LTASi using FF2, the number of molecules in the relevant site slowly 
increases until saturation, as is shown in Fig 11 (b) and (c) respectively. Fig. 5.11 
(e) show the relations between q*(MD) and q*(RSM) for LTA-4A using the FF2. 
In this structure the number of CO2 molecules at the relevant Window sites is very 
low (between 1 and 2 molecules per cage) and almost constant until the 
saturation loading. 
 
In all-silica structures, q*(MD) and q*(RSM) for both FF1 and FF2 force fields, 
are proportional at low loading, but not identical. At higher loadings this 
proportionality breaks down. In the structure with cations, q*(MD) and q*(RSM) 




5.4  Conclusions 
To understand the physical origin of the different diffusion behaviour of CO2 in 
LTA-type zeolites, we have used the Relevant Site Model (RSM). This model fits 
the computed simulation data well for CO2 diffusion with the studied force fields, 
but does not provide a physical explanation for the different shapes of the loading 
dependence of diffusion coefficients. The reason for this is that the number of 
molecules present at the Window sites significantly differs from the fitted value 
obtained from the RSM. This is different compared to methane64, suggesting that 
some aspects here are not covered by the RSM. The analysis of the positions of 
the adsorbed CO2 molecules shows a clear dependence of the CO2 position on the 
diffusion coefficients in LTA-type zeolites. From our results we can conclude 
that using FF1 in ITQ-29 and LTASi the diffusion coefficients are larger when 
there are fewer guest molecules present. This is due to the fact that all CO2 
molecules are adsorbed in the Window sites. Contrarily, for the FF2 for LTA-type 
zeolites, with and without sodium cations, the probability to find CO2 molecules 
in the Window sites is slowly increasing with the loading until reach the 
saturation, and remains constant at high loading. Therefore, the self- and 
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Maxwell-Stefan diffusivities at low loading initially increases with increasing 
loading, and then decreases as loading continues to increase. 
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ABSTRACT: A computationally efficient method to fit force field parameters for guest-
host interactions in zeolites is proposed. In this method, each zeolite is modelled as an 
annulus with oxygen atoms distributed uniformly on the inner radius of the pore. This 
model has four parameters, the inner and outer radii, the density of the oxygen atoms and 
a potential offset. These parameters are first fitted against simulation results for the heat 
of adsorption and the Henry coefficient. Once the parameters are estimated, the model 
can be used in place of the simulations in order to optimize the Lennard-Jones parameters 
for the guest-host interactions. Since the model requires more than an order of magnitude 
less computational time than the simulation, the force field parameters can be estimated 
more rapidly than in the standard way. The strategy also allows for a quantitative 
prediction of the Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption for a system as a function of 
the guest-host force field parameters. The model is validated against adsorption isotherms 
obtained from molecular simulations for methane, against experiments and a fluids 
density functional theory. The model is also validated for adsorption properties of ethane 
against molecular simulations. We found that this model accurately describes the 
adsorption characteristics of these systems. Finally, the model can be used to determine 
the guest-host force field parameters for a system using experimentally determined heats 
of adsorption and Henry coefficients if they are known. 
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6.1  Introduction 
Zeolites are aluminosilicate crystals based on robust frameworks of SiO4 and 
AlO4 tetrahedra linked to each other by the sharing of oxygen atoms
1. This 
linkage results in a nanoporous material which has a network of cavities 
interconnected by channels. Due to this structure, these materials are of great 
importance in many technological fields and environmental applications2-5. The 
widespread use of zeolites is due to their unique shape- and interaction-selective 
adsorption, diffusion, and catalysis properties6,7. Recently, there has been 
tremendous activity to synthesize new nanoporous materials3 which have specific 
functional properties8 according to their specific use.  
 
For the practical application of zeolites, it is of crucial importance to understand 
their ad sorption properties. The selection or design of a zeolite for a particular 
use requires knowledge of the interaction between the zeolite and the adsorbate. 
This interaction can be determined from experiments, however, an experiment 
must be performed for each zeolite and substance and these experiments can be 
time-consuming9. Alternatively, given a sufficiently accurate force field, 
molecular simulation techniques can be used to quantitatively predict the 
adsorption and diffusion behaviour of a substance in a zeolite. In addition they 
can be used to predict the properties of potential new materials before they are 
synthesized. Several research groups have developed force fields to reproduce 
and predict experimental adsorption measurements10-13. 
 
Due to these efforts, molecular simulation methods are becoming a powerful tool 
to predict equilibrium and transport properties of guest molecules adsorbed in 
zeolites14-20. Because accurate force fields are vital to obtaining accurate 
simulation results, their determination remains an active field of research21-24. 
 
Constructing a transferable force field for describing the adsorption of small 
molecules in zeolites is a complex task that requires the simultaneous fitting of 
all force field parameters to a set of experimental data9. There are two main 
challenges in fitting a force field to data. The first challenge lies in choosing an 
appropriate experimental data set because experimental measurements performed 
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by different research groups often provide different results at the same 
conditions9,13,15. To avoid overfitting of a force field to a particular set of 
experimental data, it is important to have a set of control experiments that are not 
used during the fitting procedure. This set can be used to verify the obtained 
force field. The second challenge in fitting a force field is in the application of 
the parameter fitting method, since all force field parameters have to be fitted 
simultaneously9 and the number of parameters can be quite large. For example, 
for CO2 adsorption in aluminosilicates with sodium non-framework cations, one 
must fit nine force field parameters at the same time. Several methods have been 
proposed for the fitting procedure25-28, all of them requiring a large number of 
time-consuming simulations. Previously, we showed that constructing a force 
field for CO2 adsorption in zeolites with sodium non-framework cations using the 
simplex algorithm25 required a total of 264 molecular simulations, each requiring 
typically 90 hours on a modern workstation, resulting in almost 3 years of CPU 
time. Since the rate-limiting step lies in the molecular simulations, it would be 
valuable to develop a procedure that would reduce their number. 
 
In this chapter, we present a model for estimating the parameters of a transferable 
force field for the simulation of adsorption in zeolites. We demonstrate the 
application of this model to adsorption of short alkanes in several zeolites. 
Further, we show that the model itself can be used to calculate the Henry 
coefficients and heats of adsorption for these systems. In addition, we present the 
adsorption isotherms for methane in a TON-type zeolite generated by the model. 
These isotherms are compared with grand-canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) 
simulations, fluids density functional theory (FDFT)29-31 and experiments32. 
 
The rest of this chapter is built up as follows: in Section 6.2 the methods used for 
simulation and modelling are explained. In Section 6.3 results of fitting the 
model equations to molecular simulations of adsorption of methane and ethane in 
different zeolite types are given. Heats of adsorption and Henry coefficients 
calculated with the model equations are compared to simulation results and 
experimental data. In addition, a comparison of the simplified model with a 
FDFT calculation is shown for the methane adsorption in TON-type zeolite. The 
findings are discussed and summarized in Section 6.4. 
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6.2  Methodology 
6.2.1  Zeolite Model 
Herein, the adsorption of methane and ethane are studied in AFI, LTL, TON, 
ITQ-29 and MTT type zeolite structures. These zeolites consist of SiO4 units 
connected by oxygens in different ways resulting in different pore topologies. 
The crystallographic positions of the atoms from each of these can be found in 
the IZA database of zeolite structures33. A cross-sectional slice of each is shown 
in Fig. 6.1. As can be seen in the figure, the channels of these zeolites differ in 
pore size and geometry. All of the zeolites shown in this figure have channels in 
one direction except ITQ-29, which has a 3D network of channels and cages.  
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 




                                     
    
Figure 6.1: Channels of different zeolites: (a) MTT, (b) LTL, (c) TON, (d) ITQ-29, and (e) AFI. 
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The dimension of the unit cell, density and pore volume for each of these zeolites 
is listed in Table 6.1. The pore volumes reported here were calculated using test 
particle insertions of helium34. Since each zeolite has a distribution of pores with 
different sizes, we used the average pore volume in our calculations. 
 
The average pore radius is then calculated from the pore volume assuming a 
cylindrical pore. In this study we considered zeolites where the channels are very 
straight, such as AFI-type zeolite, as well as those with corrugated channels, e.g., 
LTL-type zeolite. 
 






AFI 2.774 13.726 8.484 1730 776.0 5.3960 
LTL 31.984 18.466 7.476 1627 1211.0 7.1806 
TON 13.859 17.420 5.038 1969 218.5 3.7155 
ITQ-29 11.867 11.867 11.867 1433 684.6 4.2818 
MTT 5.010 21.520 11.130 1995 175.5 3.3392 
 
Table 6.1: Dimensions of one unit cell of the zeolites, zeolite density, pore volume per unit cell and 
pore radius. (All listed zeolites have an orthorhombic structure). 
 
To create a statistical mechanic model for the prediction of the thermodynamic 
properties of a substance in a zeolite it is necessary to specify the interactions 
between the molecules constituents. In this work, the zeolites are treated as rigid 
structures so their self-interactions are not present as previous studies provide 
that framework flexibility is not so important for adsorption35. The alkane-alkane 
(or guest-guest) and alkane-zeolite (or guest-host) interactions are dispersive and 
thus are treated with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential36. The LJ potential uses two 
parameters for each interaction, which specify the guest-host diameter  and 
energy . The alkanes are modelled with a united atom approach: methane as a 
single unit and ethane as two interactions sites connected by a rigid, freely 
jointed link with 1.54 Å of length37. The ethane molecule is growing bead by 
bead using a CBMC technique38. The growth process is biased to generate 
energetically favourable configurations. For all of the calculations in this work 
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the range of the LJ potential is truncated to 12 Å and shifted to zero at that 
point38. 
 
A simple model for a zeolite pore is constructed by assuming that the geometry 
of the pore is an annulus with inner radius R1 and outer radius R2. Fig. 6.2 depicts 
a top view of the model geometry. The oxygen atoms of the zeolite are smeared 
uniformly over the surface of the inner cylinder of the annulus.  
 
 
Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of our model for a 
zeolite pore. The model consists of an annulus with inner 
radius R1 and outer radius R2. The inaccessible part of the 
zeolite lies in the volume between R1 and R2. The oxygen 
atoms are smeared uniformly over the surface of the cylinder 
with radius R1. 
 
 
By integrating the LJ potential over this surface, we arrive at the following 
expression for the potential as a function of the distance from the pore centre r39-
41: 
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where  is a fitting parameter, and σ and ε are the size and energy for the guest-
host interactions. The hypergeometric function F [] is needed to 
calculate values in Eq. (6.1). 
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To calculate the Henry coefficient, the ratio of accessible to inaccessible volumes 
in the zeolite must be known. The inaccessible part of the zeolite is modelled by 
adjusting R2 and setting the potential between R1 and R2 to infinity.  
 
This can be expressed formally as  
           
pore min 1
1 2
U ( ) U 0 ,
( )
r         r R
U r
                            R r R
   
  
   
         (6.2) 
where Umin is a potential offset that simplifies the calculation. The expression in 
Eq. (6.1) is analytic, therefore Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) provide a very efficient way 
for calculating guest-host interactions, compared to using the atomistic zeolite 
structure in which calculations over all atoms must be made. 
 
6.2.2  Simulation Techniques 
Two types of Monte Carlo simulations were performed in this work: canonical 
(NVT) and grand-canonical (μVT) ensembles. The former was used to compute 
the Henry coefficients and heats of adsorption and the latter was used for 
isotherm calculations. In all of this work the zeolites were treated as rigid 
frameworks35. The simulation box was generated by repeating unit cells of the 
zeolites in all three directions until it was at least 24 Å long on each side. Pores 
with connecting channels whose diameters were too small for the guest 
molecules to penetrate (dchan ≤ 2.5 Å) were artificially blocked
42. This prevented 
molecules from being inserted or moved into inaccessible regions during the 
simulations. 
 
For the simulations in the NVT ensemble43, one single guest molecule was placed 
in the simulation box. This molecule was translated, rotated and, in the case of 
ethane, re-grown using the configurational-bias MC technique44. In the μVT 
simulations38 the chemical potential μ was fixed and the number of particles in 
the domain was allowed to vary. This was achieved by inserting and removing 
particles into the zeolite from and to a bulk reservoir at chemical potential μ. 
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Molecules were translated, rotated, swapped and re-grown in the case of ethane. 
The acceptance ratio was adjusted to 50% for all the simulations. 
 
From the simulations, the heat of adsorption and Henry coefficient of the 
adsorption of alkanes in different types of zeolites were calculated. The heat of 
adsorption Q at temperature T was calculated using 
zeo gas BQ U U k T  
                (6.3) 
where Uzeo and Ugas are the zeolite and gas phase internal energies and kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant. The quantities in brackets indicate the ensemble average. 
The Henry coefficient for each system was obtained using the average 
Rosenbluth factor W








    (6.4) 
where the unit cell density ρu.c. is the amount of unit cells per cubic meter. For the 
model, KH and Q can easily be calculated by integration of U(r)38. For methane it 
results in a 1D integral. 
 
To construct a transferable force field for a given zeolite it is first necessary to 
estimate its parameters, R1, R2, λ, and Umin. These model parameters are 
adsorbate-specific, which means that for different adsorbates, different model 
parameters will be obtained. A schematic of this estimation procedure is shown 
in Fig. 6.3. The fitting begins with known values of the Henry coefficient and 
heat of adsorption (KH*, Q*) from an experiment (or simulation). A set of n trial 
guest-host force field parameters is generated, along with their corresponding 
Henry coefficients and heats of adsorption, denoted by 
  , , , ;  1... i i i iHK Q i n    where these values are in the neighbourhood of 
KH* and Q*. From this initial set, the model parameters, R1, R2, λ, and Umin, are 
fitted starting with randomly generated initial values. The target for the fit is the 
squares of relative errors of Henry coefficients and heats of adsorption. As the 
calculations of Henry coefficients and heats of adsorption of using Eqs. (6.2), 
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(6.3) and (6.4), is extremely fast, the number of iterations in this fitting procedure 




Figure 6.3: Schematic of the parameter fitting procedure described in section 6.2.2. 
 
Therefore, the fitting of R1, R2, λ, and Umin, can be performed using the simplex 
algorithm. In the next step, the model is used to fit the guest-host interaction 
parameters σ* and ε* to KH* and Q*. In this step, the predictive model is used to 
compute theses quantities. If the fit is acceptable, then the model can be used, 
otherwise the fitting procedure is repeated with a new set values nearby the best 
tuple (σ**, ε**, KH**, Q**). This tuple is then used to generate new values for 
the model parameters, R1, R2, λ, and Umin, and so on until an acceptable solution 
is found. The procedure in Fig. 6.3 is insensitive to the initial guess, which makes 
it applicable even when the magnitude of the guest-host interaction parameters, 
σ* and ε* are unknown. A huge advantage of using this method compared to 
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conventional force field fitting methods is that only a small amount of molecular 
simulations is needed to generate KH
i and Qi. 
 
An alternative theoretical approach for examining the adsorption of Lennard-
Jones fluids in a pore is classical fluids density functional theory29-31,46. This 
approach has been shown to give accurate results compared with GCMC 
simulations38 at a fraction of the computational cost47,48. However, care must be 
taken with small pore diameters and high pressures to account for freezing48-51, 
pore roughness52-54, pore size distributions55, and quantum effects 56. Corrections 
for each of these difficulties remain open areas of research. We focused on the 
simplest system in this work, the methane adsorption in a TON-type zeolite, to 
assess whether further investigations are warranted for these systems. The details 




6.3  Results and Discussion 
For both adsorption of methane and ethane in different zeolites the model, R1, R2, 
λ, and Umin, were found by fitting Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) to data obtained from 
Monte Carlo molecular simulations via Eq. (6.3) and Eq. (6.4). Using the model 
with these fitted parameters, we calculated the adsorption properties for the 
previously mentioned systems. In addition, we present adsorption isotherms 
obtained from the model and compare these with simulations, FDFT and 
experiments for methane in a TON-type zeolite, and with simulations for 
methane in LTL-type zeolite. 
 
6.3.1  Henry Coefficient and Heat of Adsorption 
A comparison of the model and simulations for methane adsorption in zeolites 
AFI-, LTL- and TON-type can be seen in Fig. 6.4 to 6.6. The comparison for 
ITQ-29 and MTT-type zeolites can be seen in Fig. B.4 and B.5 of the Appendix 
B. The figures depict the Henry coefficient and the heat of adsorption for 
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methane in each of the zeolites as a function of the guest-host size parameter σ 
for different guest-host interaction strengths ε. Values calculated by the model 
are depicted with open symbols and those from simulation are plotted with closed 
symbols. In all cases, the temperature was taken to be 300 K. These figures show 
that the model parameter space for the Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption is 
in excellent agreement with those from the simulation. This means that the model 
can give accurate values for these quantities. Therefore, it can be used in place of 
the simulations during the guest-host force-field parameter optimization step. 

















Figure 6.4: Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) of methane in AFI-type zeolite at 300 
K as a function of the Lennard-Jones parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data from 
MC simulations and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 K, 
model; red circle, ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 115 
K, MC; white diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
 
 
The Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption for methane in AFI-type zeolite is 
shown in Fig. 6.4. From this figure, it can be seen that the simulation and the 
model produce nearly identical Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption for 
given values of the force field parameters. In the case of the Henry coefficient, 
the agreement spans orders of magnitude. This result is expected since the pores 
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Figure 6.5: Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) of methane in LTL-type zeolite at 300 
K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data from MC simulations 
and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 K, model; red circle, 
ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, MC; white 
diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC.  
 
 
The effect of pore roughness can be seen in Fig. 6.5. In this figure, the Henry 
coefficient and heat of adsorption are shown for methane in LTL-type zeolite. 
While the agreement is not perfect, the curves follow each other indicating the 
annular model describes them well even though the actual zeolite pores are not 
completely smooth. 
 










Figure 6.6: Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) of methane in TON-type zeolite at 300 
K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data from MC simulations 
and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 K, model; red circle, 
ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, MC; white 
diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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The effect of pore size can be seen in Fig. 6.6. In this figure, the results of the 
model for methane in TON-type zeolite are shown. The maximum and minimum 
in the Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption respectively occur due to the fact 
that the pore size is only slightly larger than the methane molecules. If the value 
of σ for methane is chosen to be too large then it will fit tightly in the pore which 














Figure 6.7: Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) of ethane in AFI-type zeolite at 300 K 
as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data from MC simulations 
and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 K, model; red circle 
ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, MC; white 














Figure 6.8: Henry coefficient (a) and heat of adsorption (b) of ethane in LTL-type zeolite at 300 K 
as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data from MC simulations 
and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 K, model; red circle 
ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, MC; white 
diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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The performance of the model for ethane adsorbed in AFI-type zeolite and LTL-
type zeolite is shown in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8. Again, it can be seen that the Henry 
coefficients from the model agree with the simulations. The heats of adsorption 
for the model, however, are slightly lower, which indicates that the molecules are 
in better contact with the pore, that is, they have access to more oxygen 
interactions than in the real zeolite. For the LTL-type zeolite, the effects of the 
corrugations are evident, especially in the heat of adsorption. In this case, it is 
clear that the geometries of both the pore and molecule play roles in the 
adsorption process. 
 
An important parameter for the model is the pore radius R1. The fitted value can 
be compared to the real value of the average pore radius in a particular zeolite to 
validate the model. For the zeolites in this study, the average pore size can be 
found in Table 6.1, together with the dimensions of a unit cell and their density. 
The fitted values of R1 from the model zeolites are presented in Table 6.2.  
 
 
 Model parameters 
Zeolite R1/[Å] R2/[Å] λ UminkB
-1/[K] 
AFI 5.1477 10.255 1.4918 0.33747 
LTL 4.9196 10.975 1.0451 2.9283 
TON 4.0420 8.1378 1.4223 0.48647 
ITQ-29 5.3815 9.2728 1.3664 1.2072 
MTT 3.9261 7.9745 1.5245 -1.9371 
 
Table 6.2: Model parameters for the adsorption of methane in the various zeolites. 
 
 
Differences between the pore radii in the model and the zeolite can be understood 
by taking into consideration that the zeolites have a distribution of pore radii, as 
shown in Fig. 6.1. The pore radius in Table 6.1 is the average of all these pores, 
while the ones obtained from the fitting of the model only consider those pores in 
which a methane molecule can adsorb. Considering this, the pore diameters 
found by fitting the model should be larger than those in Table 6.1. For LTL-type 
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zeolite this is, however, not the case since its pores are highly corrugated. As 
explained above, not all spaces in the zeolite pore are taken into account. The 
pore that is modelled is thus biased toward smaller values. 
 
The other important quantity when calculating the adsorption properties is the 
outer pore radius R2. This parameter represents the excluded volume of the 
zeolite in the model. The ratios of the accessible volume to total volume for the 
zeolite and the model are plotted against each other in Fig. 6.9. Examining this 
plot we can see that the values are well correlated. The model ratio is given by 
R1
2/R2
2 and the zeolite ratio is that of the pore volume to the unit cell volume. 
 






















Figure 6.9: Correlation of pore volume fractions for the zeolite versus the model values. Here, R1 
and R2 are the inner and outer cylinder diameters of the model pore and Vp and Vz are the pore 
volume and unit cell volume of the zeolite. 
 
 
6.3.2  Predictions of Lennard-Jones Force Field Parameters Using 
the Model 
Once the model parameters R1, R2, λ, and Umin are fixed for a particular zeolite 
and guest species (cf., Table 6.2), the LJ guest-host parameters ε and σ for 
different guests can be predicted by the model. For each different guest, new 
values of these parameters can be found using known values for the Henry 
coefficient and the heat of adsorption. These values can be from either 
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simulations or experiments. In this work, the guest-host parameters for methane 
and ethane in all the previously mentioned zeolites were computed following the 
scheme shown in Fig. 6.3.  
 
To perform these calculations, we generated the target data values with molecular 
simulations using the accepted values from the literature (ε/kB = 115 K and σ = 
3.47 Å)13. The results for methane can be seen in Table 6.3. The entries in this 
table indicate the values of the guest-host interaction parameters after one, two 
and three iterations of the scheme. For the AFI-, LTL-, and TON-type zeolites 
convergence was achieved in two iterations and for ITQ-29 and MTT a third 
iteration was needed. The same procedure was used on ethane in the 5 zeolites 
discussed here. The results from these calculations are shown in Table B.2 of the 
Appendix B. 
 
 Target Values  Predicted ε and σ 
Zeolite KH/[molec./u.c./Pa] Q/[kJ/mol] ε kB
-1/[K] σ/[Å] 
 First Iteration 
AFI 3.62·10-6 -14.91 114.00 3.4781 
LTL 3.37·10-6 -14.33 113.22 3.5110 
TON 5.09·10-6 -21.14 115.71 3.4626 
ITQ-29 3.38·10-6 -20.98 110.15 3.5273 
MTT 2.26·10-6 -13.94 112.91 3.5009 
 Second Iteration 
AFI 3.62·10-6 -14.91 115.04 3.4698 
LTL 3.37·10-6 -14.33 114.78 3.4730 
TON 5.09·10-6 -21.14 115.35 3.4660 
ITQ-29 3.38·10-6 -20.98 114.23 3.4799 
MTT 2.26·10-6 -13.94 113.68 3.4844 
 Third Iteration 
ITQ-29 3.38·10-6 -20.98 114.55 3.4753 
MTT 2.26·10-6 -13.94 114.29 3.4760 
 
Table 6.3: The guest-host parameters ε/kB and σ for adsorption of methane predicted with the pore 
model using the algorithm described in section 6.2.2 and depicted in Fig. 6.3. (All values in this 
table were predicted starting with random initial values within the ranges 80 K ≤ ε/kB ≤ 130 K and 
3.0 Å ≤ σ ≤ 4.0 Å). 
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The time for calculating the force field parameters with the analytic potential is at 
least an order of magnitude less than that required by the respective simulations. 
As an example, in ethane the new estimation procedure requires 1/20th of the 
amount of time that would be needed if simulations were used instead of the 
model at each step in the simplex method. Because the computation time for 
fitting the force field parameters increases quadratically with the number of pair 
interactions, (e.g., from extra framework cations in the zeolite, or a dipole 




































Figure 6.10: Adsorption isotherms of methane in TON-type zeolite at 309.5 K from experiments32, 
model equations, MC simulation and fluids density functional theory. Values of ε/kB = 115 K and σ 
= 3.47 Å are used for the guest-host interactions in both the simulations and the model equations. 
The model parameters for these calculations can be found in Table 6.2. Predictions using Henry’s 
law are shown for comparison.  
 
With the fitted model and force field parameters, an adsorption isotherm can be 
calculated using the model equations. The results of the calculation have been 
compared to grand-canonical MC simulation results and in the case of TON-type 
zeolite to experimental data32 and FDFT. The methane isotherm of TON-type 
zeolite can be seen in Fig. 6.10, where the loading of methane in molec./u.c. is 
plotted against the fugacity. From this figure, it is clear that the model, theories, 
and simulations perform similarly to each other. All are in good agreement with 
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the experimental data for the range which was available. As can be seen from the 
plot, care must be taken when extrapolating outside this region as they all 
overestimate the adsorption. This effect is probably due to the assumption that 







































Figure 6.11: Adsorption isotherm of methane in LTL-type zeolite at 300 K from both model 
equations and MC simulation. Values of ε/kB = 115 K and σ = 3.47 Å are used. The calculations 
using the model are performed with the model parameters listed in Table 6.2. 
 
 
6.4  Conclusions 
We proposed a model to describe adsorption of alkanes in zeolites for which the 
interactions are described using the Lennard-Jones force field. This model 
represents the zeolite channel as an annular pore, where oxygen atoms are 
uniformly distributed over the inside of the annulus. The force field inside the 
annulus can be calculated analytically by integrating the LJ potential over the 
entire inner pore surface. The solid part of the annulus represents the excluded 
volume of the zeolite, which is important for recovering the correct Henry 
coefficients. The parameters of the model can be fitted using Henry coefficient 
and heat of adsorption values from either experiments or a small number of 
Monte Carlo simulations. Also, this model can be used to reduce the number of 
molecular simulations needed to optimize the force field parameters. The main 
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advantage of the model is that calculations of the Henry coefficient and heat of 
adsorption are orders of magnitude faster than MC simulations using the 
atomistic zeolite structure. In addition, the model accurately produces these 
quantities as a function of the force field parameters, (σ, ε) once a set of model 
parameters (R1, R2, Umin, λ) is determined. Therefore, optimization of the force 
field parameters can be performed using the model instead of the MC 
simulations. 
 
The model was used to predict force field parameters for adsorption of methane 
and ethane in various zeolites. Accurate results for the force field parameters for 
these two simple alkanes were obtained in one or two optimization steps. Also, 
the model was shown to accurately reproduce GCMC simulation results for the 
adsorption isotherms of methane in the LTL- and TON-type zeolites. This is true 
even if the channel topology of the zeolite adsorption surface is not smooth and 
cylindrical, as is the case in ITQ-29. The results from the model equations were 
shown to correspond with molecular simulation and FDFT results, as well as 
with experimental data32.  
 
In the future, the model could be applied for adsorption of longer alkanes, when 
interactions between different methane beads like bending and torsion energies 
are included. In addition, the technique could be applied to other potentials in a 
similar way so that different guest-host interactions could be accounted for.  
One may also fit the Lennard-Jones part of the guest-host interactions, whereas 
other guest-host interactions (e.g., dipolar or quadrupolar interactions) are also 
present. The latter then serve as a constant background potential. This model 
could also be transferable to different zeolite structures and extended to other 
porous adsorbents such as aluminophosphates, metal-organic frameworks 
(MOFs), zeolite-like metal-organic frameworks (ZMOFs), zeolitic imidazolate 
frameworks (ZIFs), and other novel hosts. Therefore, we feel that our approach 
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This chapter summarizes the main conclusions from the research work 
undertaken in this thesis.  
 
Regarding the effect of cations on the adsorption and diffusion of apolar gases in 
LTA-type zeolites, we showed that the number of molecules of an apolar gas 
adsorbed in the zeolite strongly depends on the amount of sodium and calcium 
cations present in the structure. In particular, for methane, we found that cations 
control its diffusion by blocking or allowing the adsorbate in the windows of the 
zeolite framework. Also, the cations occupy free volume in the framework and 
modify, thereby, its thermodynamic properties, especially at high loadings. 
 
Related to the effect of the type of zeolite framework, i.e. rigid or flexible, we 
studied the adsorption and diffusion of methane in LTA-type zeolites. In LTA-
4A and LTA-5A, the adsorption and diffusion of methane is strongly determined 
by the cations. The effect of cations is as follow: (1) they create additional 
adsorption sites at low pressures, (2) they occupy free volume, modifying the 
adsorption and diffusion properties, especially at high methane loading, and (3) 
they control diffusion by blocking or allowing the access of methane to the 
windows.  
 
We found that the framework flexibility affects differently adsorption and 
diffusion of methane. The effect that the flexibility exerts on adsorption is quite 
small. However, the influence on diffusion appears to be much larger and 
strongly dependent on three factors: (1) the density and type of the non-
framework cations located in the LTA zeolite, (2) the loading of methane in the 
structure, and, most importantly, (3) the force field parameters used to model the 
framework. 
 
We developed a new transferable force field applicable to CO2 adsorption in 
zeolites with and without Na+ cations. Simulations using this force field provide 
adsorption data in very good agreement with experimental values. The novelty of 
this force field is that it is fully transferable between zeolites. In addition, it can 
be applied to all possible Si/Al ratios (with sodium as non-framework cation). 
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With this force field we are able to provide a reliable screening tool of topology-
specific and chemical composition-specific adsorption properties. 
 
Concerning diffusion processes of CO2 in zeolites, we showed that both self- and 
transport diffusion strongly depend on the force field of choice. To describe the 
dependence of the loading on the diffusion in such zeolites we applied the 
Relevant Site Model (RSM). The analysis of the positions of the adsorbed CO2 
molecules shows a clear dependence of the CO2 position on the diffusion 
coefficients in LTA-type zeolites. We conclude that the RSM accurately 
describes the transport diffusion of CO2 in LTA-type zeolites. However, it seems 
that it does not provide a physical explanation for the different shapes of the 
loading dependence of diffusion coefficients. The reason for this is that the 
number of molecules present at the relevant sites significantly differs from the 
fitted value obtained from the RSM.  
 
We successfully developed a method to fit force field parameters for describing 
adsorption in zeolites in a computationally easier and less time consuming way. 
The zeolite is modeled as a cylindrical pore with oxygen atoms distributed 
uniformly on its inner surface. This model has four parameters (the inner and 
outer radii, the density of the oxygen atoms, and a potential offset) that can be 
fitted using Henry coefficients and heats of adsorption from either experiments or 
simulations. Our model accurately predicts force field parameters for adsorption 
of methane and ethane using experimental data for several all-silica zeolites: AFI, 
LTL, ITQ-29, MTT and TON. Therefore, it can be used to optimize guest-host 
Lennard-Jones interactions in orders of magnitude faster than molecular 
simulation methods. Moreover, the model accurately reproduces adsorption 
properties in all-silica zeolites for methane and ethane, such as adsorption 
isotherms, Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption by using less computational 
time than the simulation. 
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A.1 Force Field Parameters for Flexible Frameworks 
The energy potentials and force field parameters used in this work are shown 
below. All the values are based on the force fields reported by Nicholas et al.1 
and by Hill and Sauer2,3. 
 











rU   
Si-Ozeo Bond Stretch (Harmonic Bond) 
Kr/kB = 300724.7766358210 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.61 Å 
Al-Oa Bond Stretch (Harmonic Bond) 
Kr/kB = 300724.7766358210 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.61 Å 
ii) Bond Angle Bend: (Ozeo-Si-Ozeo) 
 20
2
)(   
k
U bend OSiO  
Ozeo-Si-Ozeo Bond Angle Bend (Harmonic Bend) 
Kθ/kB = 69537.44416550520 (K/rad
2) rθ = 109.5 rad 
Oa-Al-Oa Bond Angle Bend (Harmonic Bend) 
Kθ/kB = 69537.44416550520 (K/rad
2) rθ = 109.5 rad 
iii) Bond Angle Bend: (Si-Ozeo-Si) 










U bend SiOSi  
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Si-Ozeo-Si Urey-Bradley Term (Harmonic Urey-Bradley) 
Kr/kB = 27488.73770226310 (K/Å
2) r0= 3.1261 Å 
Al-Oa-Si Urey-Bradley Term (Harmonic Urey-Bradley) 
Kr/kB = 27488.73770226310 (K/Å
2) r0= 3.1261 Å 
v) Dihedral Angle: 













Si-Ozeo-Si-Ozeo Torsion (Smoothed three cosine dihedral) 
k/kB = -352.419714131579 (K) 
vi) Nonbonded Potential Parameters (Lennard-Jones Potential) 
Atom ε/kB (K)  (Å) q (e
-) 
Si 81.76308187 3.962387454 1.1 
Al 81.76308187 3.962387454 0.8 
OSi 29.4338257 3.062219744 -0.55 
OAl 29.4338257 3.062219744 -0.6091 
Na -- -- 0.5366 
Ca -- -- 1.0732 
 
The Ozeo oxygen atom has two types: (a) OSi connected to two silicon atoms, and 
(b) OAl connected to aluminium. 
 
The smoothing function S(θ) is defined as: 

























With on = 170
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i) Bond Stretch: 





bond   






 223109.917 (K/Å2) 
r0=  
1.6104 Å 






 1082265.698 (K/Å2) 
r0=  
1.6157 Å 









ii) Bond Angle Bend: 




02)(   kkkU
angle  




























Oa-Si-Oa Bond Bending (Bond Angle Bend) (CFF Quartic Bend) 
k2/kB= 

















Oa-Si-Oa Bond Angle Bend (Harmonic Bend) 
k2/kB= 
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Al-Oa-Si Bond Angle Bend (Harmonic Bend) 
k2/kB= 







iii) Bond-Bond: (Si-Ozeo-Si) 
  00' '')'( rrrrkrrU bb
bondbond   
Al-Oa-Si Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross) 
kbb’/kB= 41850.643 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.7193 Å r
’
0= 1.6157 Å 
Oa-Si-O Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross) 
kbb’/kB= 23023.294 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.6157 Å r
’
0= 1.6104 Å 
Si-O-Si Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross) 
kbb’/kB = 76426.043 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.6104 Å r
’
0= 1.6104 Å 
Oa-Al-Oa Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross)) 
kbb’/kB= -28434.412 
(K/Å2) 
r0= 1.7193 Å r
’
0= 1.6157 Å 
Oa-Si-Oa Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross) 
kbb’/kB = 76426.043 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.6157 Å r
’
0= 1.6157 Å 
Si-O-Si Bond-Bond (Bond Coupling) (CFF Bond Bond Cross) 
kbb’/kB = 76426.043 (K/Å
2) r0= 1.6157 Å r
’
0= 1.6104 Å 
iv) Bond Angle: 
      0'00 '')',,( rrkrrkrrU rr
anglebond    






θ0=162.4000º r0= 1.7193 Å r
’
0= 1.6157 Å 







θ0=112.4279º r0= 1.6157 Å r
’
0= 1.6104 Å 







θ0=112.0200º r0= 1.6104 Å r
’
0=1.6104 Å 
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θ0=173.7651º r0= 1.6104 Å r
’
0= 1.6104 Å 







θ0=113.4000º r0= 1.7193 Å r
’
0= 1.7193 Å 







θ0=110.612º r0= 1.6157 Å r
’
0= 1.6157 Å 
v) Angle-Angle: 
  00' '')',(   
 kU angleangle  
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’ = -3171.792 (K/Å
2) θ0= 112.0200º θ'0= 112.0200º 
   
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
k θθ’ = 9680.532 (K/Å
2) θ0= 112.4279º θ'0= 112.4279º 
vi) Torsion: 
    ')2cos1()2cos1()cos1()',,( 111  SkkkSU
tors   
Al-Oa-Si-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
k1/kB= 1106.529126 (K) k1/kB=378.82356  (K) k1/kB= -248.38909  (K) 
Si-O-Si-Oa Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
k1/kB=19.9778 (K) k1/kB= 6.69282 (K) k1/kB=-123.43972 (K) 
Si-O-Si-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
k1/kB=15.39851 (K) k1/kB=-5.28380 (K) k1/kB=40.45884 (K) 
Si-Oa-Al-Oa Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
k1/kB=3061.48615 (K) k1/kB= -286.935698 (K) k1/kB=-745.6705 (K) 
Al-Oa-Si-Oa Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 









vii)   Angle Angle Torsion: 
  00' ''cos)',,(   
 kU torsionangleangle  
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’ = 4260.004 (K/Å
2) θ0= 112.4279º θ'0= 162.4000º 
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’ = -5243.093 (K/Å
2) θ0= 112.4279º θ'0= 173.7651º 
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’  = -2272.036 (K/Å
2) θ0= 112.0200º θ'0= 112.0200º 
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’ = -9067.208 (K/Å
2) θ0== 113.4000º θ'0= 162.4000º 
O-Si-O-O Bond-Bend (Bond-Bend Coupling) (CFF Bond Bend Cross) 
kθθ’ = -5499.131 (K/Å
2) θ0= 110.6120º θ'0= 162.4000º 









rU   
Atom P1/kB (K Å
9) P1/kB (K Å
6) q (e-) 
Si 94057219.175 0.0 2.05 
Al 10316687.74 0.0 1.75 
OSi 40076506.50 0.0 -1.025 
OAl 28891069.825 0.0 -1.2 
Na -- -- 1.0 
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B.1  Fluids Density Functional Theory 
We employed the Tramonto FDFT code1 to model the methane-TON system as a 
cylindrical pore at equilibrium with a bulk fluid at fixed chemical potential μ. 
Inside the pore we have a fluid with spatially varying density (r). The governing 
principle for FDFT is that there exists a unique density distribution which 
minimizes the grand free energy of the system  at equilibrium2. With the 
Tramonto code  is computed using the definition: 
       
                     ´ ´ ´
id hs at
ext
r F r F r F r
dr r r
   
  
                  
     (B.1) 
where Fid is the ideal Helmholtz free energy, and Fhs and Fat are the excess free 
energies arising from the hard-sphere and attractive interactions between the 
particles, respectively and ext is the external potential coming from the pore. 









    
     
           (B.2) 
where gh and gh are the guest-host force field parameters, over the material 
volume of the pore. The minimum of this function with respect the spatially 
inhomogeneous density (r) corresponds to the grand potential of an open (μVT) 
system. The minimization procedure produces a set of of Euler-Lagrange (EL) 
equations which must be solved for all points on the grid in the domain. The EL 
equations are calculated at constant chemical potential μ, volume V, and 





   

  
     
. These non-linear, integro-
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The ideal gas function is exact and is given by 
     3´ ´ ln ´ 1id BF r k T dr r r            (B.3) 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and  is the thermal 
wavelength of the methane. 
 
To compute the hard sphere term we use the White Bear functional6 which is 
based on the fundamental measure theory (FMT) of Rosenfeld7. It is 
    ´ ´hs hsBF r k T dr n r          (B.4) 
where the energy density for the hard sphere system, hs, is a functional of a set 
of inhomogeneous weighted densities of the system, n. These weighted densities 
are 
     ( )´ ´ ´ ,n r dr r r r       (B.5) 
where () are the four scalar, two vector and one tensor weighting functions,   ϵ 
{0, 1, 2, 3, V1, V2, m2}. Essentially, these weighting functions are based on the 
fundamental geometric properties of a sphere, i.e., radius Ri = i/2, surface area, 
and volume. The scalar and vector functions are: 
           
2






( ) ( )
( ) ,                        ( ) ,
4 4
( ) ),                     ( ) ),
( )

















     
   
r r
r r
r r r r
r r
r r r
                 (B.6) 
 
where (r) and (r) denote the Dirac delta function and Heaviside step function, 
respectively. The tensor function is 
  2( ) (2) 2( ) / / 3m r  r r rr I
   (B.7) 
where I is the identity matrix. 
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With the weighting functions above, the free energy of the hard-sphere system 
can be written as6 
            
  
1 2










(1 ) ln(1 )
3 9 ( ) / 2
36 (1 )
V Vhs
V V V m V m




n n n n n n n Tr n
n n
 
     

  
    

       (B.8) 
This functional corresponds to the MCSL equation of state8 has been shown to 
perform well against GCMC simulations across all densities.  
The free energy due to the attractions between the methane molecules was 
calculated using 
       
1
´ ´́ ´ ´́ ´ ´́
2
at
ijF r d d u r r       r r r r
 (B.9) 
where u(r) represents the van der Waals attraction is computed by the standard 
WCA method9,10 
 




                                          2
4 / /       2
ij ij
ij





   
 

         (B.10) 
where i j and i j are taken to be the same as those from the guest-guest 
interactions in the simulations. 
 
 
B.2  Henry Coefficient and Heat of Adsorption 
A comparison of the model and simulations for methane and ethane adsorption in 
the various zeolites can be seen in Fig. B.1 to B.4. The figures depict the Henry 
coefficient and the heat of adsorption for methane and ethane in each of the 
zeolites as a function of the guest-host size parameter σ for different guest-host 
interaction strengths ε. Values calculated by the model are depicted with open 
symbols and those from GCMC simulation are plotted with closed symbols. In 
all cases, the temperature was taken to be 300 K. These figures show that the 
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model parameter space for the Henry coefficient and heat of adsorption is in 
excellent agreement with that of the simulation in the neighbourhood of the 
optimal parameter values for the guest-host interactions. The actual values for 
ε/kB and σ in methane are 115 K and 3.47 Å, respectively. The force field 
parameters values for ethane are ε/kB = 93 K and σ = 3.48 Å. The carbon-carbon 
bond length was set to 1.54 Å in all of our simulations of ethane. 
 
Fig. B.1(a), B.2(a), B.1(d) and B.2(d) show that for the AFI and ITQ-29 hosts the 
model agrees nearly perfectly with the simulation for the Henry coefficient and 
heat of adsorption for the entire parameter space explored. This indicates that the 
annular model describes them well even though the actual pores are not 
completely smooth. 
If we compare Fig. B.1(a) and Fig. B.3(a), we see that for adsorption of methane 
in AFI the Henry coefficient is 1-3 orders of magnitude lower than for ethane. 
Also, Fig. B.2(a) and Fig. B.4(a) show that for adsorption of ethane the 
magnitude of the heat of adsorption is larger. 
 
Fig. B.1(b), B.2(b), B.3(b) and B.4(b) show that there is good agreement between 
the model and simulation for the LTL-type zeolite. This result is somewhat 
surprising since the LTL-type zeolite has highly corrugated pores and the pore 
surface is not cylindrical. In Fig. B.1(e), B.2(e), B.3(e), and B.4(e) the same 
comparison is shown for the MTT-type zeolite. The agreement here is not as 
good as the other cases since the pore size is only slightly larger than the guest 
molecule. This causes the potential in the model to be dominated by repulsions, 
thereby reducing the magnitude of the heat of adsorption. 
 
The model parameters for the adsorption of methane and ethane for each zeolite 
are shown in table B.1 and table B.2 respectively. 
  










    
 

























Figure B.1: Henry coefficient of methane in (a) AFI-, (b) LTL-, (c) TON-, (d) ITQ-29 and (e) 
MTT-type zeolite at 300 K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. 
Data from MC simulations and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 
100 K, model; red circle, ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB 
= 115 K, MC; white diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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Figure B.2: Heat of adsorption of methane in (a) AFI-, (b) LTL-, (c) TON-, (d) ITQ-29 and (e) 
MTT-type zeolite at 300 K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. 
Data from MC simulations and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 
100 K, model; red circle, ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB 
= 115 K, MC; white diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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Figure B.3: Henry coefficient of ethane in (a) AFI-, (b) LTL-, (c) TON-, (d) ITQ-29 and (e) MTT-
type zeolite at 300 K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. Data 
from MC simulations and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 100 
K, model; red circle, ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB = 
115 K, MC; white diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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Figure B.4: Heat of adsorption of ethane in (a) AFI-, (b) LTL-, (c) TON-, (d) ITQ-29 and (e) 
MTT-type zeolite at 300 K as a function of the parameters describing the guest-host interactions. 
Data from MC simulations and model equations after fitting simulation data. White square, ε/kB = 
100 K, model; red circle, ε/kB = 100 K, MC; white triangle, ε/kB = 115 K, model; blue triangle, ε/kB 
= 115 K, MC; white diamond, ε/kB = 130 K, model; purple triangle, ε/kB = 130 K, MC. 
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 Model Parameters for Methane 
Zeolite R1/[Å] R2/[Å] λ 
UminkB-
1/[K] 
AFI 5.1477 10.255 1.4918 0.33747 
LTL 4.9196 10.975 1.0451 2.9283 
TON 4.0420 8.1378 1.4223 0.48647 
ITQ-29 5.3815 9.2728 1.3664 1.2072 
MTT 3.9261 7.9745 1.5245 -1.9371 
 




 Model Parameters for Ethane 
Zeolite R1/[Å] R2/[Å] λ UminkB
-1/[K] 
AFI 5.8917 9.7009 1.9367 -0.47840 
LTL 4.6671 7.8873 0.97362 1.3430 
TON 4.0485 7.9992 1.3666 2.0229 
ITQ-29 5.4878 5.7262 1.3934 0.39721 
MTT 4.0323 13.123 1.2397 2.7993 
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